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ABSTRACT 
 
Silicon photovoltaics (PV) is approaching its theoretical efficiency limit as a single-
junction technology. To break this limit and further lower the PV-generated levelized cost 
of electricity, it is necessary to engineer a silicon-based “tandem” technology in which a 
solar cell of another material is stacked on top of silicon to make more efficient use of the 
full solar spectrum.  
This dissertation understands and develops four aspects of silicon-based tandem 
PV technology. First, a new “spectral efficiency” concept is proposed to understand how 
tandem cells should be designed and to identify the best tandem partners for silicon cells. 
Using spectral efficiency, a top-cell-design guide is constructed for silicon-based tandems 
that sets efficiency targets for top cells with various bandgaps to achieve targeted tandem 
efficiencies. 
Second, silicon heterojunction solar cells are tuned to the near-infrared spectrum to 
enable world-record perovskite/silicon tandems both in two- and four-terminal 
configurations. In particular, for the 23.6%-efficient two-terminal tandem, a single-side 
textured silicon bottom cell is fabricated with a low-refractive-index silicon nanoparticle 
layer as a rear reflector. This design boosts the current density to 18.5 mA/cm2; this value 
exceeds that of any other silicon bottom cell and matches that of the top cell. 
Third, “PVMirrors” are proposed as a novel tandem architecture to integrate silicon 
cells with various top cells. A strength of the design is that the PVMirror collects diffuse 
light as a concentrating technology. With this concept, a gallium-arsenide/silicon PVMirror 
tandem is demonstrated with an outdoor efficiency of 29.6%, with respect to the global 
irradiance. 
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Finally, a simple and versatile analytical model is constructed to evaluate the cost 
competitiveness of an arbitrary tandem against its sub-cell alternatives. It indicates that 
tandems will become increasingly attractive in the market, as the ratio of sub-cell module 
cost to area-related balance-of-system cost—the key metric that will determine the market 
success or failure of tandems—is decreasing. 
As an evolution of silicon technology, silicon-based tandems are the future of PV. 
They will allow more people to have access to clean energy at ultra-low cost. This thesis 
defines both the technological and economic landscape of silicon-based tandems, and 
makes important contributions to this tandem future.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Silicon photovoltaic (PV) technology now matures and dominates the PV market 
with about 320 Giga-watts installed capacity worldwide [1, 2]. Compared to the primitive 
cell, first invented in 1954, with 6% efficiency [3], 25%-efficient solar cells are rolling out 
on production lines [4], and the world-record cell efficiency was pushed up to 26.6% in 
2016 [5]. This number is approaching the 29.4% theoretical efficiency limit, and is believed 
to be on par with the 27% practical efficiency limit of silicon cells on device level [6, 7]. 
As a result of such remarkable development in performance—together with scaling—
silicon PV technology now yields a system cost close to $1/W, and becomes one of the 
cheapest low-carbon power source, which offers the highest technical potential among 
renewable energy sources that could substantially displace fossil fuels and curb climate 
change by powering nearly a third of global electricity demand [8-10].  
To reach that ambitious goal by 2050, analysis forecasts that the system cost needs 
to be in the range of $ 0.30-0.70 per watt [9]. Given the already-cheap silicon PV module 
is no longer a main cost contributor (e.g. less than a third of the total installed system cost 
in US in 2016 [11, 12]), it is more imperative than ever to further increase the efficiency 
of silicon PV—exceeding its limit—to discount all the hardware and soft costs.  
1.1 Efficiency Limit of Silicon Technology 
When considering the principles to overcome the single-junction limit, it is 
instructive to examine the efficiencies of the individual energy conversion processes, and 
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thus identify the best opportunities. Figure 1-1 shows the breakdown of the overall 
conversion into four individual processes, as proposed by Würfel et al. [13]. The first 
process is the absorption of incident photon energy, the absorption efficiency (ηabs) is 
defined as the ratio of absorbed energy current (jE,abs) to incident energy current (jE,inc), 
with the absorbed (incident) energy current defined as absorbed (incident) photon current 
times the mean energy of photons absorbed (incident); the second process is thermalization 
of electron-hole pairs. In this process, the energy of electron-hole pairs reduced from the 
mean energy of photons absorbed down to ܧ௚ ൅ 3݇ܶ, its efficiency (ηthermalization) is defined 
as the ratio of the mean energy of thermalized electron-hole pairs to un-thermalized ones, 
which equals the mean energy of photons absorbed. The third factor (ηthermodynamic) defines 
the maximum chemical energy—eVoc—that can be obtained from the thermalized energy 
of electron-hole pairs. Following that is a fill factor (FF) which is the fraction of chemical 
energy current delivered at maximum power point.  
 
Figure 1-1. Individual processes and their respective efficiency of a silicon cell with 
limiting efficiency. Achieving the 29.4% overall efficiency, the efficiencies of 
sequential processes for absorption, thermalization, thermodynamic and FF are 78%, 
67%, 63% and 89.3% respectively.  
eVmpeVocE +3kTgEph
abs thermalization thermodynamic FF
29.4% 78% 67% 63% 89.3%
overall_cell x x x
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In the calculated 29.4% silicon cell [6], the short-circuit current density (Jsc) is 
43.31 mA/cm2, open-circuit voltage is 761.3 mV, FF is 89.26%, and the thickness is 110 
µm. Therefore, the overall conversion efficiency can break down into absorption efficiency 
of 78%, thermalization efficiency of 67%, thermodynamic factor of 63% and FF of 89.3% 
( 78%ൈ 67% ൈ 63% ൈ 89.3% ൌ 29.4% ). The efficiency breakdown indicated that, 
compared to FF, all other three efficiencies are small and thus need improvement.  
At first glance, the bottle-neck process is the third process that is the conversion of 
the energy of the electron-hole pairs into chemical energy. Therefore, it’s tempting to 
improve that number as the primary goal. However, this efficiency is limited by intrinsic 
properties of silicon material, which is not of interests to engineer in the scope of my 
research. For example, in the limiting-efficiency calculation, it models an ideal, un-doped 
silicon cell with no surface or defect (Shockley-Read-Hall) recombination, perfect anti-
reflection coating and perfect rear reflectors, and the quasi-Fermi levels splitting at Voc are 
determined only by radiative recombination and Auger recombination, both of which are 
natural properties of silicon material. In fact, Auger recombination is the dominant loss 
mechanism in this hypothetical device, and this loss on any device made with doped silicon 
cannot be smaller than this un-doped limit.  
1.2 Break the Limit: Silicon Tandem 
Since improving ηthermodynamic is not a viable route, it leaves the thermalization loss 
as the lowest-hanging fruit. To reduce the thermalization loss, an intuitive approach, first 
proposed by Ross and Nozik [14], is to prevent carrier thermalization, which means extract 
the electron-hole pairs while they are “hot” (before they thermalize). The “hot carrier” 
concept is favorable for narrow-bandgap materials, including silicon, as narrow-bandgap 
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materials suffer more from thermalization loss. In fact, it has been tried on III-V material 
systems [13, 15]. Unfortunately, so far, a fully functional hot-carrier solar cell—extract hot 
carriers from one region of the cell and forming a thermalized distribution in another 
without losing the thermalization energy to the lattice—has not been demonstrated [16].     
Figure 1-2. Graphical analysis of efficiency of (a) a silicon solar cell, and (b) a tandem 
solar cell. The area under the black curve represents the total input power of AM1.5 G 
spectrum. The purple areas represent thermalization loss, the grey areas represent 
absorption loss, the red areas represent power output by a silicon cell and the green area 
is power output by a top cell.  
 
Another approach to reduce thermalization is tandem technology—in which a 
wide-bandgap top cell is coupled with a silicon cell—and Figure 1-2 visualizes how it 
works (although not accurate). The area under the “ܬ௦௖ሺܧ௚ ݁⁄ ሻ” curve is the total input 
power of AM1.5 G spectrum, and for a single-junction silicon solar cell as shown in Figure 
1-2(a), the red shaded rectangle represents the power output by the device, and the grey 
area above the rectangle, where photon energies are lower than the bandgap of silicon, 
represents the absorption loss; In contrast, the purple area to the right of the curve, where 
photon energies are higher than the bandgap of silicon, represents the thermalization loss. 
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By adding another top-cell material with wider bandgap, e.g. 1.7 eV as shown in Figure 1-
2(b), to absorb the high energy photons, the thermalization loss reduces.  
1.3 Tandem Efficiency Limit 
It is not difficult to conclude that the thermalization loss can be minimized by 
adding more and more wider-bandgap materials in a cascade fashion in terms of their 
bandgaps. However, as this thesis limit the scope of research to silicon-based tandem—
pairing only one top cell with silicon, it’s desirable to know which bandgap, in combination 
with silicon, produces the highest tandem efficiency.  
Figure 1-3. Detailed-balance calculation of tandem efficiency for (a) series-connected 
sub-cells, and (b) independently-operated sub-cells. The white dashed line denotes the 
bandgap of silicon cell.  
 
A top-down approach to answer this question is the detailed-balance model, often 
referred as Shockley-Queisser (SQ) limit as originally proposed by Shockley and Queisser 
to calculate single-junction limit [17]. This model is generalized for all semiconductors 
that only considers radiative recombination, and can be extended to cover tandem concept 
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by applying the same approach to multiple materials [18-20]. Figure 1-3 shows the 1-sun 
tandem efficiency under (ASTM G173-03) AM1.5 G spectrum. For series-connected sub-
cells, as shown in Figure 1-3(a), due to the current-matching constraint at maximum power 
point, the bandgap combinations to yield best tandem efficiency are rather limited. 
Fortunately, using material with a bandgap of 1.1 eV (silicon) as bottom cell would result 
close-to-maximum tandem efficiency when pairing with a top cell that has a bandgap of 
1.7 eV. When sub-cells are independently connected and thus removed the current-
matching constraint, silicon bottom cell can have a wide range of top-cell choice in terms 
of its bandgap, and still yield maximum tandem efficiency as it would achieve in series-
connected situation, as shown in Figure 1-3(b).          
1.4 Tandem Assembly Technologies 
The essence of a top-cell/silicon tandem is the diversion of high-energy photons to 
a wide-bandgap material, preventing their absorption in the silicon bottom cell to reduce 
the thermalization loss. This spectrum filtering process can be achieved by the top cell 
itself or with help from an additional optical element.  
 
Figure 1-4. Three common coupling configurations [21]. The solored arrows show how 
the solar spectrum is transmitted and absorbed by the top and bottom cells.  
 
Si bottom cell
2-terminal
Conductive
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As a semiconductor transmits photons with energies lower than its bandgap energy, 
stacking a wide-bandgap material on top of silicon results in absorptive filtering. 
Depending on whether the two sub-cells are electrically connected or not, tandems with 
absorptive filtering can be subdivided into two categories: monolithic (two-terminal) 
tandems, and mechanically stacked (four-terminal) tandems, as shown in Figure 1-4 [21, 
22]. In a two-terminal configuration, the sub-cells are connected in series, and therefore 
their currents must be matched at the maximum power points to avoid power loss. In a 
four-terminal configuration, by contrast, the power output of each sub-cell is measured 
independently. Removing the current-matching constraint means that precise control of the 
top-cell bandgap and thickness, front-surface reflection, and parasitic absorption in 
supporting layers is no longer required. Moreover, four-terminal tandems in the field are 
expected to have an energy yield a few percent higher than equivalent-efficiency two-
terminal tandems because they are insensitive to current mismatch resulting from spectrum 
variation [23, 24]. Another advantage of four-terminal tandem is that each sub-cell is 
processed independently, therefore sub-cells fabricated with incompatible processing 
temperatures or chemistries can still be paired. Also, four-terminal tandem would not suffer 
any electrical loss from imperfect interfaces, e.g. defects, which people making two-
terminal tandems mostly fight with. Recently, to get rid of this interface-defects-induce 
electrical loss, researchers are investigating wafer bonding technologies, including fusion 
bonding [25], surface activation bonding [26-30], and transparent conductive oxide (TCO) 
bonding [31]. However, these bonding technologies require atomic flat surfaces, which 
imposes the heavy cost of chemical-mechanical polishing, which is not favorable for PV 
manufacturing. Another “bonding” category is “wiring” sub-cells either with metals 
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fingers [32], or metal particles [33, 34]. For these technologies, surface roughness 
requirement may be relaxed, however, optical transparency or electrical conductivity could 
be the major concern. 
Despite these aforementioned advantages, no four-terminal tandem has been 
commercialized; the III-V multi-junction pioneers as well as thin-film silicon tandems are 
monolithic two-terminal devices [28, 35-38]. One anticipated stumbling block is the 
additional wiring that increases the balance-of-system cost, and the jury is out as to whether 
the value of increased efficiency compared to the two-terminal counterpart will outweigh 
the cost of increased complexity. Also on the cell level, the four-terminal tandems may 
suffer more optical losses—mainly parasitic absorption loss—than their two-terminal 
counterparts, as there are four conductive layers, instead of two, providing lateral transport 
(two for each sub-cell) that has high carrier concentration and, therefore, notable free-
carrier absorption. Another disadvantages of four-terminal tandems compared to two-
terminal tandems is the additional metallization that not only increase cost but also induces 
shading loss from finger misalignment [39]; Also for the same value of resistance in both 
sub-cells, the resistance-induced power loss in a two-terminal tandem is expected to be less 
than in a four-terminal counterpart because the former has a higher voltage at the maximum 
power point [40]. In other words, monolithic tandem can tolerate higher series resistances.   
Unlike absorptive filtering in monolithic or mechanically stacked tandems, 
optically coupled tandems direct high (low) energy photons to wide- (narrow-) bandgap 
absorbers by an optical element. Depending on the type of optical element, it can be sub-
divided into reflective filtering—e.g. using a dichroic mirror [41, 42]—refractive filtering 
[43], holographic filtering etc. [44, 45]. These optically-coupled tandems are four-terminal 
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tandems, therefore, their performance are not restricted by issues such as lattice-mismatch 
or current-mismatch. However, a common challenge for these optically-couple tandems 
are the spectral fidelity of the optics [46].  
Distinct from the oft-discussed two- and four-terminal configuration, three-
terminal tandems based on interdigitated-back-contact (IBC) silicon solar cell are gaining 
attention, which are structurally different from the traditional three-terminal tandems that 
have been attempted on III-V [47], amorphous silicon [48], and polymer solar cells [49]. 
In this configuration, one terminal is located on the front surface of the top cell, and the 
rest two terminals are on the back side—inherited from the IBC silicon cell; these two sub-
cells are electrically connected either with a tunnel junction, as in a monolithic tandem, or 
sharing an electron or hole contact [50]. This tandem, with the additional terminal, 
decouples the charge collection of the two sub-cells, as in a four-terminal tandem, but 
eliminates the lateral transport requirement (which causes free-carrier absorption) in the 
electrical coupling layer, as in a two terminal tandem. A more exotic design even uses 
back-contact top cell, which further eliminates the front transparent electrode in the  top 
cell [51].  
1.5 State of the Art of Silicon-Based Tandems 
Coupling configuration aside, there are presently three major top-cell candidates 
under investigation. III-V materials are predominant due to their earlier success in III-V 
multi-junctions. (Note that, historically, there was a lot of research of growing III-V solar 
cell on top of silicon. However, much of this work was aimed to use silicon as an alternative 
substrate instead of an active bottom cell to form a tandem [27, 52-54], and thus are not 
the focus of this thesis.) Perovskites are an emerging material that have the potential for 
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low manufacturing cost. Finally, wide-bandgap II-VI materials are being considered for 
pairing with silicon—a departure from their historic role as a competitor to silicon in 
single-junction devices. Other material such as II-IV-V2 chalcopyrites are also an 
interesting top-cell absorber candidates, but are still in a pre-cell research stage. [55]  
1.5.1 III-V/Si Tandems     
III-V is the most successful technology in making tandem or multi-junction solar 
cells. As shown in Figure 1-5, a tandem efficiency close to 28% was demonstrated both 
with AlGaAs/GaAs and InGaP/GaAs materials as early as in 1989 [56, 57], and in 1996, 
Takamoto et al. reported a 4 cm2, 30.3% InGaP/GaAs tandem, which was the first PV 
device that achieves efficiency greater than 30% measured under 1-sun [58]. The record 
was pushed up to 31.6% by Alta Devices in 2016 [59]. By tuning the bandgap to 1.1 eV—
close to that of silicon—NREL achieved a 32.6% GaInAsP/GaInAs tandem in 2017 [60]. 
As demonstrated in this device, and predicted by the detailed-balance model, silicon is a 
better bottom cell than GaAs—in terms of bandgap—for a tandem [61]. With the additional 
benefits of using silicon substrates such as low cost, high thermal conductivity, and 
superior mechanical strength [62], direct growth of III-V materials on top of silicon was 
one of the first approach investigated in III-V/Si tandems. In 1992, Shimizu et al. reported 
the first AlGaAs/Si tandem with an efficiency of 16.3% [63]. By improving the growth 
sequence and adopting an Al compositionally graded band emitter layer, a 19.9% tandem 
was reported in 1995 [64]. With further optimization of thermal-cycle annealing and buffer 
layer, Soga et al. reported a 21.4%-efficient Al0.15Ga0.85As/Si tandem in 1997, which is the 
highest-reported III-V/silicon tandem achieved by the direct growth method; however, this 
device is still limited by the high threading dislocation density (TDD) of the AlGaAs layer 
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grown on silicon due to the lattice mismatch between the III-V material and silicon [65]. 
Given the large lattice mismatch between silicon and well-established III-V cells, e.g. 
GaAs, InGaP, AlGaAs etc., other III-V cells with lattice constant close to silicon are 
alternative candidates. A GaAsP/Si tandem with GaP as a buffer layer was reported in 
1994, with an efficiency of 5.5% [66]. Grassman et al. demonstrated a 10.7%-efficient 
GaAs0.75P0.25/Si tandem in 2013 and improved to 13.1% in 2016 [67, 68]. Michelle et al. 
demonstrated a 15.3%-efficient 1.7 eV GaAsP top cell on GaP/Si template with record-low 
TDD, which paves the way for >25%-efficient monolithic GaAsP/Si tandem [69]. 
Quaternary compounds such as GaAsNP and InGaNP could match the lattice constant of 
silicon well, however, the growth control of quaternary compounds is a substantial 
challenge compared to the well-studied binary or ternary compounds, NREL reported a 
5.2% GaNPAs/Si tandem with its top cell being the performance-limiting sub-cell, which 
indicates the III-V material quality grown on silicon still needs improving [70].  
 
Figure 1-5. Best III-V/silicon tandem efficiencies reported on a time scale. Also shown 
are efficiencies of III-V tandems and micromorph tandems.  
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Reducing TDD is a common challenge for direct growth III-V/Si tandem; however, 
a technology to circumvent it while still making a two-terminal tandem is wafer bonding. 
In 2012, Tanabe et al. first reported a 25.2%-efficient Al0.1Ga0.9As/Si tandem, achieved by 
direct fusion bonding: the GaAs substrate with AlGaAs cell and a silicon diffuse-junction 
cell were brought into contact with the (011) edges aligned, and annealed at 300–500 °C in 
ambient air for 3 h under a uniaxial pressure of 0.1 MPa [25]. In 2013, the surface activation 
bonding technology, developed at Fraunhofer ISE, was applied to bond III-V materials 
with silicon. In this approach, the Si and GaAs substrates are in contact with 10 kN load at 
120°C for 5 minutes right after argon fast-atom-beam treatment [26].  However, only triple-
junction (GaInP/GaAs//Si) results were reported with this technology, with the efficiency 
increased from initial 20.5% to 33% in 2017 [26, 30, 71]. Distinct from using GaAs as a 
bonding layer, NREL was investigating a bonding technology with transparent-conductive-
oxide layers, however, no tandem results were reported [31]. A shared limitation of all the 
bonding technologies is the necessity of atomic-flat surfaces, usually achieved by 
chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP), which is cost-prohibitive in PV production.  
Four-terminal tandems relax the lattice- and current-matching constraints, and 
therefore, as expected, III-V/Si tandems in this category have higher efficiencies. With the 
mechanically stacked configuration, a 31%-efficient GaAs//Si tandem was reported as 
early as 1988, as measured under a concentration of 347x [72]. As for one-sun application, 
there were not many reports until in 2015, when NREL/CSEM first reported a 27.1%-
efficient GaInP//Si tandem made by epoxying a GaInP cell onto a silicon heterojunction 
cell [73]. By inserting a glass slide between two sub-cells with additional optical 
optimization, a 1 cm2, 29.8%-efficient tandem was report in 2016 [74], this number went 
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up to 30.5% later in 2016 [75], and improved to 32.5% in 2017 [76]. Using the same 
configuration but with a GaAs top-cell, a 32.8% GaAs//Si tandem was also reported by 
CSEM [76].  
1.5.2 II-VI/Si Tandems 
Cadmium Telluride (CdTe), the dominant II-VI technology, is the only thin-film 
technology in the market that can compete with silicon in terms of cost [11, 77]. Therefore, 
most researchers were focused on improving its single-junction efficiency as a “foe” to 
silicon, instead of being a “friend” of silicon to be used in a tandem. Similar to III-V 
materials, II-VI materials have a wide range of flexibility in terms of its bandgap (lattice 
constant is unimportant for polycrystalline cells, but is also tunable), which makes them 
favorable for top cells to pair with silicon [78, 79]. Notably, unlike III-V materials, the 
electronic properties of II-VI materials, such as minority-carrier lifetime and mobility, are 
less sensitive to structural defects such as dislocations due to the more ionic, less covalent 
nature of the material [78]. This, in principle, enables better II-Vi/Si tandem than III-VI/Si 
tandems made with direct epitaxial growth, given the TDD challenges. However, 
experimentally, only one 16.8%-efficient CdZnTe/Si tandem result was reported in the 
literature, achieved by growing a 1.8-eV-bandgap CdZnTe on top of a diffused-junction 
silicon cell [80]. The single-junction CdZnTe cell alone was reported to have 16% 
efficiency. There are very few reports of research progress on high bandgap II-VI cells but, 
recently, ASU started developing such top cells [81], and a 11.2%-efficient 
monocrystalline Mg0.13Cd0.87Te solar cell with a bandgap of 1.7 eV was achieved [82]. 
Polycrystalline MgCdTe and ZnCdTe absorbers with a bandgap of 1.7 eV are also under 
investigation [83].          
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1.5.3 Perovskite/Silicon Tandems 
Metal halide perovskite solar cells have developed very rapidly, with record single-
junction efficiencies now over 22% [75, 84]. Solar cells made with this material are far 
from commercialization and have several important challenges, such as the need to achieve 
long-term stability and the development of a manufacturing method for the reproducible 
fabrication of high-performance devices [85, 86]. Nevertheless, perovskites are receiving 
considerable attention because of their favorable material properties, such as strong optical 
absorption, long diffusion lengths, and solution processability enabled by the relatively 
benign nature of intrinsic defects [87, 88]. Additionally, their wide, tunable bandgap makes 
perovskites highly attractive for use in silicon to form tandems [89, 90]. Although 
perovskite/silicon tandems have a relatively short history, progress has been tremendous. 
As shown in Figure 1-6(a), within about two and half years, tandem efficiencies went from 
~13% to 26.4% and 23.6% for mechanical-stacked and monolithic configurations, 
respectively [91-93]. However, it is important to notice that the cell area of most devices 
are quite small. Figure 1-6(b) shows the same efficiency data as in Figure 1-6(a) but as a 
function of device area. Obviously, most of the devices have cell area < 1 cm2, which is a 
lab-scale, proof-of-concept device size.  
The first two-terminal, monolithic perovskite/silicon tandem was reported in 2015 
by Mailoa et al. The authors deposited a methylammonium-lead-iodide perovskite 
(MAPbI3) on a diffused-junction solar cell and achieved a 1-cm2 tandem cell with an 
efficiency of 13.7% [94]. Albrecht et al. used low-temperature (< 120°C) processing of a 
perovskite that enabled the use of a silicon heterojunction cell as the bottom cell, and 
reported a 0.16-cm2, 18.1%-efficient tandem in the same year [95]. In 2016, with the 
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utilization of a better transparent conductive oxide (TCO) and anti-reflective foils, a 0.17-
cm2, 21.2%-efficient tandem was achieved by EPFL [96]. Later, employing a nano-
crystalline-silicon-based recombination junction, in combination with a cesium-based 
perovskite (Cs0.19MA0.81PbI3), Sahli et al. reported a 0.25-cm2, 22%-efficient tandem [97]. 
Due to the low lateral conductivity of its recombination junction, a 12.96-cm2, 18%-
efficient tandem was also reported. Recently, based on diffused-silicon cell, Wu et al. 
reported a 22.5%-efficient perovskite/silicon tandem by employing  a rather complicated 
perovskite top cell (Cs0.07Rb0.03FA0.765MA0.135PbI2.55Br0.45), and a low-refractive-index 
silicon nitride on the rear side of silicon cell to enhance the near-infrared light response in 
the silicon cell [98]. As the momentum of the research continues, new records are expected 
to come rapidly.  
Figure 1-6. Perovskite/silicon tandem efficiency reported (a) on a time scale (b) on a 
device area scale. Note that the device areas are designated illuminated area during 
measurement. For four-terminal measurements for which the area of top and bottom cells 
were different, the smaller one was show on the scale.  
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Four-terminal, mechanically stacked perovskite/silicon tandems are also improving 
incredibly. With molybdenum oxide and indium tin oxide (MoOx/ITO) as a semi-
transparent hole contact for a perovskite cell, Loper et al. reported in 2014 the first 
mechanically stacked perovskite/silicon tandem with an efficiency of 13.4%, achieved by 
summing the efficiencies of 6.2% from a 0.25-cm2 MAPbI3 top cell and 7.2% from a 4-cm2 
silicon heterojunction bottom cell [99]. One month later, Bailie et al. reported that using 
silver nanowire as a semi-transparent electrode for the perovskite cell enabled a 17%-
efficient tandem, calculated by summing the efficiencies of 12.7% from a MAPbI3 top cell 
and 4.3% from a multi-crystalline silicon bottom cell, both 0.39 cm2 in size [100].  Within 
the same group, using indium tin oxide (ITO) as a semi-transparent electrode and MgF2 as 
an anti-reflection layer, an 18% tandem efficiency was achieved by summing 12.3% from 
a MAPbI3 top cell and 5.7% from a monocrystalline solar cell [101]. In 2015, with a more 
transparent indium zinc oxide (IZO) layer to form a MoOx/IZO semi-transparent contact, 
Werner et al. achieved a 18.2%-efficient tandem, summing the efficiencies of 10.4% from 
a 0.16-cm2 MAPbI3 top cell and 7.8% from a 4-cm2 silicon heterojunction bottom cell 
[102]. This efficiency was quickly pushed up to 22.8%, by improving the top cell to 13.4% 
on a 0.25-cm2 size, and by improving the bottom cell to 9.4%, still on a 4-cm2 device [103]. 
By further improving the efficiency of the perovskite top cell to 16.4%, Werner et al., 
again, achieved a 25.2%-efficient tandem [104]. All these four-terminal tandems reported 
were using 1.55-eV MAPbI3 perovskites. With higher-bandgap, mixed-cation perovskites, 
McMeekin et al. first reported a 19.8%-efficient tandem based on a 1.74-eV,  
formamidinium/cesium-mixed (FACsPbI3−xBrx) perovskite top cell, by summing the 
efficiencies of 12.5% from the top cell and 7.3% from a silicon heterojunction bottom cell 
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[105]. Using a 1.63-eV Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 perovskite, Peng et al.  
reported a 24.5%-efficiency tandem, by summing the efficiencies of 16.6% from a 0.36-
cm2 top cell, and 7.9% from a 4-cm2 interdigitated-back-contact (IBC) silicon cell [106]. 
Recently, a new record of 26.4%-efficient tandem was reported by Duong et al., with 16% 
from a 1.73-eV, rubidium-incorporated, formamidinium/methylammonium/cesium-mixed 
perovskite top cell that uses MoOx/ITO as semi-transparent electrode on a 0.3-cm2 size, 
and 10.4% from a 4-cm2 interdigitated-back-contact (IBC) silicon cell [107]. 
Optically coupled perovskite/silicon tandems have also been investigated, mainly 
as a demonstration of efficiency potential. As early as 2014, Uzu et al. demonstrated the 
first optically coupled, 28%-efficient perovskite/silicon tandem using a dichroic mirror 
beamsplitter to couple a 1.6-eV-bandgap, MAPbI3 perovskite and a silicon heterojunction 
cell [108]. With an aperture of 0.04-cm2, the 0.2-cm2 15.3%-efficient top cell generated 
7.5% under the reflected light (as the dichroic sends only light < 550 nm to the top cell), 
and the 4-cm2, 25.2%-efficient Si bottom cell generated 20.5% under the transmitted light, 
which adds up to 28.0% total efficiency. Similarly, Sheng et al. made a 2.3-eV-bandgap, 
0.045-cm2 MAPbBr3 perovskite coupled with a 1-cm2, 22.7%-efficient passivated-emitter-
with-rear-locally-diffused (PERL) cell [109]. The dichroic in this setup sent only light with 
photon energies higher than 2.5 eV (wavelength < 500 nm) to the wide-bandgap perovskite, 
and the resulting tandem efficiency was 23.4%. Perovskite/silicon tandems that used the 
band edge of the perovskite as an absorptive filter and reflected sub-bandgap light were 
demonstrated with 0.09-cm2 and 0.07-cm2 perovskite cells by Duong et al. and Li et al., 
respectively, and both yielded 23.1%-efficient tandems [110, 111].  
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CHAPTER 2 
SELECTING TANDEM PARTNERS FOR SILICON SOLAR CELLS 
This chapter introduces a new “spectral efficiency” concept to understand how 
tandem cells should be designed and to identify the best tandem partners for silicon cells. 
“Spectral efficiency” is a bottom-up approach to calculate the limiting tandem efficiency 
as opposed to the widely known “detailed-balance” top-down approach. It visualizes the 
efficiency of solar cells at each wavelength and provides a means to assess the efficiency 
potential of any cell pairing; top cells for silicon can thus be selected among existing solar 
cells, which are different from their idealized counterparts assumed in the detailed-balance 
model. Using spectral efficiency, the limiting silicon-based tandem efficiency are re-
evaluated after taking into account Auger recombination in a silicon bottom cell; and a top-
cell-design guide is constructed for silicon-based tandems that sets efficiency targets for 
top cells with various bandgaps to achieve targeted tandem efficiencies. 
2.1 Tandem Efficiency Limits  
 What efficiency might a silicon-based tandem be expected to reach? A top-down 
approach to this question begins by calculating the limiting efficiency, which others have 
done using a detailed-balance model that considers only radiative recombination [18, 19]. 
A more accurate treatment of the indirect-bandgap silicon bottom cell must also include 
Auger recombination and incomplete photon absorption [6], however, and thus Figure 2-1 
shows the limiting efficiency of a tandem comprised of a radiative-recombination-limited 
top cell of variable bandgap and an Auger-recombination-limited silicon bottom cell with 
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Lambertian light trapping [21]. For a two-terminal configuration, a top cell with a bandgap 
of approximately 1.7 eV is best, and the tandem has a limiting efficiency of 43% under 
one-sun illumination. For the reasons discussed in Chapter 1, four-terminal configurations 
are less sensitive to the bandgap of the top cell but also have peak efficiencies near 1.7 eV. 
Were tandem cells to reach the same level of maturity as monocrystalline single-junction 
PV technologies such as silicon and GaAs, which have achieved cell efficiencies that are 
more than 85% of their respective limits, they would operate with over 36% efficiency. 
 
Figure 2-1. Limiting efficiency of a silicon-based tandem PV cell for varying top-cell 
bandgap. Efficiencies are shown for two- and four-terminal configurations, as well as 
three illumination intensities. The silicon cell’s current–voltage characteristic was 
calculated with a model that includes Auger recombination and Lambertian light 
trapping; the top cell’s characteristic was calculated with a detailed-balance model that 
considers radiative recombination only. The efficiency of the four-terminal tandem was 
calculated by summing the maximum power of the individual sub-cells and normalizing 
to the input power; the efficiency of the two-terminal tandem was similarly calculated 
but using the power generated by both sub-cells at the maximum-power current of the 
limiting sub-cell [21]. 
 
2.2 Spectral Efficiency Concept  
A different, bottom-up approach to assess the potential of silicon-based tandems is 
to ask: what would happen if two existing sub-cells were paired? Which cells should one 
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choose and what efficiency is possible? The limiting efficiency calculations used to 
generate Figure 2-1, which consider hypothetical, ideal cells, are no help here. Instead, we 
turn to a little-known concept called spectral efficiency [21, 45], denoted η(λ) and defined 
as: 
ߟሺߣሻ ൌ ௢ܸ௖ ∙ ܨܨ ∙ ܬ௦௖ሺߣሻܫሺߣሻ 										ሺ2.1ሻ 
with Voc the open-circuit voltage, FF the fill factor, λ the wavelength, I(λ) the spectral 
irradiance (in Wm-2nm-1), and Jsc(λ) the short-circuit current density per unit wavelength 
(in Am-2nm-1): 
ܬ௦௖ሺߣሻ ൌ ݍ ߣ݄ܿ ܧܳܧሺߣሻ ∙ ܫሺߣሻ									ሺ2.2ሻ 
In equation (2.2), q is elementary charge, h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of 
light, and EQE(λ) is the external quantum efficiency. Equation (2.1) looks like the usual 
definition of PV cell efficiency, but it is spectrally resolved. Spectral efficiency depicts 
efficiency at each wavelength and—in analogy with EQE and Jsc—its spectrum-weighted 
integral is cell efficiency. To calculate spectral efficiency, one needs only a current–voltage 
(J–V) characteristic and EQE spectrum, and thus it is possible to find the spectral efficiency 
of, for example, the record cells in the solar cell efficiency tables [71]. 
Figure 2-2a displays the spectral efficiencies of several record PV cells, including 
potential bottom cells such as silicon and CIGS, and potential top cells ranging from GaAs 
to perovskites. Figure 2-2b displays the limiting spectral efficiencies of cells with a range 
of bandgaps. Each spectral efficiency curve peaks near the absorber’s bandgap wavelength; 
longer wavelengths are not absorbed and result in zero efficiency, and shorter wavelengths 
are converted with lower efficiency because of carrier thermalization. The utility of spectral 
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efficiency in designing tandems is that cells of different technologies can be directly 
compared, and that the benefit of diverting photons from silicon to a candidate top cell is 
visually apparent. For example, Figure 2-2a reveals that, even though a-Si:H has the ideal 
bandgap for a top cell, the best a-Si:H cell converts every wavelength to electricity with 
poorer efficiency than the best monocrystalline silicon cell, and thus their tandem will 
necessarily perform less well than the bottom cell alone. Conversely, GaInP, which has a 
similar bandgap to a-Si:H, can provide a substantial efficiency boost if coupled with silicon 
so that wavelengths shorter than 650 nm are absorbed in the GaInP cell. 
Figure 2-2. Using spectral efficiency to choose tandem pairings. (a) Spectral efficiencies 
of record PV cells that are candidates for top (solid) and bottom (dashed) cells. Data 
digitized from the Solar cell efficiency tables [112-115]. (b) Limiting spectral 
efficiencies of ideal top cells—calculated with a detailed-balanced model that considers 
radiative recombination only—and the ideal silicon bottom cell—calculated with a 
model that includes Auger recombination and Lambertian light trapping. 
 
2.3 Picking Partners for Silicon  
The maximum efficiency of a tandem can be calculated by summing the integrated 
sub-cell spectral efficiencies, each weighted by the spectra reaching that sub-cell and 
normalized to the incident photon power: 
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ߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ ൌ ׬ߟ௧௢௣
ሺߣሻ ௧݂௢௣ሺߣሻܫሺߣሻ݀ߣ
׬ ܫሺߣሻ ݀ߣ ൅
׬ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ሺߣሻ ௕݂௢௧௧௢௠ሺߣሻܫሺߣሻ݀ߣ
׬ ܫሺߣሻ ݀ߣ 										ሺ2.3ሻ 
with 
௧݂௢௣ሺߣሻ ൌ Φ௧௢௣
ሺߣሻ
Φ௜௡௖௜ௗ௘௡௧ሺߣሻ										ሺ2.4ሻ 
and 
௕݂௢௧௧௢௠ሺߣሻ ൌ Φ௕௢௧௧௢௠ሺߣሻΦ௜௡௖௜ௗ௘௡௧ሺߣሻ										ሺ2.5ሻ 
In equation (2.4) and (2.5), f(λ) is the (wavelength-resolved) spectral fidelity—the 
fraction of the incident light with wavelength λ that reaches a sub-cell (Φ is photon flux). 
The efficiency given by equation (2.3) is that of a tandem composed of two existing cells 
coupled losslessly. This means no electrical losses (for example, due to imperfect current 
matching), and thus implicitly assumes a four-terminal configuration, as well as no optical 
losses (for example, due to parasitic absorption). All tandems, regardless of their coupling 
configurations, are subject to the maximum efficiency constraint expressed by equation 
(2.3). Two-terminal tandems will likely fall below this limit primarily because of electrical 
losses, whereas four-terminal tandems will likely suffer primarily from optical losses. 
There are two common assumptions for the limiting spectral fidelities. For a mechanically 
stacked tandem, ftop(λ) = 1 (all light reaches the top cell) and fbottom(λ) = Ttop (all light 
transmitted through the top cell reaches the bottom cell). For two cells coupled with a beam 
splitter, ftop(λ) = 1 for λ shorter than λtop=bottom (the wavelength at which the top- and bottom-
cell spectral efficiencies are equal) and 0 for longer wavelengths, whereas fbottom(λ) = 0 for 
λ shorter than λtop=bottom and 1 for longer wavelengths. In other words, the beam splitter is 
perfect. 
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Table 2-1 lists the maximum efficiencies of tandems made from the cells in Figure 
2-2a using the f(λ) values corresponding to the two coupling cases described above: 
mechanical stacking and beam splitter. One surprise is that the best perovskite cell on the 
best monocrystalline silicon cell results in only a marginal gain in efficiency 
(approximately 4% absolute) when the two sub-cells are coupled losslessly, yielding a 
tandem that just reaches 30%. As there will undoubtedly be at least optical losses in their 
coupling, it will be challenging to significantly exceed the efficiency of the silicon cell 
alone (25.6%) using present perovskites. An exception is if the sub-cells are coupled 
optically with an excellent beam splitter—remember the 28.0%-efficiency tandem 
demonstrated by Uzu et al. [108]—but this configuration is usually regarded as a laboratory 
demonstration that will not be manufactured and that will not collect diffuse light. Note, 
however, that the best perovskite cell with the best multi-crystalline silicon cell reaches 
nearly as high an efficiency and offers a substantial boost compared to the inexpensive 
multi-crystalline silicon cell alone (21.3%). Another surprise is that, of all existing PV 
cells, GaAs would make the best top cell, even though it has the ‘wrong’ bandgap according 
to Figure 2-1. This is because it is much more efficient—that is, closer to its detailed-
balance limit—than the other cells. 
2.4 Tomorrow’s Top Cell  
In evaluating new tandem possibilities, we believe that the best approach is to 
calculate the maximum tandem efficiency using the measured spectral efficiencies of the 
two cells of interest, as in Table 2-1. It is also possible, however, to construct a top-cell 
design guide using approximate spectral efficiencies calculated by derating the limiting 
spectral efficiencies shown in Figure 2-2b. Here, derating indicates that the spectral 
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efficiency is multiplied by a constant factor less than unity; that is, ηderated(λ) = C∙ηlimiting(λ) 
with C the ‘top-cell fraction of detailed-balance efficiency’. According to equation (2.1), 
this is equivalent to reducing the Voc or FF of an ideal cell, or reducing its Jsc(λ) by the 
same fraction at each wavelength. Figure 2-3 is such a guide and predicts the efficiencies 
of tandems that pair a 20%- or 25%-efficient silicon bottom cell with top cells of varying 
bandgap and efficiency derating. The derating is expressed on the x-axis as the fraction of 
the detailed-balance efficiency, and the one-sun efficiencies of the top cells are given by 
the gray contours. 
Figure 2-3. Guide for predicting the maximum possible efficiency of a silicon-based 
tandem as a function of the top-cell bandgap and efficiency. (a) Tandem with a silicon 
bottom cell that is 20% efficient when measured alone. (b) Tandem with a silicon bottom 
cell that is 25% efficient when measured alone. In each plot, the color scale and black 
contour lines indicate the tandem efficiency, and the dashed grey contour lines indicate 
the efficiency of the top cell when measured alone. To obtain the approximate spectral 
efficiencies of the sub-cells used to calculate the tandem efficiency, the limiting spectral 
efficiencies in Figure 2-2b were derated by scaling them by a constant factor. 
 
Although Figure 2-3 is approximate, it successfully reproduces the exact results for 
existing sub-cells. For example, consider the GaInP cell in Figure 2-3b, which assumes a 
25%-efficient silicon bottom cell that is similar to the 25.6%-efficient silicon cell in Table 
2-1. The star, which was placed based on the InGaP cell’s bandgap and efficiency relative 
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to the detailed-balance limit, corresponds to both the correct top-cell one-sun efficiency 
(slightly less than 21%, from the gray contour lines) and the tandem efficiency (slightly 
over 34%, from the color contours). This indicates how to use this guide to quickly evaluate 
candidate top cells: Find the cell’s bandgap on the y-axis and its one-sun efficiency with 
the gray contours (or its fraction of the detailed-balance limit on the x-axis—the result is 
the same). The color then indicates the maximum tandem efficiency possible if this cell 
were coupled with a 20%- or 25%-efficient silicon bottom cell. 
The future of silicon-based tandems is presently wide open, with several top-cell 
contenders fighting cost-performance trade-offs, and with new top-cell materials to 
emerge. Spectral efficiency, which allows cells to be compared at each wavelength on an 
equal footing, provides a means to assess the efficiency potential of any cell pairing, and 
thus a methodology for selecting top cells for silicon. At present, only III-V and perovskite 
top cells have reached efficiencies that justify coupling with the best silicon cells, with the 
former promising up to 5% higher absolute tandem efficiency than the latter. However, this 
picture will evolve as wide-bandgap cells continue to develop. Spectral efficiency will 
serve throughout this process as an unerring arbiter of cell pairings and a tool with which 
tandem efficiency limits may continually updated. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE PATH TO MARKET FOR SILICON-BASED TANDEM PHOTOVOLTAIC 
MODULES 
Tandem photovoltaic modules with silicon bottom cells promise to push the 
efficiency beyond the single-junction limit and further lower the levelized cost of solar 
electricity. However, it is not clear whether continued improvements in efficiency are 
sufficient to propel tandems beyond their constituent sub-cell modules in terms of cost 
competitiveness. In this chapter, we ask and answer two questions: Under what conditions, 
if any, will silicon-based tandems compete in the (flat-plate) photovoltaics market? And, 
is there any overlap between those favorable conditions and the projected evolution of the 
market?  
We first construct a simple and versatile analytical model to evaluate the cost 
competitiveness of an arbitrary tandem against its sub-cell alternatives. This model 
indicates that the ratio of sub-cell module cost to area-related balance-of-system cost is the 
key metric that will determine the market success or failure of tandems. By analyzing 
historical U.S. data for silicon module cost and area-related balance-of-system cost, we 
demonstrate that this ratio is decreasing, which means that tandems will become 
increasingly attractive in the market. With our model, we further predict that top-cell 
modules that cost up to $40/m2—which is similar to the projected silicon module cost—
will make tandem cost-competitive in the 2020 utility market, and that this breakeven cost 
is more than $100/m2 in the 2020 residential market.  
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3.1 Introduction  
In the United States, the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) generated by 
photovoltaic (PV) modules in an average utility-scale system dropped from 0.27 $/kWh in 
2010 to 0.07 $/kWh in 2016 as the cumulative PV capacity installed in the U.S. skyrocketed 
from 435 MW to 25 GW [12, 116]. This market growth and electricity cost decline has 
been driven largely by the rapid fall in the global price for a silicon PV module: over the 
same period, the average U.S. module price decreased 84%. The balance-of-system (BOS) 
cost—especially the area-related BOS cost, BOSA—has not fallen as quickly, however, and 
now accounts for the majority of the PV system cost [11, 12]. For example, modules were 
only 34% of the average total utility-scale system cost in 2016, and this fraction is even 
lower in area-constrained markets such as the residential and commercial markets.  
In addition to economies of scale, technological innovation has played a key role 
in reducing module cost—and thus system cost—and will continue to do so. In particular, 
higher module efficiency enabled by new cell and module technologies decreases both 
module costs and BOSA on a $/W basis by increasing the system power output. Aluminum 
back-surface field cell manufacturing lines are presently being upgraded to the passivated 
emitter and rear contact (PERC) cell technology with best cell efficiencies now over 22% 
[117], and routes have been demonstrated to mass-manufactured cells with efficiencies in 
excess of 25% using heterojunction or interdigitated-back-contact (IBC) structures [112]. 
Recently, Kaneka reported a 26.6%-efficient silicon cell, which is approaching the 29.4% 
theoretical efficiency limit for a silicon cell and is on par with the practical efficiency limit 
of 27% [5].  
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As silicon cells and modules approach their terminal efficiency, what will come 
next for PV? Silicon-based tandems, in which a wide-bandgap top cell is coupled with a 
silicon cell, are a natural evolution for silicon cells that have the potential to exceed the 
single-junction efficiency limit. In theory, the limiting one-sun efficiency of a silicon-based 
tandem with a 1.7-eV top cell is 43% after taking into account Auger recombination in the 
silicon bottom cell [21]. In practice, top cells with III-V and perovskite absorbers have 
been paired with silicon cells in a range of coupling configurations and achieved 
encouraging efficiencies in lab-scale devices [30, 68, 76, 107, 118]. For example, with III-
V materials, efficiencies of up to 32.8% were reported recently [76], and with perovskites, 
the record tandem efficiency has increased from 13% to 26% within just three years [119]. 
As the research efforts show no sign of slowing, it is plausible that these tandems will 
approach their limiting efficiencies, just as their sub-cells have.  
It is not clear, however, whether continued improvements in efficiency are 
sufficient to propel tandems beyond their constituent sub-cells in terms of cost 
competitiveness. Peters et al. argued that, for tandems to be cost-competitive, modules 
composed of their sub-cells should have similar cost—on a $/W basis—at the system level 
[120]. In other words, a tandem module with expensive top cells and cheap bottom cells 
would lose out to the corresponding “bottom-cell module” that could be made with the 
bottom cells alone. After considering present BOS costs, III-V cell costs, and silicon cell 
costs, Bobela et al. found that a hypothetical III-V/silicon tandem would never offer a cost 
advantage over both single-junction alternatives [121]. Conversely, studies by Werner et 
al. indicated that perovskite/silicon tandems could be competitive in Europe under specific 
circumstances [119]. A comprehensive analysis is, however, outstanding, and critical 
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questions remain. For instance: Under what conditions, if any, will silicon-based tandems 
compete in the (flat-plate) PV market? And, is there any overlap between those favorable 
conditions and the projected evolution of the market? 
3.2 Cost Model  
To answer these questions, we constructed a simple and versatile analytical model 
to compute costs on a system level. The PV system cost (Csystem), in $/W, is given by 
ܥ௦௬௦௧௘௠ ቂ $ௐቃ ൌ
஼೘೚೏ೠ೗೐ቂ $೘మቃ
ఎ∙ଵ଴଴଴	ቂ ೈ೘మቃ
൅ ஻ைௌಲቂ
$
೘మቃ
ఎ∙ଵ଴଴଴	ቂ ೈ೘మቃ
൅ ܤܱܵ௉ ቂ $ௐቃ	ሺ3.1ሻ                                                                      
where Cmodule is the areal module cost to the system owner, η is the module efficiency, 
BOSP is the power-related BOS cost, and the units of each quantity appear in gray in square 
brackets. Note that, as with most $/W calculations, this model excludes financial 
assumptions. The model can be applied to any type of PV system (residential, commercial, 
or utility) by varying the BOSA and BOSP input values, and to any type of PV module by 
varying the Cmodule and η inputs. In particular, Equation (3.1) can be used to calculate the 
system cost for an installation with single-junction top-cell modules (Cmodule = Ctop) or 
bottom-cell modules (Cmodule = Cbottom), or with tandem modules (Cmodule = Ctandem).  
One way to calculate the cost of a hypothetical tandem module is as a perturbation 
to the costs of its constituent single-junction modules. Equation (3.2) does this by summing 
the top-cell and bottom-cell module costs and subtracting the overlap cost (Coverlap):  
ܥ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ ൌ ܥ௧௢௣ ൅ ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠ െ ܥ௢௩௘௥௟௔௣			ሺ3.2ሻ    
Consistent with Equation (3.1), all costs are in $/m2. The single-junction module 
costs include all elements of a standard module—cells, glass, encapsulants, frames, 
junction boxes, etc.—and the overlap costs might include, for example, double-counted 
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encapsulants and glass. However, we assume Coverlap = 0 hereafter. As shown in 
APPENDIX A, this turns out to be necessary to “orthogonalize” the contributions of the 
top-cell and bottom-cell module costs in our model, which simplifies the analysis so that 
we may draw generally applicable conclusions. Furthermore, while this is a conservative 
assumption, it is not the worst-case assumption, as tandems can conceivably cost more than 
the sum of their constituent sub-cells (negative Coverlap). For example, two-terminal 
tandems may require extra processing steps during recombination junction formation, and 
four terminal tandems may require extra layers or spectrum-splitting designs for optimal 
optical coupling.  
Equation (3.1) converts areal costs into power costs by dividing by module output 
power density, which is the product of module efficiency and the AM1.5G 1000 W/m2 
input power density. Thus, we also need to calculate the tandem module efficiency (ηtandem), 
given by 
ߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ ൌ ൫ߟ௧௢௣ ൅ ݂ ∙ ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠൯ ∙ ߟ௖௢௨௣௟௜௡௚		ሺ3.3ሻ 
In Equation (3.3), ηtop is the efficiency of the top-cell module, ηbottom is the 
efficiency of the bottom-cell module (both measured alone, under AM1.5G illumination), 
f is the fraction of ηbottom that contributes to the tandem efficiency in the absence of coupling 
losses, and ηcoupling is the coupling efficiency of the sub-cell modules in the tandem. 
Equation (3.3) is a simplification of the spectral-efficiency-based tandem coupling model 
we introduced previously [21]. That model expresses the efficiency of a tandem in which 
a silicon cell and a hypothetical top cell operating at a fraction of its detailed-balance limit 
are coupled, and it includes “spectral fidelity” terms that describe how much light at each 
wavelength reaches the top and bottom cells. To arrive at Equation (3.3), we first assumed 
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ideal spectral fidelities. This means that all photons with energies below the top-cell 
bandgap energy reach the bottom cell, and thus f is a function only of the bandgap of the 
top cell. (f values can be found in APPENDIX A Figure A-1.) We then re-introduced 
optical losses within the ηcoupling catch-all term, which also includes any electrical losses 
(or gains) and can be assigned an arbitrary value in accordance with the relative success of 
the tandem assembly process. Note that, unlike a detailed-balance model, Equation (3.3) 
can calculate the efficiency of a tandem comprising realistic, imperfect sub-cells. For 
example, consider a 1.7-eV, 21.7%-efficient top-cell module and a 22.1%-efficient silicon 
module. From Figure A-1, f = 0.473 and thus the silicon module can contribute 10.4% 
absolute efficiency to the tandem, assuming unity ηcoupling, resulting in a 32.1%-efficient 
tandem module. 
Figure 3-1. Tandem system cost competitiveness plots. (a) A tandem compared to both 
of its sub-cells. (b) A tandem compared to only its bottom cell. The assumed tandem 
comprises a 1.7-eV, 21.7%-efficient top cell and a 22.1%-efficient silicon bottom cell, 
resulting in a tandem efficiency of 32.1%. The blue and orange circle marks the triple 
point, at which the tandem, top cell, and bottom cell have the same system cost. 
 
Peters et al. previously introduced simple plots to visualize the cost competitiveness 
of tandems. The x- and y-axes of these plots are the ratio of the constituent single-junction 
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module costs to the “structural” BOS cost, and color contours show the cost benefit of the 
tandem relative to the cheaper of the two single-junction modules [120].  Figure 3-1a shows 
such a plot using the aforementioned example efficiencies, but the axes were changed to 
the ratios of sub-cell module cost to BOSA, which explicitly scale with area (some costs 
that scale with power were included in the axes of Peters et al.). The relative tandem system 
cost benefit, ζ, is calculated with Equation (3.4), with each system cost calculated with 
Equation (3.1).   
 ζ ൌ ୫୧୬൫஼ೞ೤ೞ೟೐೘,೟೚೛	,	஼ೞ೤ೞ೟೐೘,್೚೟೟೚೘൯ି஼ೞ೤ೞ೟೐೘,೟ೌ೙೏೐೘୫୧୬ሺ஼ೞ೤ೞ೟೐೘,೟೚೛	,	஼ೞ೤ೞ೟೐೘,್೚೟೟೚೘ሻ 	ሺ3.4ሻ 
BOSP is independent of module type and was set to zero (in Equation (3.1)) 
throughout this study in order to visualize the maximum possible cost benefits and 
detriments. Non-zero BOSP values do not change the sign of the cost benefit shown here 
but just reduce its absolute value. For example, with BOSP = $0.06/W—a typical inverter 
cost—the maximum cost benefit in Figure 3-1a reduces from 31% to 29%.  
Figure 3-1a has three distinct cost-advantage regions, defined by three iso-cost 
lines. Equations (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) express, respectively, the conditions for which the 
tandem system cost equals the bottom-cell system cost, the tandem system cost equals the 
top-cell system cost, and the top-cell system cost equals the bottom-cell system cost. 
(Derivations can be found in APPENDIX A.)  
ܥ௧௢௣
ܤܱ ஺ܵ	 ∙ ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ൌ ሺߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ െ ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ሻ ∙ ሺ
ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠
ܤܱ ஺ܵ	 ൅ 1ሻ	ሺ3.5ሻ 
ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠
ܤܱ ஺ܵ	 ∙ ߟ௧௢௣ ൌ ሺߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ െ ߟ௧௢௣ሻ ∙ ሺ
ܥ௧௢௣
ܤܱ ஺ܵ	 ൅ 1ሻ	ሺ3.6ሻ 
ሺ ܥ௧௢௣ܤܱ ஺ܵ	 ൅ 1ሻ ∙ ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ൌ ሺ
ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠
ܤܱ ஺ܵ	 ൅ 1ሻ ∙ ߟ௧௢௣	ሺ3.7ሻ 
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As first shown by Peters et al., the three iso-cost lines in Figure 3-1a intersect at the 
“triple point”, which is a convenient anchor in the parameter space. To the upper left of the 
triple point, the top-cell system has the cost advantage; to the lower right, the bottom-cell 
system has the advantage; and, to the lower left, the tandem system has the advantage. That 
is, for the efficiency assumptions in Figure 3-1a, this analysis indicates that a tandem would 
make economic sense only when both sub-cell modules are cheap relative to BOSA. For 
example, for a tandem system to have a 10% relative cost benefit over the cheaper of the 
two sub-cell systems, both the top- and bottom-cell module costs should be less than half 
of BOSA. The relative tandem system cost benefit peaks at 31% when both sub-cell modules 
are free, and diminishes towards the triple point as well as the iso-cost boundaries. Note 
that the maximum benefit depends only on the efficiencies of the three modules, and not 
on their absolute costs (as it occurs when their costs go to zero) or on BOSA. In fact, the 
maximum cost benefit is identical to the relative tandem efficiency advantage. Note as well 
that a large cost benefit will not necessarily be needed to prefer tandem systems over single-
junction systems, as higher efficiencies bring additional perceived benefits like reduced 
installation area, though it is necessary that the path leading to such a tandem be 
continuously profitable. 
Figure 3-1a suggests that a module comprising excellent single-junction top cells 
(small values of Ctop/BOSA) would likely beat out both silicon and its associated tandem. 
However, no new absorber technology has been successful in competing again silicon, 
which now has approximately 80 GW of momentum and exerts extreme price pressure that 
is most keenly felt by newcomers to the market. For example, thin-film PV technologies 
such as copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) and cadmium telluride (CdTe) have lost 
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market share—from 17% in 2009 to 6% in 2016 [1]. Similarly, thin-film silicon and its 
“Micromorph” tandem technology were entirely forced out of the market over the last six 
years as the efficiency of these modules stagnated and the price of crystalline silicon 
modules dropped [122]. Most companies pursuing (concentrating) III-V terrestrial 
technologies have faced a similar end [123, 124]. In short, silicon PV has proved itself to 
be a difficult technology to displace. 
Silicon module manufacturers also feel the price pressure they collectively create. 
They are presently struggling with low margins because the global module selling price is 
close to or even below the module manufacturing cost [125]. For these manufacturers to 
progress down the learning curve while remaining profitable (or at least in business), they 
must decrease the $/W cost of their modules. As most of the margin has been squeezed out 
of the raw materials (which account for the majority of the manufacturing cost) [11, 126], 
their most promising route is to increase wattage through efficiency gains. We therefore 
believe that silicon-based tandem technologies will be adopted first by vertically integrated 
silicon PV manufacturers seeking to save at the system level via module efficiency 
enhancements. In this case, tandem modules will enter the market as an evolution of silicon 
technology and they will compete with their silicon predecessors—PERC and IBC 
modules, for example—and not with yet-to-be-created single-junction top-cell modules. 
Figure 3-1b shows the corresponding tandem system cost competitiveness plot, in which 
the relative cost benefit expressed in Equation (3.4) is instead calculated as  
ζ ൌ ܥ௦௬௦௧௘௠,௕௢௧௧௢௠ െ ܥ௦௬௦௧௘௠,௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ܥ௦௬௦௧௘௠,௕௢௧௧௢௠ 	ሺ3.8ሻ 
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Though we expect Figure 3-1b to be most representative of the competitive 
landscape, for completeness we nevertheless consider both bottom- and top-cell modules 
as competitors in the remainder of this paper.   
3.3 Market Evolution 
As evidenced by the axes in Figure 3-1, the ratios of the areal module cost to BOSA 
for the top- and bottom-cell modules determine the economic viability of tandems. 
Although future top-cell module costs are uncertain, the trajectories of the bottom-cell 
module cost and BOSA can be estimated. To investigate whether the flat-plate PV market 
is evolving towards or away from conditions that favor tandems, we constructed one-factor 
learning curves of both average silicon areal module cost and average BOSA, as shown in 
Figure 3-2, with historical data for U.S. PV installations reported by NREL [12].  
Figure 3-2a is an unconventional way to show module learning curves—most are 
displayed on a $/W basis—but is sensible because module manufacturing costs scale with 
area and Equations (3.1) and (3.2) take $/m2 inputs. Similar or identical silicon modules 
are used on rooftops and in solar power plants, and thus we used cumulative U.S. PV 
installation as the metric of experience (x-axis); this also explains why module costs do not 
vary appreciably across market segments. By contrast, racking for modules on tiled home 
roofs differs from that on flat commercial roofs, which differs still from that on the desert 
ground. That is, area-related BOS components are mostly—but not exclusively—particular 
to the installation type, and thus we used cumulative PV installation by market segment as 
the metric of experience in Figure 3-2b. The learning rates decrease (most for residential 
and very little for utility) if BOSA experience is instead assumed not to be segmented. Note 
as well that the BOS components that are included in BOSA are different for the different 
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market segments, as proposed by Bobela et al. [121]. In particular, for the utility market, 
BOSA includes BOS equipment, installation labor, and land, whereas for the (area-
constrained) residential and commercial markets, BOSA also includes permitting, 
inspection, and interconnection; installer overhead and profit; and sales tax (i.e., all BOS 
components except inverters).  
Figure 3-2a shows that the silicon module cost decreased from $320/m2 in 2009 to 
$60/m2 in 2016. Fitting the historical data with a power-law learning curve using the least-
squares method, we find a learning rate of 28%, which means that the areal module cost 
has decreased by 28% for every doubling of the cumulative PV area installed. The 
International Technology Roadmap for Photovoltaic reported a comparable, 26.2% per-
piece learning rate on a global basis [2]. Figure 3-2b shows that BOSA for the utility market 
decreased from $120/m2 in 2009 to $57/m2 in 2016, resulting in a learning rate of only 
10%. The learning rates are similar for the residential and commercial markets, though 
there have been fewer installations and the absolute BOSA is higher. The three-fold 
discrepancy between the module and BOSA learning rates helps explain the market push 
towards higher module efficiencies in the last decade and the disappearance of cheap but 
inefficient modules, like those of thin-film silicon ($70/m2 and <10% efficient in 2011) 
[127]. More importantly, if these learning rates are sustained, tandems will continue to 
become increasingly attractive in the market: Since 2009, Cbottom/BOSA has fallen by a 
factor of 2.5 for the utility market and approximately 4 for the commercial and residential 
markets. 
To project out to 2020, we first calculated the expected areal annual PV installation 
in the U.S. using the annual forecast (in Watts) by SEIA and GTM Research [128] and the  
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Figure 3-2. PV system learning curves. (a) Silicon module learning. (b) Area-related 
balance-of-systems learning. Cost data (solid symbols) were reported be NREL for 
installations in the U.S. [12]. Lines are power-law learning curves fit to the data and are 
accompanied by learning rates (LR). Open symbols represent predicted values in 2020. 
The shaded areas represent the 95% prediction intervals for the future values based on 
the historical data. Reported annual $/W costs were converted into areal costs using the 
reported average module efficiency in each year. The cumulative installed PV area is the 
sum of the annual installed PV areas, which were calculated based on the reported annual 
installation in Watts and the average module efficiency in each year.  
 
compound annual growth rate of module efficiency extracted from NREL data [12]. 
Extension of the learning curves to the appropriate installation areas then yields the open 
symbols in Figure 3-2: In 2020, the areal silicon module cost will be $42/m2 and BOSA will 
be $277/m2, $193/m2, and $60/m2 for the residential, commercial, and utility markets, 
respectively. Note that the 2020 projected utility BOSA is higher than its current value—it 
is not yet clear if the present cost is an aberration and a correction will occur or if there has 
been a true shift off the historical learning curve. To visualize such uncertainties in the 
projected values, Figure 3-2 also shows the 95% prediction intervals (shaded areas), which 
account for both the error in the fit based on the existing observations and the random error 
in the projected BOSA value [129]. According to this analysis, Cbottom/BOSA is expected to 
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fall to 0.15, 0.22, and 0.70 in the residential, commercial, and utility markets, respectively, 
which is up to 1.5 times lower than in 2016. 
3.4 Tandem Opportunity  
Given these projected values, how expensive and inefficient can the top-cell 
module be in 2020 and still yield a cost-competitive tandem? Figure 3-3 is a tandem system 
cost competitiveness plot overlaid with the 2016 and projected 2020 values for 
Cbottom/BOSA, which appear as horizontal lines. The shaded areas represent the propagated 
uncertainty from the 95% prediction intervals of the 2020 module and BOSA values taken 
from Figure 3-2. As a rule of thumb, if a tandem is to be cost competitive against both its 
corresponding top- and bottom-cell modules, its triple point must be above the Cbottom/BOSA 
line. Also, for tandems to be competitive over just the silicon bottom-cell module, the top-
cell module has to be cheaper than the Ctop value associated with the point at which the 
(light-red) tandem–silicon iso-cost line intersects the Cbottom/BOSA line.  
For example, consider again the blue and orange triple point of the 32.1%-efficient 
tandem shown in Figure 3-1, which now appears in the middle of Figure 3-3 with the label 
“଴.଻ହ଴.଻ହ , 1.0”. This notation indicates that both sub-cells operate at 75% of their respective 
limiting efficiencies—as mature manufactured PV technologies do—and are coupled with 
unity efficiency (these quantities, along with the top-cell bandgap, provide enough 
information to use Equation (3.3)). The triple point for this tandem is below the “Utility 
2016” line (Cbottom = $60/m2, BOSA = $57/m2, and Cbottom/BOSA=1.07) but above the “Utility 
2020” line (Cbottom = $42/m2, BOSA = $60/m2, and Cbottom/BOSA=0.70). Consequently, in 
2016, the tandem system could have beaten only the silicon bottom-cell system (never the 
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 Figure 3-3. Competitive landscape for tandem systems. Tandem system cost 
competitiveness plot with perturbations in top-cell bandgap, sub-cell efficiency, and 
coupling efficiency. Dashed horizontal lines are actual (2016) and predicted (2020) ratios 
of silicon areal module cost to BOSA, with data from Figure 3-2, and the shaded areas 
represent the 95% prediction intervals of the 2020 values. The ratios accompanying the 
blue and orange triple points indicate the efficiencies of the constituent 1.7-eV top cell 
and silicon bottom cell relative to their respective limiting efficiencies (triple points 
without ratios all have the default ratio of ଴.଻ହ଴.଻ହ). This information is also indicated qualitatively by the relative size of the blue and orange areas of the triple points. The 
absolute efficiencies of these sub-cells, as well as their tandems, appears in the table in 
the upper right. The color of the outer ring of the triple points corresponds to the top-cell 
bandgap, per the legend. The saturation of the colors reflects the coupling efficiency, 
which is also indicated next to triple points with a value between 0.8 and 1.0 (triple points 
without such numbers all have the default value of 1.0). The table in the lower right 
shows the sub-cell and tandem absolute efficiencies associated with these variations in 
top-cell bandgap and coupling efficiency.   
 
top-cell system), and only if the 21.7%-efficient top-cell module had cost less than $53/m2. 
In contrast, in 2020, the tandem will be cost competitive against both single junctions if 
the top-cell module costs between $27/m2 and $46/m2. If the top-cell module is less than 
$27/m2, the tandem will lose to the top-cell system; if the top-cell module is greater than 
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$46/m2, the tandem will lose to the bottom-cell system. Even if the utility BOSA falls to 
$35/m2 at the most aggressive edge of the 2020 prediction interval, Figure 3-3 shows that 
tandems will be nearly as competitive as they were in the utility market in 2016 (uppermost 
edge of blue shaded area), and in all other BOSA scenarios they will be considerably more 
competitive.  
Similarly, in 2020, the top-cell module break-even cost for the commercial market 
(Cbottom = $42/m2, BOSA = $193/m2, and Cbottom/BOSA=0.22) will be $107/m2, whereas for 
the residential market (Cbottom = $42/m2, BOSA = $277/m2, and Cbottom/BOSA=0.15) it will 
be $145/m2. “Break-even cost” is used here to mean the top-cell module cost or tandem 
module cost—as specified——at which a tandem system reaches cost parity with a system 
comprising silicon bottom-cell modules. These values are considerably higher than the 
current areal costs of silicon or thin-film modules, giving appreciable margin for 
development of these new technologies. Also, the Cbottom/BOSA lines do not intersect the 
tandem–top-cell iso-cost line for these markets, indicating that silicon will be the only 
competitor for tandems, even if of our earlier price-pressure argument proves false. High-
BOSA residential and commercial systems thus appear to form a favorable entry market for 
silicon-based tandems; however, these markets have not historically driven PV innovation 
because the end customers are insufficiently educated to demand the highest-performance 
modules. The key to successful introduction of tandems will thus be strong partnerships 
between module manufacturers and installers who understand that they can offer lower 
system prices with higher-efficiency modules, or vertical integration between module 
manufacturers and installers. SunPower, with its premium IBC modules, provides a model 
for the former route, and the Tesla/Panasonic partnership for the latter. 
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The “଴.଻ହ଴.଻ହ , 1.0” cell in Figure 3-3 represents just one of the many possible future 
tandems, and the performance of its assumed top cell (21.7% efficiency, 1.7 eV) has not 
yet been realized. The best reported 1.7-eV top cell, achieved with a perovskite absorber, 
has an efficiency of approximately 17% [105]. If a 17.3%-efficient, 1.7-eV top cell (60% 
of its limiting efficiency) is coupled losslessly with the 22.1%-efficient silicon bottom cell 
(still 75% of its limiting efficiency), the expected tandem efficiency is only 27.8%. As a 
result, the triple point, labeled “଴.଺଴଴.଻ହ” in Figure 3-3, moves left: the tandem cost-advantage 
region diminishes whereas the bottom-cell cost-advantage region increases. This 13% 
relative decrease in tandem efficiency compared to the “଴.଻ହ଴.଻ହ , 1.0” tandem causes an 
outsized effect on cost competitiveness, as the top-cell module break-even cost diminishes 
by 43%, regardless of the market (i.e., Cbottom/BOSA). On the other hand, if the 1.7-eV top 
cell reaches 26.0% (90% of its limiting efficiency), the tandem is 36.4% efficient, the triple 
point, labeled “଴.ଽ଴଴.଻ହ”, moves right, and the top-cell module break-even cost increases by 
43%. A similar efficiency perturbation of the silicon bottom cell—refer to the points 
labeled “଴.଻ହ଴.ଽ଴” and “
଴.଻ହ
଴.଺଴”—produces similar outcomes. 
1.7 eV is the ideal bandgap for a top cell paired with an ideal silicon cell in a two-
terminal tandem due to the current-matching constraint [21]. Four- and three-terminal 
configurations, however, remove the constraint and can thus tolerate a wider range of 
bandgaps with minimal sacrifice in tandem efficiency [22, 130]. Varying the bandgap of 
the top cell changes the efficiency contributions from the top and bottom cells to the 
tandem, and thus the location of the triple point per Equations (3.5)–(3.7). This is apparent 
in Figure 3-3, which displays data for top cells with three bandgaps, all of which operate 
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at 75% of their limiting efficiencies and are paired with the previous 22.1%-efficient silicon 
cell. Increasing the bandgap of the top cell lifts the triple point (purple and orange point 
labeled “1.0” near the top of the plot) whereas decreasing the bandgap lowers it (green and 
orange point labeled “1.0”). However, the bottom-cell cost-advantage region remains 
similar in all cases, indicating that top-cell bandgap does not affect competitiveness with 
incumbent silicon technologies. Rather, it trades tandem cost-advantage territory only with 
top-cell territory. As shown in the first column of the coupling efficiency table in Figure 
3-3, the 18.8%-efficient, 1.9-eV top cell yields a 31.9%-efficient tandem. Its triple point is 
above even the “Utility 2016” line, which means that this tandem system has the largest 
opportunity to be cost effective compared to both of its sub-cell systems. Recall, however, 
that no matter how far out the triple point of a given system, the largest tandem cost benefit 
always occurs for Cbottom, Ctop, and BOSA combinations near the origin.  
In addition to varying sub-cell efficiency and bandgap, tandem PV researchers can 
engineer how sub-cells are coupled. The coupling efficiency of the best reported tandem 
devices ranges from 0.7 to close to unity (see APPENDIX A Figure A-2), with the majority 
over 0.9 and thus encouragingly close to the ideal value heretofore assumed. This is 
important, as decreasing the coupling efficiency proportionally dampens the tandem 
efficiency (Equation (3.3)) and thus shifts the triple point undesirably towards the origin. 
For example, as displayed in the coupling efficiency table in Figure 3-3, the efficiency of 
tandems decreases from 31–32% to 28–29% and then 25–26% as the coupling efficiency 
is reduced to 0.9 and then to 0.8, and the top-cell module break-even cost shrinks by 
approximately one-third each time.  
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 Figure 3-4. Allowable tandem module cost. Maximum tandem module cost to reach 
system cost parity with a silicon system in 2020 for various U.S. markets, coupling 
efficiencies, and top-cell bandgaps. All cases assume both sub-cells operate at 75% of 
their limiting efficiencies (଴.଻ହ଴.଻ହ).  
Figure 3-4 summarizes the projected 2020 tandem module break-even cost for the 
range of markets, coupling efficiencies, and top-cell bandgaps explored above. The tandem 
(and top-cell) module break-even costs are very similar for different top-cell bandgaps, but 
they depend strongly on the market and coupling efficiency. As coupling efficiencies of 
0.9 are realistic, top-cell modules can cost up to approximately $100/m2, $70/m2, and 
$30/m2 and likely still generate competitive tandems in the 2020 residential, commercial, 
and utility markets, respectively. With the projected cost of silicon modules at $42/m2 in 
the same year, the top-cell module cost targets for the two area-constrained markets seem 
like they may be achievable and justify continued research and development of top-cell 
technologies. The target for the utility market, however, is quite aggressive and thus power 
plants are unlikely to be the market entry point for tandems. 
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3.5 Conclusion 
The analysis presented here predicts that silicon-based tandem PV modules will 
become increasingly attractive in the U.S. because of the disparity in the silicon module 
and area-related balance-of-system learning rates. Tandems are expected to compete only 
with the incumbent single-junction silicon modules, and are most likely to enter area-
constrained markets through vertically integrated silicon module and system manufacturers 
seeking product differentiation. The critical challenge to realizing this future is the 
demonstration of a wide-bandgap PV technology with an efficiency above approximately 
20%, an areal cost below $100/m2, the ability to be integrated with silicon PV cells (in at 
least a four-terminal configuration), and sufficient durability to justify 25-year warranties. 
There are several opportunities to learn more from this analytical cost model. The 
present analysis considered only U.S. data, and, while module costs are similar worldwide, 
BOS (especially area-related BOS) costs vary dramatically. With appropriate data, it would 
be valuable to recreate Figure 3-4 for important markets like China, Japan, and India to 
investigate if particular geographical areas are more likely to adopt tandems than others. 
The analysis also treated only power densities, assuming an AM1.5G spectrum, and 
extension to an energy analysis that compared tandem and sub-cell LCOEs would better 
reflect cost installation drivers. If financial assumptions are still ignored, this can be 
conveniently accomplished by adapting only Equation 3-3 to account for the spectral 
variation in a given location, and the spectral efficiency formulation naturally lends itself 
to this. Such an investigation will begin to separate two-terminal from four-terminal 
tandem configurations, as the coupling efficiency on an energy basis of the former should 
be lower in outdoor conditions [131]. Finally, although this analysis focused on silicon 
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bottom cells, it is trivial to probe other sub-cell combinations—for example, II-VI/CIGS 
[132], perovskite/CIGS [133], or perovskite/perovskite [134]—by using the appropriate 
inputs in Equations (3.2) and (3.3). 
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CHAPTER 4 
FOUR-TERMINAL PEROVSKITE/SILICON TANDEM SOLAR CELL 
This chapter documents the development of a 23%-efficient, four-terminal 
perovskite/silicon tandem. The perovskite top cell utilizes a Cu (1 nm)/Au (7 nm) layer 
stack as a semitransparent back contact, and achieved an efficiency of 16.5%. The double-
side textured silicon bottom cell is designed with a high-mobility indium zinc oxide layer 
that is transparent to infrared light, and the rear side of the cell is engineered with a 
magnesium fluoride layer to prevent parasitic absorption. Compared to a reference silicon 
heterojunction cell, this infrared-tuned silicon bottom cell shows 1.6 mA/cm2 improvement 
of short-circuit current density in the 700-1200 nm region—where the perovskite top cell 
is transparent and the silicon cell performance matters—and thus achieved 6.5% with  the 
perovskite top-cell filter on top.  
4.1 Introduction  
Emerging organic-inorganic hybrid perovskite solar cells (PSCs) distinguish 
themselves among photovoltaic devices as excellent top cell candidates for high-efficiency 
silicon-based tandem devices. Due to their excellent light absorption and large electron and 
hole diffusion lengths, PSCs have reached certified efficiencies as high as 22.1% within 
six years of research [135-141]. Moreover, perovskite absorbers have bandgaps that may 
be tuned over a wide range from 1.1 eV to 3.1 eV which facilitates bandgap optimization 
for high efficiency perovskite/silicon tandem solar cells [142-151]. Another advantage of 
PSCs is that polycrsytalline perovskite thin films can be made on various substrates by 
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low-temperature solution processes [152-157]. Perovskite/silicon tandem cells offer an 
attractive path to increase the efficiency of perovskite and silicon cells beyond the single-
junction Shockley–Queisser limit without adding significant cost to silicon solar cells. The 
perovskite top cell in a perovskite/silicon tandem requires a transparent front electrode that 
must have both high transparency and good conductivity; in addition, the rear electrode 
must be transparent to near-infrared light since this light will be converted to electricity 
with high efficiency in the silicon bottom cell if it is not parasitically absorbed first. Several 
researches have reported four-terminal and monolithically integrated two-terminal tandem 
configurations with different types of transparent electrodes for PSCs [94-96, 100-102, 
105, 158, 159]. Bailie et al. utilized a transparent silver nanowire electrode on PSCs to 
achieve a 12.7%-efficient semi-transparent perovskite cell [100]. However, the diffusion 
of silver into the perovskite and charge transport layers leads to device degradation [159, 
160]. Transparent conductive oxides (TCOs), such as indium tin oxide (ITO), hydrogen-
doped indium oxide (IO:H), aluminum-doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Al), and indium zinc oxide 
(IZO) deposited by sputtering have also been investigated as transparent electrode for 
perovskite/silicon tandem cells [95, 96, 101, 102, 105, 158, 159], with efficiencies up to 
14.5% for semitransparent perovskite cells and 21.2% for perovskite/silicon tandems [96]. 
The sputtering process damages the perovskite and charge transport layers, consequently, 
buffer layers made of inorganic materials such as molybdenum oxide (MoOx), ZnO:Al, 
and ITO nanoparticles are often inserted before sputtering to protect the perovskite and 
charge transport layers [95, 96, 101, 102, 105, 158, 159]. Ultrathin metal films (<10 nm 
thick) deposited by thermal evaporation could be alternative transparent electrodes that 
would not require buffer layers [161-163], as evaporation causes much less damage than 
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sputtering. However, such electrodes have not yet been thoroughly exploited in perovskite 
cells; the highest reported efficiency for a semitransparent PSC utilizing a metal film is 
11.5% [161]. 
4.2 Semitransparent Perovskite Solar Cell  
There are three key requirements for a transparent metal electrode in an efficient 
semitransparent PSC: (1) it should not react with the underlying perovskite layer and 
charge transport layers, (2) it should have high transmittance for incident sunlight, and (3) 
it should have good conductivity for charge collection. A challenge is that there is always 
a trade-off between transparency and conductivity for any transparent electrode. Here, we 
fixed the thickness of the metal films at 8 nm and evaluated their transparency and 
conductivity when deposited on glass and perovskite cell. Several metals have been 
investigated as electrode materials in perovskite solar cells, such as Au, Ag, Al, and Cu 
[154, 155, 157, 164-169]. In a previous study, we found that Cu and Au had much better 
stability than Ag and Al when in direct contact with the perovskite films under ambient 
atmosphere [165], and thus Cu and Au were chosen as the metal electrode candidates in 
this study. An 8-nm-thick Cu film maintained a decent conductivity of 28 Ω/square; 
however, as shown in Figure 4-1c, its transmittance is poor in the near infrared range. An 
8-nm-thick Au layer, by contrast, displayed low conductivity due to the formation of a 
discontinuous film on glass and perovskite cell (Figure B-1, APPENDIX B). Au atoms are 
more strongly coupled to each other than to the substrate, which leads to formation of Au 
islands via Volmer–Weber growth during thermal evaporation (Figure 4-1a). As Cu has a 
much higher surface energy of 1790 mJ/m2 than Au (1506 mJ/m2 ) [170], we introduced a  
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Figure 4-1. Schematic illustration of (a) island growth of Au on a glass substrate and (b) 
layer-by-layer growth of Au on a Cu-coated glass substrate. (c) Transmittance and 
conductivity of an 8-nm-thick pristine Cu film, an 8-nm-thick pristine Au film, and a 7-
nm-thick Au film with a 1-nm-thick Cu seed layer on glass substrate. (d) Transmittance 
and conductivity of different Cu-seeded Au films on glass substrate. 
 
1-nm-thick Cu seed layer to improve the Au wettability. As a result, Au atoms attach 
preferentially to the Cu surface rather than to each other, which leads to Frank—van-der- 
Merwe growth and the formation of continuous ultrathin Au films (Figure 4-1b). As shown 
in Figure 4-1c, a 7-nm-thick Au film on a 1-nm-thick Cu seed layer (Cu (1 nm)/Au (7 nm)) 
demonstrates higher transmittance and better conductivity than pristine 8-nm-thick Au and 
Cu films. Compared with a Cu (1 nm)/Au (7 nm) electrode, a Cu (1 nm)/Au (5 nm) 
electrode improved the transparency but un-preferably increased the sheet resistance from 
22 Ω/square to 36 Ω/square; on the other hand, a Cu (1 nm)/Au (10 nm) film had better 
conductivity but significantly sacrificed transparency (Figure 4-1d). Increasing the 
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thickness of the Cu seed layer from 1 nm to 2 nm did not alter the electrode conductivity 
but predictably decrease its transparency. Therefore, the Cu (1 nm)/Au (7 nm) layer stack 
was chosen as the optimum semi-transparent electrode for use in PSCs. 
 
Figure 4-2. Schematic drawing and AFM topography image of a (a) MAPbI3 film on 
PTAA-coated ITO/glass, (b) PCBM/C60/BCP coated MAPbI3 film, and (c) 
PCBM/C60/BCP coated MAPbI3 film after deposition of a Cu(1 nm)/Au (7 nm) 
electrode. The image sizes are 5 µm × 5 µm. The surface roughness is revealed by the 
root mean square (RMS) value. (d) Corresponding AFM phase image of (c). (e) SEM 
cross-section image of a MAPbI3 film on PTAA-coated ITO/glass. 
 
When incorporated into a perovskite solar cell, the metal electrode is deposited at 
last. Because it is only 8 nm thick, the surface roughness of the perovskite absorber and the 
charge transport layers may dramatically influence its continuity and thus its conductivity 
and transparency. The roughness of the perovskite layer, in turn, varies with the process 
used to form the perovskite film. A MAPbI3 film fabricated by the two-step inter-diffusion 
approach displays a surface roughness of 21.7 nm [156]. Compared to 22 Ω/square on a 
glass substrate, the sheet resistance of a Cu (1 nm)/Au (7 nm) electrode on two-step 
MAPbI3 films increases to 40 Ω/square, which is much larger than the 16 Ω/square sheet 
resistance of ITO-coated glass substrate that normally used for our perovskite cell. In order 
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to reduce the roughness of the perovskite layer, we utilized a one-step spin extraction 
approach that is similar to previously reported processes, but the mixed solvents were 
changed to dimethylformamide (DMF) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) [155, 171, 172]. 
While spin-coating the MAPbI3 precursor solution, toluene was dropped to quickly 
precipitate MAPbI3 so that very smooth films formed, as shown by the scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) cross-section image in Figure 4-2e. After thermal annealing at 100 °C 
for 10 min, the one-step MAPbI3 film had a surface roughness of 12.4 nm, as revealed by 
the atomic force microscopy (AFM) topography image shown in Figure 4-2a. This is 
almost half that of two-step MAPbI3 films. Covering the perovskite films with a 
PCBM/C60/BCP layer stack, which is needed for high device efficiency [166], the surface 
roughness further reduced to 6.1 nm (Figure 4-2b). The semi-transparent Cu (1 nm)/Au (7 
nm) metal electrode on this smooth MAPbI3 perovskite device is continuous (Figure 4-2c 
and d) and has a sheet resistance of 23 Ω/square, which is close to the ITO top electrode. 
Finally, a 40-nm-thick BCP layer was added on top of the Cu (1 nm)/Au (7 nm) film to 
further improve the transmittance of the semitransparent electrode; BCP has been shown 
to enhance the transparency by around 10% in the near-infrared range (Figure 4-1d). 
We fabricated semitransparent perovskite solar cells using 500-nm-thick smooth 
MAPbI3 films. An opaque control device with an 80-nm-thick Cu electrode displayed a 
respectable efficiency of 19.4% due to the large crystalline grains (approximately 1 µm) 
formed with the help of DMSO additives; and due to the excellent passivation of the 
perovskite surfaces and grain boundaries by the double fullerene layers [155, 173, 174]. 
Without DMSO in the precursor solution, the MAPbI3 film yields grain size of 300–400 
nm, and the surface is much rougher than the mixed solvent of DMF and DMSO (Figure 
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B-2,  APPENDIX B).When illuminated through the glass/ITO side (denoted as front 
illumination), the semitransparent cell had a short circuit current density (Jsc) of 20.6 
mA/cm2 , fill factor (FF) of 74.1%, open circuit voltage (Voc) of 1.08 V, and power 
conversion efficiency (PCE) of 16.5% (Figure 4-3a). The efficiency was confirmed by the 
stable photocurrent and power output at the maximum power point (0.87 V bias) for 1000s, 
as shown in Figure 4-3b. The semitransparent perovskite solar cells have excellent stability 
when stored under the dry inert atmosphere as shown in Figure B-3 in APPENDIX B. 
When illuminated from the Cu/Au/BCP side (denoted as rear illumination), the device had 
12.1% efficiency with a reduced Jsc of 15.2 mA/cm2 because the Cu/Au/BCP layer is less 
transparent in the visible spectrum than the ITO front electrode. Note that the 
semitransparent perovskite solar cells had hysteresis-free behavior, as seen by the forward 
and reverse current-voltage (J-V) scans in Figure 4-3a, which is again ascribed to the 
fullerene passivation effect as we previously reported [173]. A series resistance of 6.4 
Ω∙cm2 was calculated from the semitransparent cell under front illumination J-V 
characteristic. This small series resistance and corresponding high FF further illustrate that 
the Cu/Au semitransparent electrodes induce little loss during collection and lateral 
transport of photo-generated carriers. Semitransparent PSCs under front illumination have 
lower PCE than opaque control devices mainly because of reduced Jsc. As shown in Figure 
4-3c, semitransparent perovskite solar cells under front illumination and opaque cells have 
comparable external quantum efficiency (EQE) values at short wavelengths (300–550 nm), 
but semitransparent cells have lower EQE at longer wavelengths (600–800 nm). From the 
extinction coefficient (k) [175], more than 500 nm of MAPbI3 film is required to absorb 
95% of the photons in the 600–800 nm wavelength range (Figure 4-3d), but the MAPbI3 
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layer used here is only 500 nm thick. In the opaque PSC, the thick (80 nm) Cu electrode 
serves as a rear reflector that increases the path length of light inside the perovskite layers, 
and this benefits the harvesting of long-wavelength photons. In the semitransparent PSC, 
the transmittance of these non-absorbed photons leads to Jsc loss, but they will be absorbed 
in silicon bottom cell in tandem devices. 
 
Figure 4-3. (a) J-V curves of an opaque PSC and semitransparent (ST) PSC under front 
illumination and rear illumination with reverse and forward scans. (b) Measured 
photocurrent density and PCE at the maximum power point (MPP) with 0.87 V bias for 
semitransparent PSCs under front illumination. (c) EQE curves for opaque and 
semitransparent PSCs under front and rear illumination. (d) Extinction coefficient to k 
and required thickness for a MAPbI3 film to absorb 95% of light at different wavelengths. 
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4.3 Infrared-Tuned Silicon Bottom Cell  
Amorphous silicon/crystalline silicon heterojunction cells are excellent candidates 
for silicon-based tandem devices because they have high Voc resulting from the separation 
of the highly recombination-active (Ohmic) contacts from the silicon absorber bulk [176]. 
To improve the silicon bottom cell performance for tandem configurations, we fabricated 
infrared-tuned silicon heterojunction cells (IR cells) by applying a double-layer 
antireflection coating at the front side and a MgF2 back reflector layer at the rear side, as 
illustrated in Figure 4-4a. As in one-sun silicon heterojunction cells [176], intrinsic and 
doped a-Si:H layers were deposited on a textured n-type monocrystalline wafer. On the 
front side, conventional ITO was replaced by IZO as a lateral transport layer because IZO 
has a higher carrier mobility [177]. IZO typically has a lower carrier concentration than 
ITO and thus higher sheet resistance, but this is desirable in tandems because lower carrier 
density (and higher mobility) decreases free-carrier absorption that causes parasitic loss of 
near-infrared light. In addition, the current at the maximum power point (Jmpp) in the bottom 
cell of a perovskite/silicon four-terminal tandem is roughly one-third the one-sun Jmpp of 
the silicon cell, and thus the front TCO layer may be three times more resistive without 
reducing FF [40]. The 50-nm-thick IZO layer was coated with 120 nm of SiOx; together, 
they served as a dual-layer anti-reflection coating that better transmits near-infrared light. 
On the rear side of the cell, a 15-nm-thick ITO layer was deposited over the entire surface, 
followed by a 300-nm-thick MgF2 layer that was evaporated through a stainless-steel mesh 
to define local openings. Finally, a silver layer was sputtered on the rear surface. Because 
of the MgF2 patterning, the silver contacts the ITO in the (approximately 5%) area without 
MgF2, whereas it remains separated from the ITO and wafer everywhere else. Inserting the 
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MgF2 layer between the silver and silicon increases rear internal reflectance by reducing 
the fraction of light that reaches the lossy silver reflector. It does this by both limiting the 
transmission cone at the silicon rear surface and suppressing plasmonic absorption of light 
arriving outside of the cone [178-180]. 
 
Figure 4-4. (a) Schematic of the infrared-tuned silicon heterojunction cell. (b) Total 
absorbance (1-reflectance) and EQE spectra of infrared-tuned and reference silicon 
heterojunction cells. The shaded area indicates the improvement in near-infrared 
performance resulting from the double-layer antireflection coating and MgF2 layer. 
 
The performance of a silicon IR cell can be evaluated by the total absorbance (1- 
reflection) and EQE curves in Figure 4-4b. Compared to the reference cell (which uses 
only ITO on the front, and no MgF2 on the back), the IR cell had a Jsc only 0.5 mA/cm2 
higher for wavelengths < 700 nm. However, in the near-infrared region of the spectrum 
(700–1200 nm), where the perovskite top cell is transparent and the silicon cell 
performance matters, the Jsc improvement is considerable: 22.7 mA/cm2 compared to 21.1 
mA/cm2. This gain results from the aforementioned design alterations that minimize 
parasitic absorption of near-infrared light. The total absorbance (1-reflection) spectra in 
Figure 4-4b confirm this: Only 45% of 1200 nm light, which silicon does not absorb, is 
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absorbed in the IR cell (by, e.g., the TCO and silver). By contrast, 82% is absorbed in the 
reference cell. As a result of the very small near-infrared parasitic absorption in the IR cell, 
the gap between the EQE and total absorbance curves is approaching zero, as is expected 
when all the light absorbed is absorbed within the silicon wafer and thus converted into 
photo-generated carriers. An IR cell with an area of 4 cm2, measured alone at one-sun, had 
a PCE of 21.2% with a Voc of 716 mV and FF of 75.6%; the reference cell had a PCE of 
20.1%. 
4.4 Four-Terminal Perovskite/Silicon Tandem  
Figure 4-5. (a) Transmittance (T), reflectance (R), and absorbance (A) of a 
semitransparent PSC under front illumination. (b) J-V curves of a semitransparent PSC 
under front illumination and a silicon IR cell with and without the semitransparent PSC 
filter. (c) EQE spectra of semitransparent PSC top and filtered silicon IR bottom cells. 
 
Combining the high efficiency semitransparent PSCs and infrared-tuned silicon 
heterojunction cells, we evaluated the potential for perovskite/silicon tandem cells in the 
four-terminal configuration by measuring the silicon cell under light filtered with a 
perovskite cell. The characterization was carried out independently for each sub-cell. 
Following the results in Figure 4-3, front illumination of the semitransparent PSCs was 
used for best performance. As shown in Figure 4-5a, most visible light was absorbed by 
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the perovskite top cell, with 10–20% of red light (600–700 nm) transmitted to the bottom 
cell. The light absorption around 800 nm and 1020 nm above the bandgap of perovskite 
film is from the absorption of semitransparent electrode, similar phenomena has also been 
reported in the sputtered ITO electrode [96]. For near-infrared light, 10-20% light was also 
reflected by the semitransparent PSC, together with 15-30% absorption, it left 
approximately 60% of near-infrared light for the silicon IR cell. The J-V curves and EQE 
spectra of the semitransparent PSC and filtered silicon IR cell are shown in Figures 4-5b 
and 4-5c, and device performance is summarized in Table 4-1. After the light is filtered by 
the perovskite top cell, the Jsc and Voc of the silicon bottom cell are expected to decrease 
because of the reduced light intensity, and the FF is expected to increase because of the 
reduced effect of series resistance at lower illumination. The filtered silicon IR cell 
exhibited a Voc of 679 mV, a Jsc of 12.3 mA/cm2, and a FF of 77.9% for a PCE of 6.5%. 
Adding the 16.5% efficiency from the perovskite top cell, this corresponds to a summed 
efficiency of 23.0%. This is substantially higher than those of both the optimized silicon 
IR cell and the opaque perovskite cell. 
Table 4-1. Summary of J-V parameters for a semitransparent perovskite top cell, silicon 
IR cell, filtered silicon IR cell, and the overall four-terminal perovskite/silicon tandem 
Device Voc (V) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF (%) Efficiency (%) 
ST-PSC top cell 1.08 20.6 74.1 16.5 
Silicon IR cell 0.716 39.0 75.9 21.2 
Filtered silicon IR cell 0.679 12.3 77.9 6.5 
Sum    23.0 
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4.5 Conclusion  
In summary, we have investigated semitransparent perovskite solar cells and 
infrared-tuned silicon heterojunction cells for high-efficiency tandem devices. A 
semitransparent metal electrode with good electrical conductivity and optical transparency 
has been fabricated by thermal evaporation of 7 nm of Au onto a 1-nm-thick Cu seed layer. 
For this electrode to reach its full potential, MAPbI3 thin films were formed by a modified 
one-step spin-coating method, resulting in a smooth layer that allowed the subsequent 
metal thin film to remain continuous. The semitransparent perovskite solar cells exhibited 
16.5% efficiency under one-sun illumination, and were coupled with infrared-tuned silicon 
heterojunction cells tuned specifically for perovskite/silicon tandem devices. A double-
layer antireflection coating at the front side and MgF2 reflector at rear side of the silicon 
heterojunction cells reduced parasitic absorption of near-infrared light, leading to 6.5% 
efficiency after filtering with a perovskite device and 23.0% summed efficiency for the 
perovskite/silicon tandem device. 
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CHAPTER 5 
TWO-TERMINAL PEROVSKITE/SILICON TANDEM SOLAR CELL 
This chapter documents the development of a 23.6%-efficient, two-terminal 
perovskite/silicon tandem solar cell. This efficiency was certified at NREL, and is recorded 
in the “Solar Cell Efficiency Table” as the highest monolithic perovskite/silicon tandem.  
In this device, the perovskite top cell uses a tin oxide as a buffer layer via atomic 
layer deposition that prevents shunts, has negligible parasitic absorption, and allows for the 
sputter deposition of a transparent top electrode; and a single-side textured silicon bottom 
cell is fabricated with a low-refractive-index silicon nanoparticle layer as a rear reflector. 
This rear reflector boots the internal reflectance to 99.5% and results in a current density 
of 18.5 mA/cm2 in the silicon cell; this value exceeds that of any other silicon bottom cell 
and matches that of the top cell.  
Furthermore, the encapsulated perovskite devices withstand a 1000-hour damp heat 
test at 85 °C and 85% relative humidity, which paves the way for a stable perovskite/silicon 
tandem for outdoor application.  
5.1 Introduction  
The rapid rise of perovskite solar cells with record single-junction efficiencies of 
over 22% is the result of a unique combination of properties, including strong optical 
absorption [181], long diffusion lengths [182], and solution processability enabled by the 
relatively benign nature of intrinsic defects [183]. Additionally, their wide, tunable 
bandgap makes perovskites highly attractive for use in multijunction solar cells on top of 
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narrower-bandgap absorbers [142], such as silicon, CIGS, and Sn-containing perovskites 
[94, 96, 102, 134, 158, 159, 161, 184, 185]. This presents a pathway to achieving industry 
goals of improving efficiencies to over 30% while maintaining low module cost [186, 187]. 
The first monolithic perovskite/silicon tandem was made with a diffused silicon p-
n junction, a tunnel junction made of n++ hydrogenated amorphous silicon, a titania electron 
transport layer, a methylammonium lead iodide absorber, and a Spiro-OMeTAD hole 
transport layer (HTL) [94]. The power conversion efficiency (PCE) was only 13.7% due 
to excessive parasitic absorption of light in the HTL, limiting the matched current density 
to 11.5 mA/cm2. Werner et al. raised the PCE to a record 21.2% by switching to a silicon 
heterojunction bottom cell and carefully tuning layer thicknesses to achieve lower optical 
loss and a higher current density of 15.9 mA/cm2 [96]. It is clear from these reports that 
minimizing parasitic absorption in the window layers is crucial to achieving higher current 
densities and efficiencies in monolithic tandems. To this end, the window layers through 
which light first passes before entering the perovskite and silicon absorber materials must 
be highly transparent. The front electrode must also be conductive to carry current laterally 
across the top of the device. Indium tin oxide (ITO) is widely utilized as a transparent 
electrode in optoelectronic devices such as flat-panel displays, smart windows, organic 
light-emitting diodes, and solar cells due to its high conductivity and broadband 
transparency. ITO is typically deposited through magnetron sputtering; however, the high 
kinetic energy of sputtered particles can damage underlying layers [188]. In perovskite 
solar cells, a sputter buffer layer is required to protect the perovskite and organic carrier 
extraction layers from damage during sputter deposition. The ideal buffer layer should also 
be energetically well aligned so as to act as a carrier-selective contact, have a wide bandgap 
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to enable high optical transmission, and have no reaction with the halides in the perovskite. 
Additionally, this buffer layer should act as a diffusion barrier layer to prevent both organic 
cation evolution and moisture penetration to overcome the often-reported thermal and 
environmental instability of metal halide perovskites [189]. Previous perovskite-containing 
tandems utilized molybdenum oxide (MoOx) as a sputter buffer layer [99, 102, 158], but 
this has raised concerns over long-term stability, as the iodide in the perovskite can 
chemically react with MoOx [190].  
Mixed-cation perovskite solar cells have consistently outperformed their single-
cation counterparts. The first perovskite device to exceed 20% PCE was fabricated with a 
mixture of methylammonium (MA) and formamidinium (FA) [135]. Recent reports have 
shown promising results with the introduction of cesium mixtures, enabling high 
efficiencies with improved photo-, moisture, and thermal stability [105, 191-194]. The 
increased moisture and thermal stability are especially important as they broaden the 
parameter space for processing on top of the perovskite, enabling the deposition of metal 
oxide contacts through atomic layer deposition (ALD) or chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
that may require elevated temperatures or water as a counter reagent [195, 196]. Both 
titanium dioxide (TiO2) and tin oxide (SnO2) have consistently proven to be effective 
electron-selective contacts for perovskite solar cells and both can be deposited via ALD at 
temperatures below 150 °C [197].  
Here, we introduce a bilayer of SnO2 and zinc tin oxide (ZTO) that can be deposited 
by either low-temperature ALD or pulsed-CVD as a window layer with minimal parasitic 
absorption, efficient electron extraction, and sufficient buffer properties to prevent the 
organic and perovskite layers from damage during the subsequent sputter deposition of a 
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transparent ITO electrode. We explored pulsed-CVD as a modified ALD process with a 
continual, rather than purely step-wise, growth component in order to considerably reduce 
the process time of the SnO2 deposition process and minimize potential perovskite 
degradation. These layers, when used in an excellent mixed-cation perovskite solar cell 
atop a silicon solar cell tuned to the infrared spectrum, enable highly efficient 
perovskite/silicon tandem solar cells with enhanced thermal and environmental stability. 
5.2 Single-Junction Perovskite Solar Cells  
We first fabricated single-junction perovskite solar cells on ITO-coated glass in 
order to develop a transferrable architecture for monolithic tandem solar cells on silicon. 
We fabricated the Cs0.17FA0.83Pb (Br0.17I0.83)3 (CsFA) perovskite top cell, with a bandgap 
of 1.63 eV (Figure C-1, APPENDIX C), in the p-i-n architecture, in which the electron-
selective contact is deposited on top of the perovskite absorber layer and acts as a window 
layer. Suitable contacts for this geometry include n-type metal oxides such as zinc oxide 
(ZnO), TiO2, and SnO2. Figure 5-1 displays a schematic of the device structure. The 
perovskite was deposited on top of nickel oxide (NiOx)—a hole-selective contact—to 
achieve higher voltage and stability than with the traditional poly (3,4-
ethlenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) contact [198, 199]. The 
CsFA perovskite was deposited from a stoichiometric solution containing CsI, 
formamidinium iodide (FAI), PbI2, and PbBr2 in a mixture of dimethylformamide (DMF) 
and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). This deposition method was modified from that of Yi et 
al. and the full details of device fabrication are provided in APPENDIX C [192].  
To deposit an electron-selective contact, we attempted to use phenyl-C61-butyric 
acid methyl ester (PCBM), and aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) nanoparticles, which  
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Figure 5-1. Schematic of the single-junction, semi-transparent perovskite solar cell (not 
to scale). 
 
were previously used successfully in a methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) perovskite 
solar cell [101]; however, the devices were largely shunted due to the high surface 
roughness of the CsFA perovskite (Figure C-2, APPENDIX C). Spin coating on rough 
surfaces requires thick, planarizing layers to be applied to prevent shunt pathways, leading 
to lower optical transmission. Evaporation, ALD, and CVD enable the fabrication of 
uniform, conformal, thin films offering high optical transmission, regardless of surface 
texture. SnO2 can be deposited by ALD using tetrakis(dimethylamino)tin(IV) (TDMASn) 
and water at temperatures as low as 30 °C [200], although deposition temperature is known 
to affect the stoichiometry and electronic properties of metal oxide films [201]. We use this 
ALD system at 100 °C to deposit SnO2. Others have shown that a thin layer of PCBM 
between SnO2 and the perovskite increases efficiency [105]. We thermally evaporated 
1 nm of LiF and 10 nm of PCBM to leverage their good electron extraction properties 
(Figure C-3, APPENDIX C), while still achieving high optical transmission.  We find that 
LiF acts as a shunt blocking layer similar to how thin, insulating, silicon oxide layers have 
been employed previously in thin-film silicon solar cells to block shunt pathways and 
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increase fill factor (FF) [202]. We believe LiF helps enable us to fabricate our 1 cm2 
aperture area tandems without a loss in FF and a large spread in efficiency (Figure C-11, 
APPENDIX C). Additionally, we note that PCBM thermally decomposes during 
evaporation to a more thermally stable isomer with very similar electronic properties [203]. 
On top of the PCBM layer, we deposited 4 nm of SnO2 by ALD at 100 °C, followed 
by 2 nm of ZTO. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) sputter depth profile of the 
4 nm SnO2/2 nm ZTO stack in APPENDIX C (Figure C-4) shows only partial diffusion of 
zinc into the tin oxide film, indicating that 4 nm of SnO2 is sufficient to prevent detectable 
concentrations of zinc from reaching the perovskite. ZTO was deposited by combining 
SnO2 and ZnO ALD processes in a repeating supercycle consisting of three cycles of SnO2 
followed by three cycles of ZnO [204, 205]. The parameters for the individual SnO2 and 
ZnO processes used in the ZTO supercycle are described in APPENDIX C (Tables C-4). 
This process resulted in an effective growth rate of 5.8 Å/supercycle, or 0.1 nm/min. We 
investigated faster processing methods of our window layer by reducing the purge time 
from 30 sec to 5 sec between pulses. In doing so, the process approached the pulsed-CVD 
growth regime, further increasing the deposition rate to 0.5 nm/min, resulting in a total 
window layer deposition time of approximately 15 min. Current-voltage (J-V) and XPS 
data in Figures C-5 and C-6, in APPENDIX C, illustrate the identical performance and 
stoichiometry of SnO2 and ZTO layers deposited via ALD and pulsed-CVD. Pulsed-CVD 
was used in the fabrication of our champion devices, which is noteworthy as CVD has the 
potential to reduce processing time compared to ALD and minimize thermal-induced 
degradation during processing.   
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A 150-nm-thick ITO electrode with a sheet resistance of 30 Ω/□ was sputtered on 
top of the cell, as in our previous work [101]. Optical modelling of the device stack 
indicated that thicker ITO layers introduce significant current losses through parasitic 
absorption (Figure C-7, APPENDIX C) while thinner layers reduce FF due to high series 
resistance. The 2 nm of ZTO is necessary to achieve low contact resistance with ITO and 
reach a high FF, as shown in APPENDIX C (Figure C-3). Finally, we finished the device 
stack with an evaporated silver metal electrode around the perimeter of the 1 cm2 device 
area to minimize series resistance and a 150-nm-thick, thermally evaporated LiF 
antireflection coating.  
 
Figure 5-2. (a) J–V curve and efficiency at the maximum power point (inset) of the 
perovskite solar cell with illumination through the SnO2 side. (b) Total absorbance (1-R, 
where R is the reflectance; dashed grey line), EQE (solid blue line), and transmittance 
(solid red line) of the perovskite solar cell. The sum of the EQE and transmittance (solid 
grey line) is the total summed current density available to be captured in the final tandem. 
The light and dark grey shaded areas represent the light lost to reflection and parasitic 
absorption, respectively, and the associated current density losses are indicated. 
 
Figure C-3, in APPENDIX C, displays the J-V curves of a semi-transparent device 
on glass compared to a reference opaque device, in which an aluminum electrode was 
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evaporated onto the SnO2/ZTO bilayer instead of sputtering an ITO electrode. The 
equivalent efficiency of the semi-transparent and opaque devices speaks to the efficacy of 
the SnO2/ZTO bilayer and sputtered ITO layer as an electron-selective contact. 
Additionally, the high FF of 78.8% and lack of an extraction barrier, demonstrated by the 
J-V curve in Figure 5-2a, indicate that the bilayer is a successful sputter buffer layer. Figure 
5-2b shows the external quantum efficiency (EQE), transmittance, and 1-reflectance 
measured from the SnO2/ZTO bilayer (front) side. The high EQE, with an integrated 
current density of 18.7 mA/cm2, and low parasitic losses between 400 and 750 nm 
showcase the optical properties of the bilayer and sputtered ITO. The AM1.5G-weighted 
average transmittance of this device between the perovskite bandgap at 765 nm and the 
silicon bandgap at 1200 nm is 74%. Figure 5-2a indicates that there is still room for open-
circuit voltage (Voc) improvement, as the bandgap-voltage offset is over 0.65 V. We believe 
that the origin of the voltage loss is primarily due to the difficultly in crystallizing the CsFA 
perovskite in the inverted architecture on a planar surface. Figure C-2, in APPENDIX C, 
reveals considerable surface roughness, which may cause voids in the LiF and PCBM 
layers during the evaporation. 
5.3 Two-Terminal Perovskite/Silicon Tandem Solar Cells  
To form two-terminal perovskite/silicon tandem solar cells, perovskite cells were 
fabricated directly on top of complete silicon bottom cells, as shown in Figure 5-3a. The 
perovskite top cells, one of which is shown in cross section in Figure 5-3c, were identical 
to their single-junction predecessors, except we annealed the NiOx layer at 190 °C for 10 
hours instead of 300 °C for 1 hour to prevent appreciable deterioration of the surface 
passivation layers in the underlying silicon cell (Figure C-10, APPENDIX C). We chose 
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an amorphous silicon/crystalline silicon heterojunction solar cell design for the bottom cell 
because of its high Voc, which results from the separation of the highly recombination-
active (ohmic) contacts from the silicon absorber bulk, and because its dominant 
performance-loss mechanism under the standard solar spectrum—parasitic absorption of 
blue light in the front amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) layers—is irrelevant in tandems.  
 
Figure 5-3. (a) Schematic of the perovskite/silicon tandem solar cell (not to scale). (b) 
Optical microscope image of the silicon-nanoparticle-patterned rear side of the silicon 
cell before silvering. (c) Cross-sectional SEM image of the perovskite top cell. (d) Cross-
sectional SEM image of the rear side of the silicon cell in an area with no silicon 
nanoparticles. (e) Cross-sectional SEM image of the rear side of the silicon cell in an 
area with silicon nanoparticles. 
 
The silicon cell fabrication process was adjusted to tune the silicon cells to the 
infrared spectrum that they receive in the tandem, as well as for compatibility with the spin-
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coated perovskite top cells. In particular, the a-Si:H layers on both sides were slightly 
thickened to enhance passivation and carrier collection (the resulting visible parasitic 
absorption is not detrimental in tandems) [206]. A wafer with a chemical-mechanical 
polished front surface was used to allow for top-cell spin coating, but the rear of wafer was 
textured to form random pyramids. The pyramids scatter weakly absorbed near-bandgap 
light, elongating its path length through the wafer and enhancing the cell’s infrared EQE. 
An excellent rear reflector comprising a silicon nanoparticle (SiNP)/silver stack was also 
implemented [207]. The SiNP layer, which is atypical in silicon heterojunction solar cells, 
is used because of its low refractive index—with a porosity of approximately 60%, its 
refractive index is 1.4—and high transparency at wavelengths longer than 1000 nm. More 
details on the use and fabrication of the rear reflector comprising a SiNP/silver stack can 
be found in [207, 208]. Inserting a thick, low-refractive-index layer between the wafer and 
metal reflector increases the rear internal reflectance by reducing the fraction of light that 
reaches the lossy metal layer [180], and a SiNP/silver reflector has a rear internal 
reflectance of over 99% [178, 207]. Finally, the front ITO layer was thinned to reduce 
infrared parasitic absorption since it does not need to play the role of antireflection coating 
in tandems and because, unlike in a single-junction silicon cell, the lateral conductivity of 
the front electrode need not be high. 
In more detail, following the fabrication sequence, an n-type, 280-µm-thick, 
double-side polished, float-zone (FZ) silicon wafer was textured only on its rear side in an 
alkaline solution, resulting in the formation of random pyramids. Intrinsic and p-type a-
Si:H films (7 and 15 nm thick, respectively) were first deposited by plasma-enhanced 
chemical vapor deposition on the textured (rear) side of the wafer, and intrinsic and n-type 
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a-Si:H films (7 and 8 nm thick, respectively) were then deposited on the polished (front) 
side. A 20-nm-thick, highly transparent ITO layer was next sputtered on the front side 
through a shadow mask, defining 11 mm x 11 mm square cells, to act as a recombination 
junction between the silicon and perovskite cells. A 20-nm-thick, highly transparent ITO 
layer was also deposited over the rear side through the same shadow mask, followed by a 
300-nm-thick SiNP layer spray coated through a stainless-steel mesh to define local 
openings [209], and finally, a 200-nm-thick silver layer. Figure 5-3b shows a plan-view 
microscope image of the patterned SiNP layer before silver sputtering; the 5% uncoated 
area allows the silver to make direct electrical contact to the underlying ITO layer (Figure 
5-3d), whereas the SiNPs in the remaining area (Figure 5-3e) enhance infrared conversion 
efficiency.  
On its own, the silicon bottom cell has an efficiency well below 10% because of 
low FF caused by the high sheet resistance of the thin front ITO layer and lack of metal 
fingers, and because of low short-circuit current density (Jsc) caused by the high reflectance 
of the planar front surface and lack of appropriate anti-reflection coating. The best 4 cm2 
silicon heterojunction solar cell fabricated by the same lab with the same—but double-
side-textured—wafers, adjusted deposition processes, and screen-printed silver fingers 
reached an NREL-certified efficiency of 21.4%. A comparable 1 cm2 cell (as in the 
tandem) is expected to have an efficiency approximately 0.3% lower because of a 10 mV 
Voc loss from increased edge recombination, and a comparable cell with a planar front 
surface (as in the tandem) is expected to reach only 19–20%. 
Figure 5-4a displays the J-V characteristic of the champion tandem cell, certified at 
NREL, with a Voc of 1.65 V, Jsc of 18.1 mA/cm2, and FF of 79.0%, resulting in an 
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efficiency of 23.6% with a 1 cm2 aperture area and no hysteresis, as shown in APPENDIX 
C (Figure C-9). The tandem was held at its maximum power point for over half an hour, 
under constant illumination, and maintained 23.6% efficiency. Figure C-11, in APPENDIX 
C, shows performance metrics for our final batch of devices without IR reflector: Voc = 
1.64 ±0.02 V, Jsc = 17.5 ±0.2 mA/cm2, FF = 79.9 ±1.0 %, and η = 22.8 ±0.4 % and with 
IR reflectors Voc = 1.64 ±0.01 V, Jsc = 18.2 ±0.2 mA/cm2, FF = 78.1 ±1.0 %, and η = 23.3 
±0.4 %.  The high performance and narrow statistical distribution for these 1 cm2 cells—
which are large-area amongst present perovskite devices—attests to the ability of the 
pulsed-CVD process to deposit a window layer that prevents pinholes and shunt pathways.  
 
Figure 5-4. (a) J-V curve (NREL-certified, see Figure C-8 in APPENDIX C) and 
efficiency at the maximum power point (inset) of the champion tandem device. (b) Total 
absorbance (1-R, where R is the reflectance; dashed grey line), EQE of the perovskite 
top cell (solid blue line), and EQE of the silicon bottom cell (solid red line). The sum of 
the EQEs is denoted by the solid grey line. The light and dark grey shaded areas represent 
the light lost to reflection and parasitic absorption, respectively, and the associated 
current density losses are indicated. 
 
Figure 5-4b shows the measured total absorbance (1-reflectance) and EQE of both 
sub-cells in the perovskite/silicon tandem solar cell. The figure has been divided into 
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several (colored) regions to help visualize the tandem response and loss mechanisms. 
Integrating the EQE spectra over the AM 1.5G spectrum reveals that the perovskite top cell 
and silicon bottom cell generate 18.9 mA/cm2 and 18.5 mA/cm2, respectively. We note that 
the silicon cell EQE exceeds 90% between 800 and 875 nm, which is much higher than the 
measured transmittance of the single-junction perovskite cell in Figure 5-2c. This high 
EQE results from a thinner ITO electrode (20 nm between the silicon and perovskite in the 
tandem instead of 170 nm between the perovskite and glass in the single-junction cell) and 
reduced reflection due to the lack of an air interface in the tandem. Figures C-9 and C-11, 
in APPENDIX C, illustrate the efficacy of the SiNP rear reflector in increasing infrared 
absorption within the silicon wafer, corresponding to an increase in Jsc of about 
1.5 mA/cm2. Two main current losses are front-surface reflection (area above the total 
absorbance curve) and parasitic absorption (area between the total absorbance and EQE 
curves), which account for 4.8 mA/cm2 and 4.5 mA/cm2, respectively. To further improve 
the Jsc of the tandem device, the easiest step would be to reduce front-surface reflection. 
Were it eliminated, the summed Jsc would increase by 4.2 mA/cm2. As parasitic absorption 
still exists, not all transmitted photons would be converted into electron-hole pairs. The 
short-wavelength parasitic absorption loss associated with the first pass through the layers 
at the front of the solar cell is 1.2 mA/cm2—0.7 mA/cm2 from the ITO and 0.5 mA/cm2 
from the PCBM and SnO2/ZTO bilayer, according to our optical simulations—and all of 
this would be gained as current in the top cell if the parasitic absorption were eliminated. 
The infrared parasitic absorption, which may occur in any layer in the tandem, appears to 
be large at 3.3 mA/cm2, but this “loss” is misleading because not all of this current is 
available to be gained. Eliminating infrared parasitic absorption will result in a Jsc gain (in 
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the bottom cell) of less than half that value because—even assuming Lambertian light 
trapping—much of the light will escape out the front of the cell and contribute to the 
measured reflectance. 
5.4 Improved Stability of Perovskite Solar Cells 
We have previously shown that, in addition to acting as a highly transparent and 
conductive electrode, ITO—by virtue of its behavior as a diffusion barrier—can 
significantly increase the thermal and environmental stability of a perovskite solar cell by 
essentially trapping the volatile methylammonium cation [210]. The increased thermal 
stability of the thermodynamically favorable mixed CsFA perovskite compared to the pure 
methylammonium perovskite [191, 192], along with the dense, pinhole-free ALD 
SnO2/ZTO bilayer, should result in perovskite solar cells with even greater stability than 
previously reported. We tested the stability of single-junction CsFA mixed perovskite solar 
cells by operating 0.48 cm2-aperture-area devices at the maximum power point without 
additional encapsulation under continuous, one-sun-equivalent, visible illumination with a 
sulfur plasma lamp. The test was performed in ambient conditions with an average room 
humidity of around 40% and the lamp heating the samples to 35 °C. Remarkably, the 
devices operated with minimal degradation in performance for over 1000 hours of testing, 
as shown in Figure 5-5a. In our previous study, small dust particles in the perovskite 
resulted in pinholes in the ITO encapsulation, creating a pathway for methylammonium 
evolution and causing eventual efficiency degradation [101]. In the present CsFA devices, 
however, no such pinhole-based degradation was apparent after 1000 hours of operation, 
speaking to the efficacy of the conformal ALD process to prevent pinhole formation and 
to the overall increased stability of the CsFA perovskite. 
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Figure 5-5. (a) Efficiency (black), Jmpp (red), and Vmpp (blue) of a single-junction 
perovskite device with no additional encapsulation during 1000 h of continuous 
maximum-power-point tracking. (b) Efficiency (black), Jmpp (red), and Vmpp (blue) of a 
single-junction perovskite device packaged with EVA, glass, and a butyl rubber edge 
seal during damp heat testing. 
 
Although the cell in Figure 5-5a had the same efficiency after 1000 hours as at the 
start of the test, this efficiency was not constant over the testing period. As can be seen in 
Figure 5-5a, the rise in efficiency during the first 400 hours corresponds to an increase in 
voltage (Vmpp), likely indicating the improvement of the NiO/perovskite interface or 
increased perovskite crystallinity. Vmpp started at only a modest value but the lack of Vmpp 
decay during the test is noteworthy. Falling current density (Jmpp) is the culprit for the 
decrease in efficiency over the last 600 hours of the test. The exact cause of this decrease 
in Jmpp is presently being studied, but potential causes are the lack of an edge seal or 
pinholes in the ITO layer caused by dust particles; either case would lead to evolution of 
the organic cation. However, both of these potential issues can be solved through proper 
device encapsulation. The vast majority of commercial silicon solar modules are 
encapsulated with the elastomeric polymer ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) and a glass cover 
sheet to prevent oxidation and moisture ingress, and thus to enable >25-year lifetimes. 
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Lamination of EVA is typically performed at 110–150 °C for 30 min under mild vacuum. 
The increased thermal stability of our perovskite devices with the sputtered ITO electrode 
enables us to compare the stability of our devices directly to conventional silicon modules 
by packaging our devices using this industry-standard encapsulation process. We 
laminated single-junction perovskite devices between two sheets of glass with EVA at a 
curing temperature of 140 °C for 20 minutes. A butyl rubber edge seal was used to prevent 
moisture ingress.   
In order to test the efficacy of this packaging, we performed the damp heat test 
described in the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) design qualification 
testing protocol 61215 for “Crystalline Silicon Terrestrial Photovoltaic (PV) Modules.” 
These are accelerated lifetime tests with the goal of rigorously testing modules for the same 
failure mechanisms observed in the field in a much shorter time. The damp-heat test 
requires that the module operate at 85 °C and 85% relative humidity for 1000 hours with 
no more than 10% degradation in performance. We performed this damp heat test on two 
packaged perovskite devices over the course of 6 weeks (1008 hours). The devices were 
taken out of the dark damp heat chamber once a week and measured with a maximum-
power-tracking program until the efficiency stabilized. Figure 5-5b shows the voltage, 
current, and efficiency at maximum power each week. Not only do the devices pass the 
damp heat test, they improve over the course of the test. While the efficiency of the devices 
is initially limited by poor FF, Vmpp increases throughout the test, similar to under 
continuous illumination (Figure 5-5a). However, unlike in the continuous-illumination 
study, Jmpp remains constant throughout the course of the damp-heat test, indicating that 
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the packaging successfully addressed potential problems such as pinholes in the ITO and 
an improper edge seal. 
5.5 Conclusion 
An ALD or pulsed-CVD processed SnO2/ZTO window layer has enabled the 
successful fabrication of perovskite solar cells with high efficiency and improved stability. 
These vapor processes produces a compact, conformal, uniform, and highly transparent 
SnO2/ZTO bilayer with efficient hole-blocking ability and sputter buffer layer properties, 
allowing for 1 cm2 devices with no pinholes. These devices have the thermal and ambient 
stability to be further sealed with industry standard encapsulation such as EVA and glass. 
In addition to being made as single-junction devices on glass, the same devices were 
fabricated on silicon solar cells with planar front surfaces to form two-terminal tandems. 
When the perovskite cells were coupled with silicon heterojunction bottom cells with an 
excellent rear reflector and a-Si:H and ITO layers adjusted for the exclusively infrared 
spectrum, the resulting tandem reached an efficiency of 23.6% with no hysteresis and stable 
maximum power over more than 30 minutes under illumination. This efficiency is well 
beyond that of both sub-cells, beyond that of the record single-junction perovskite cell, and 
approaching that of the record single-junction silicon cell. Performance-loss simulations 
suggest the efficiency can be increased further by widening the bandgap of the perovskite 
and reducing front-surface reflection, which will enable both higher matched current 
densities and higher voltage. Perovskite/silicon tandems with an ALD SnO2/ZTO bilayer 
layer present a promising method to achieving industry standard operational lifetimes with 
pathways to raising efficiencies over 30%. 
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CHAPTER 6 
PVMIRROR: A NEW CONCEPT FOR TANDEM SOLAR CELLS AND HYBRID 
SOLAR CONVERTERS 
This chapter introduces a new tandem solar collector employing a “PVMirror” that 
has the potential to both increase energy conversion efficiency and provide thermal storage. 
A PVMirror is a concentrating mirror, spectrum splitter, and light-to-electricity converter 
all in one: It consists of a curved arrangement of PV cells that absorb part of the solar 
spectrum and reflect the remainder to their shared focus, at which a second solar converter 
is placed. A strength of the design is that the solar converter at the focus can be of a 
radically different technology than the PV cells in the PVMirror; another is that the 
PVMirror converts a portion of the diffuse light to electricity in addition to the direct light. 
We consider two case studies—a PV cell located at the focus of the PVMirror to form a 
four-terminal PV–PV tandem, and a thermal receiver located at the focus to form a PV–
CSP (concentrating solar thermal power) tandem—and compare the outdoor energy 
outputs to those of competing technologies. PVMirrors can outperform (idealized) 
monolithic PV–PV tandems that are under concentration, and they can also generate nearly 
as much energy as silicon flat-plate PV while simultaneously providing the full energy 
storage benefit of CSP.  
6.1 Introduction  
Module efficiency is the primary cost driver in the flat-plate photovoltaic (PV) 
industry because the module cost now accounts for less than half of the total installed 
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system cost [211, 212]. Consequently, in the past five years, commercial cell and module 
efficiencies have improved dramatically: In 2014, Panasonic announced a large-area 
25.6%-efficient silicon heterojunction cell that broke the 14-year-old record for crystalline 
silicon [113], and SunPower produced a 25%-efficient interdigitated-back-contact silicon 
cell on a manufacturing line [4]. These devices are approaching the 29.43% theoretical 
efficiency limit of a silicon PV cell, as reassessed by Richter et al. in 2012 [6], and are 
unlikely to exceed 26% as predicted by Swanson in 2005 and re-evaluated by Smith et al. 
in 2014 [4]. The recent efficiency gains are not limited to silicon; Alta Devices reported a 
record 28.8%-efficient single-junction cell based on its GaAs technology in 2011 [115]. 
This device is not far off the 33% detailed-balance radiative limit for a single-junction PV 
cell with the ideal bandgap of 1.1–1.4 eV [17, 213]. Evidently, regardless of technology, 
single-junction PV cells are nearing their terminal efficiency plateau. What, then, is the 
next step for PV? Though many approaches have been proposed to surpass the single-
junction limit [214, 215], only multi-junction devices have proven successful thus far. 
Theoretical analysis shows that by choosing proper materials with 36 different 
bandgaps, the limit efficiency of a multi-junction PV cell is as high as 72% [20]. The most 
developed embodiment of multi-junction PV cells is that of a monolithically integrated 
two-terminal device in which wider-bandgap cells are stacked directly on top of narrower-
bandgap cells, separated by recombination junctions. With three or four junctions of III-V 
materials arranged in this structure, several groups have successfully produced PV cells 
that exceed 40% efficiency under concentration [28] [37, 216, 217]. However, due to the 
expense of the epitaxial growth substrate, III-V precursors, and growth machines, these 
cells are restricted to high-concentration (and space) applications where their cost is 
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discounted by the concentration ratio. The penalty of high concentration—in addition to 
the cost of tracking—is the loss of all diffuse light, which accounts for 25% of annual solar 
energy even in places as sunny as Phoenix [218]. To reach high efficiencies with respect 
to the global incident spectrum, it would be nice to reproduce the success of III-V multi-
junctions in the much larger flat-plate and low-concentration markets using cheaper 
materials and growth techniques, as was attempted with thin-film silicon PV [38]. 
Unfortunately, current mismatch, lattice mismatch, and processing compatibility severely 
limit material choice and device design. 
All multi-junction PV cells split the solar spectrum and send to each sub-cell the 
wavelengths that it may best use (those above, but near, the absorber bandgap). The 
monolithically integrated multi-junction cells just discussed (as well as four-terminal 
stacked cells) achieve this separation through absorptive filtering in which narrow-bandgap 
cells are illuminated only with light not absorbed by the wide-bandgap cells above. There 
are, however, four other options to split the spectrum: reflective filtering, refractive 
filtering, holographic filtering, and luminescent filtering (see Imenes and Mills for a review 
[219]). These “optically coupled” multi-junction cells have the advantage that current 
mismatch and cell compatibility are non-issues, but they have traditionally faced other 
challenges. The reflective method uses a dichroic mirror (also called a Bragg reflector), 
which is made by stacking high- and low-refractive-index dielectric layers to transmit only 
certain bands of light; the rest are reflected. Moon et al. reported an outdoor efficiency of 
28.5% under 165 suns with two separate PV cells, made of silicon and AlGaAs, coupled 
with a dichroic mirror [42]. Recently, with a four-junction receiver, Mitchell et al. 
demonstrated 34% efficiency under one-sun (non-concentrated) outdoor illumination, but 
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the cells were made of III-V materials and arranged such that the cell area was much larger 
than the aperture area, so economical operation is expected only under high concentration 
[220]. The refractive method uses a prism to disperse sunlight to PV cells with different 
bandgaps spaced laterally, but collimated light is required in order to prevent overlap of 
spectral bands. The advantage of holographic filtering is that the incident spectrum can be 
simultaneously concentrated and split with a single optical element, but sufficiently high 
diffraction efficiencies have yet to be demonstrated and the foci of the beams tend to fall 
on a curved surface rather than a plane [45, 221]. Luminescent filtering requires a dye with 
a high photoluminescence quantum yield and a Stokes shift that is large enough to prevent 
reabsorption of emitted light, but not so large that a substantial fraction of the photon 
energy is thrown away in the downshift [222, 223]. 
Here we propose a new two-junction or tandem concept that employs absorptive or 
reflective filtering to optically couple the sub-cells. This “PVMirror” technology utilizes 
PV cells as a three-in-one technology—they act as a concentrating mirror, spectrum 
splitter, and high-efficiency light-to-electricity converter. Distinct from high-concentration 
multi-junctions, PVMirrors convert part of the diffuse spectrum in addition to the direct 
beam and can be used to couple two PV cells of wildly different technologies or even one 
PV cell and a non-PV solar energy converter. Two case studies are presented that show 
performance improvement with the application of PVMirrors. 
6.2 The PVMirror Concept  
A PVMirror employs one-sun PV cells as a spectrum splitter that reflects non-
absorbed light. This can be realized with a wide-bandgap cell by using the absorber’s 
bandgap as the splitting edge, which is similar to the top cell in a stacked tandem, but a 
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PVMirror employs a specular rear reflector so that sub-bandgap light is reflected rather 
than transmitted. Alternatively, a PVMirror can be made using reflective instead of 
absorptive filtering by putting a spectrum-splitting dichroic mirror on top of the PV cell, 
which can then have any bandgap, surface morphology, and rear reflector. In either case, 
by arranging the PV cells so that the specularly reflected light from many cells arrives at a 
common focus—as with a trough, dish, Fresnel mirror, or heliostat field—the resulting 
concentrated light can be used to illuminate another PV cell, power a thermal cycle, or 
drive any other solar energy converter. 
 
Figure 6-1. Three PVMirror trough configurations illustrating the range of possible 
embodiments. (a) Smooth, wide-bandgap cell and specular reflector, (b) textured wide-
bandgap cell and short-pass dichroic mirror, and (c) textured narrow-bandgap cell and 
long-pass dichroic mirror. Note that the supporting structures that determine the 
PVMirror geometry (e.g., curved glass on which the PV cells are affixed) are not shown 
in this conceptual schematic. 
 
There are three main embodiments of PVMirrors, shown in Figure 6-1 for a PV-
PV tandem in the trough geometry. The first (Figure 6-1a) uses smooth (i.e., lacking 
surface texture that would scatter light) wide-bandgap PV cells with a rear mirror. The PV 
cell absorbs all super-bandgap wavelengths while specularly reflecting all sub-bandgap 
light to a common focus, where a narrow-bandgap cell or other receiver sits that is intended 
to use the concentrated light. The second embodiment, shown in Figure 6-1b, uses the same 
wide-bandgap PV cell but with a textured rather than smooth surface. In this case, it is 
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necessary to add a spectrally selective dichroic mirror in front of the cell, which transmits 
only super-bandgap light while concentrating sub-bandgap light at the focus. The 
advantage of this design (and the next) is that, for indirect-bandgap cells, the textured 
surface better traps the near-bandgap light transmitted through the coating. (In a slight 
modification, the dichroic mirror can be a band-pass design that transmits only near-
bandgap light so that both sub-bandgap and very-high-energy photons—which lose most 
of their energy to thermalization if absorbed in the PV cell—are rejected to the focus. This 
is appropriate if the converter at the focus is wavelength agnostic—i.e., not another PV cell 
as in Figure 6-1b.) The third embodiment represented in Figure 6-1c is similar to the 
second, but switches the PV cell positions so that narrow-bandgap cells (e.g., silicon cells) 
form the PVMirror and a wide-bandgap cell is positioned at the focus. With an adjusted 
(long-pass) dichroic mirror, all high-energy photons are reflected to the focus while low-
energy photons are absorbed in the PVMirror. In this unusual tandem configuration, 
sunlight hits the “bottom” cell first rather than the “top” cell. As the per-square-meter cost 
of silicon PV cells is lower than any comparable-efficiency wide-bandgap PV cell, this 
configuration can be more quickly adopted by the market. 
Manufacturing of PVMirrors should require little, if any, new process and 
equipment development. For thin-film PV cells, PVMirrors can be made by depositing the 
cells either on curved glass or on flat glass segments that are then arranged to approximate 
the desired curvature. In the trough configuration, the latter would look like SunPower or 
Cogenra’s low-concentration silicon PV technology, but with wide-bandgap PVMirrors in 
the place of silvered mirrors, as illustrated in Figure 6-2. Alternatively, thin-film cells can 
be deposited on a flexible metal sheet that is then mounted curved, or on plastic or metal 
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foil that is then laminated to a curved surface. For wafer-based cells, lamination to either 
curved glass or flat segments is likely the best option. In fact, one can think of a PVMirror 
as simply a curved (or segmented) PV module with a sophisticated anti-reflection coating 
(Figure 6-1b and c) or an excellent, specular rear reflector (Figure 6-1a). In the Figure 6-
1b and c configurations, commercial cells (thin film or wafer based) with any texture can 
be used, whereas for the Figure 6-1a configuration, smooth (and parallel) cell surfaces are 
required to successfully direct reflected light to the focus. In this case, either conformal 
layers (thin-film cells) or polished wafers are needed. This does not necessarily imply 
expensive chemical-mechanical polishing that yields atomically flat surfaces; for example, 
for silicon PV cells, our recent results indicate that inexpensive HF/HNO3 acid-based 
chemical polishing yields >99% specularity of reflected light [224], [225]. If a dichroic 
mirror is to be used, it can be sputtered or evaporated onto the inner side of the front glass 
or plastic sheet, or a polymer optical film like those from 3M can be applied on the inner 
or outer side of the glass or plastic [226]. 
 
Figure 6-2. The PVMirror configuration of Figure 6-1(a) but with a segmented trough 
consisting of flat PVMirror strips. 
 
An advantage of PVMirrors for PV-PV tandems is that—like for all optically 
coupled tandems—the choice of top and bottom cells is free of lattice- and current-
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matching restrictions. Furthermore, either the wide- or narrow-bandgap cell can be placed 
under concentration at the focus depending on their relative costs. Alternatively, a non-PV 
solar converter can receive the concentrated light, making PVMirrors amenable to 
hybridization with technologies that offer additional functionality, such as storage with 
solar thermal systems. An additional advantage is that the PVMirror itself has a lower one-
sun operating temperature than a comparable flat-plate PV module as it reflects sub-
bandgap light (Figure 6-1a and b), super-bandgap light (Figure 6-1c), or both if using a 
band-pass dichroic mirror. This reduces infrared parasitic absorption or thermalization of 
electron-hole pairs generated by high-energy photons, both of which increase the operating 
temperature of a PV module above the ambient temperature. 
 
Figure 6-3. AM1.5 direct spectrum and AM1.5 diffuse spectrum, calculated as the 
difference between the AM1.5 global (not shown) and AM1.5 direct spectra. Also shown 
is the relative cumulative power (fraction of power below a given wavelength) for the 
AM1.5 direct and AM1.5 diffuse spectra. 
 
However, the greatest benefit of PVMirrors over most other tandem concepts—and 
concentrating solar thermal power (CSP) systems, incidentally—is that PVMirrors make 
use of a portion of the diffuse light whereas concentrator system cannot. This is enabled by 
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the unusual PVMirror design in which the sub-cell that forms the PVMirror receives one-
sun, global irradiation while the sub-cell at its focus receives concentrated direct light. 
Figure 6-3 shows that, under standard (cloud-free) AM1.5 conditions, diffuse light still 
accounts for 10% of the global incident power. Furthermore, Rayleigh scattering blue-
shifts the spectrum so that about 80% of the diffuse power is at wavelengths below 800 
nm; this means that even a relatively wide-bandgap cell can capture most of the blue-sky 
diffuse light. Figure 6-4 shows the global solar insolation and relative diffuse percentage 
for various geographic locations in the USA; the most striking feature is that there is much 
more diffuse light than the 10% attributable to atmospheric scattering under AM1.5 
conditions. The additional diffuse light is primarily due to cloud scattering, and—though 
we are not aware of measured data—we expect the associated spectrum to be relatively 
white, much like the AM1.5 direct or global spectra. 
 
Figure 6-4. Global insolation and fraction of diffuse radiation on a North-South-axis 
tracking plate for different geographical locations in the U.S [218]. 
 
6.3 Case Study I: PV-PV Tandem  
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Silicon-based tandems are likely to emerge as a successor of flat-plate silicon 
modules as silicon PV already has GW-scale production capacity and has proved itself a 
difficult technology to displace in the past [227]. More importantly, the bandgap of silicon 
is close to ideal for a bottom cell in tandems. The challenge is to find a top cell with the 
right bandgap and high enough efficiency to produce a tandem that outperforms the 
(already excellent) silicon cell on its own. A GaInP cell has been demonstrated that would 
be suitable: the absorber had a bandgap of 1.8 eV and the cell had a record efficiency of 
20.8% [228]. Unfortunately, a 4% lattice mismatch limits its application on silicon in the 
conventional two-terminal monolithically integrated tandem configuration. Wafer-bonding 
is one route to escape epitaxy and Derendorf et al. demonstrated a 20.5%-efficient wafer-
bonded multi-junction cell under one-sun illumination [26]. An alternative is to grow 
epitaxial top cells of other, near-lattice-matched III-V materials such as GaAsP; Connolly 
et al. predicted a GaAsP/Si tandem cell with an efficiency of 32.2% [229]. With the 
emergence of low-cost halide perovskites PV cells with rapidly improving efficiencies, 
perovskite/Si tandems have also become an explosive research topic. A theoretical analysis 
by Loper et al. showed that a 35%-efficient tandem is attainable, but will require proper 
material and device development [89]. Another promising candidate to pair with silicon is 
CdTe-based II-VI materials, which Garland et al. calculated may result in higher multi-
junction cell efficiencies (and with lower cost) than is possible with III-V multi-junction 
cells [78]. Besides silicon, CdTe is the only competitive technology in the present flat-plate 
PV market, and ternary alloys of CdTe with Mg, Zn, or Mn have bandgaps that vary from 
1.48 eV to 3.5 eV [230], thus spanning the 1.6–1.8 eV range that is required for current 
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matching with silicon [231]. Xu et al. calculated that, using Cd0.5Zn0.5Te with a bandgap 
of 1.8 eV as a top cell on silicon, a one-sun efficiency of 35.4% is possible [79]. 
 
Figure 6-5. Performance of the CdMgTe and silicon heterojunction PVcells used in the 
tandem simulations. The reported values are those that would be measured for the 
individual cells with (normally incident) AM1.5 global illumination. The Jsc value in 
parentheses is the calculated current density for the silicon heterojunction cell when used 
as the bottom cell in a (one-sun) monolithic tandem. (a) EQE and (b) photon-to-DC-
power spectral efficiency of the CdMgTe (blue) and silicon heterojunction (red) PV cells. 
 
To investigate the potential of PVMirrors for silicon-based tandems, we consider 
an example in which a hypothetical CdMgTe PV cell with a 1.8 eV bandgap and an 
efficiency of 21.7% (under one-sun AM1.5 global illumination) is paired with a 22%-
efficient silicon heterojunction cell. The external quantum efficiency (EQE) and other key 
one-sun parameters of each cell separately (prior to tandem formation) are shown in Figure 
6-5. The short-circuit current density (Jsc) values were calculated by integrating the product 
of the EQE and AM1.5 global spectral photon flux. The EQE of the silicon heterojunction 
cell was measured, whereas the EQE of the hypothetical CdMgTe cell was obtained by 
shifting the EQE of a record CdTe cell [232]. The resulting Jsc of 20.37 mA/cm2 agrees 
with that modeled by Xu et al. [79]. The open-circuit voltage (Voc) of the silicon 
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heterojunction cell was assumed to be 730 mV—below what we regularly measure for cells 
made in our lab—and the Voc of the hypothetical CdMgTe cell was set to 1.31 V, consistent 
with that demonstrated by Carmody et al. [80]. A conservative fill factor (FF) of 79% was 
taken for both cells—Kaneka has demonstrated 84.9% in a silicon heterojunction cell and 
First Solar reported 80.0% in a CdTe cell [71]. The “spectral efficiency” shown in Figure 
6-5b was calculated according to equation (1) and (2) shown in Chapter 2.  
To assemble the two sub-cells into a tandem, the CdMgTe top cell is arranged into 
a segmented parabolic shape to form a PVMirror (Figure 6-2) and the silicon heterojunction 
bottom cell is placed at the (line) focus. We simulated the performance of this PVMirror 
tandem system assuming 20X geometric concentration at the focus, and compared the 
result with that of a monolithic tandem (employing the same sub-cells) both under one-sun 
illumination and 20X geometric concentration. First, we calculated the efficiencies that 
would be measured in a laboratory setting with a flash tester that illuminates the cells with 
the AM1.5 global spectrum at nominally normal angle of incidence (no diffuse light). (This 
procedure is a compromise between those used to certify the efficiencies of flat-plate and 
concentrated PV cells.) To do this, the Jsc of each sub-cell was calculated from its EQE 
(Figure 6-5) and the specific spectrum and irradiance it receives (e.g., the bottom cell is 
illuminated only with light not absorbed in the top cell and is under concentration in two 
of the configurations). Next, the one-sun current-voltage parameters in Figure 6-5 were 
used to calculate the Voc and FF of each sub-cell given the photo-generation just calculated. 
Finally, the power outputs of the sub-cells were summed and normalized to the incident 
power. I assumed no efficiency loss in any of the cells during tandem formation; that is, no 
optical losses for the PVMirror or 20X monolithic tandems, and no current- or lattice-
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matching losses in either monolithic tandem. The in-lab efficiencies, therefore, reflect the 
maximum attainable values given the sub-cells and the chosen tandem configurations. 
To compare the tandem configurations in realistic outdoor settings, we also 
calculated their outdoor efficiencies and annually averaged daily energy outputs when 
placed on North-South-axis trackers in Phoenix and Miami, which have diffuse light 
fractions of 25% and 42%, respectively. Direct and diffuse light were treated separately 
and—in Phoenix—were assumed to have the AM1.5 direct and AM1.5 diffuse (global 
minus direct) spectra shown in Figure 6-3, normalized to Phoenix’s direct and diffuse 
fractions. Calculations for Miami were the same except the AM1.5 global spectrum was 
used in place of the AM1.5 diffuse spectrum (for the 42% diffuse fraction). This variation 
in the assumed spectrum for diffuse light represents our best attempt to approximate the 
local conditions: most days in Phoenix are cloud-free and thus the diffuse light there should 
be blue-shifted1; many days in Miami are cloudy and we expect cloud scattering to result 
in a comparatively white spectrum. Independent of location, my calculations assumed that 
the one-sun monolithic tandem absorbs both direct and diffuse light, the 20X monolithic 
tandem absorbs only the direct light, and the 20X PVMirror tandem absorbs both in the 
CdMgTe top cell but only direct light in the silicon heterojunction bottom cell2. We did not 
account for degradation in Voc due to the increased operating temperature of the cells in 
outdoor environments. The power output of each tandem was normalized to the global 
input power to arrive at the outdoor efficiency, and the efficiency was multiplied by the 
                                                            
1 Assuming instead AM1.5 global in Phoenix (cloud scattering dominates Rayleigh scattering) changes the results by 
less than 5% relative. 
2 Note that, although the geometric concentration ratio is 20, the effective concentration ratio (generation rate 
multiplier) in the bottom cell is approximately 8 in Phoenix and 6 in Miami because only direct light not absorbed in 
the top cell reaches the PVMirror focus. 
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annually averaged daily global insolation on a North-South-axis tracker (given in Table 6-
1) to determine the energy output. Table 6-1 displays the results of these calculations, as 
well as the in-lab efficiencies discussed above and the advantages and drawbacks of each 
configuration. 
Table 6-1. Comparison of CdMgTe/Si monolithic and PVMirror tandems. 
 20X PVMirror tandem 
One-sun 
monolithic tandem 
20X monolithic 
tandem 
Current matching Not required Required Required 
Lattice matching Not required Required Required 
Diffuse light 
collection 300-700 nm 300-1200 nm None 
Material 
consumption 
Full-are CdMgTe,  
1/20-area Si 
Full-area CdMgTe  
and Si 
1/20-area 
CdMgTe and Si 
In-lab efficiency 
(AM1.5G, 
normal) 
34.3% 33.4% 35.6% 
Solar resource  
(Phoenix) Direct light: 6 kWh/m2/day       Diffuse light: 2 kWh/m2/day 
Outdoor 
efficiency 32.5% 33.4% 26.5% 
DC energy 
output 2.60 kWh/m2/day 2.67 kWh/m2/day 2.12 kWh/m2/day 
Solar resource  
(Miami) Direct light: 3.6 kWh/m2/day    Diffuse light: 2.8 kWh/m2/day 
Outdoor 
efficiency 28.8% 32.4% 20.5% 
DC energy 
output 1.84 kWh/m2/day 2.07 kWh/m2/day 1.31 kWh/m2/day 
 
The 20X monolithic tandem has the highest in-lab efficiency, but has the lowest 
outdoor energy output as it captures no diffuse light. This discrepancy becomes larger for 
locations with a higher fraction of diffuse light: For example, in Miami, the 20X monolithic 
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tandem’s average efficiency is only slightly more than half the cell’s in-lab efficiency. The 
20X PVMirror tandem has higher in-lab efficiency than the one-sun monolithic tandem 
because the silicon heterojunction bottom cell is under concentration, but lower in-lab 
efficiency than the 20X monolithic tandem, for which both cells are under concentration. 
More importantly, the PVMirror tandem has significantly higher outdoor energy output 
than the 20X monolithic tandem and nearly as high as the one-sun  monolithic tandem 
because it both collects most of the available diffuse light in the CdMgTe top cell, 
especially in blue-sky Phoenix, and it benefits from the aforementioned concentration in 
the bottom cell. Although the PVMirror tandem energy output is slightly lower than that 
of the (current-matched) monolithic tandem, the levelized cost of electricity generated by 
the PVMirror tandem would be lower (given the same balance-of-systems cost) because it 
consumes 20 times fewer silicon cells. 
The above analysis considered ideal tandems in which two individual sub-cells 
were coupled without loss. Real PVMirror tandems are expected to approach much closer 
to this ideal than monolithic tandems. In PVMirror tandems, the sub-cells are fabricated 
separately and on their own respective substrates (if used), which allows for complete 
freedom in optimization of each sub-cell; the dominant challenge in monolithic tandems—
material and process compatibility—are eliminated. Consequently, PVMirror tandems 
should be free of, e.g., high recombination currents at defects induced during epitaxy and 
parasitic absorption in graded buffer layers—common problems in monolithic tandems. In 
addition, monolithic tandems will frequently experience current mismatch in real 
meteorological conditions even when designed to be current matched in the lab [233], 
[234], resulting in power losses not incurred by PVMirror tandems and other four-terminal 
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designs. The largest anticipated loss in a real PVMirror tandem is parasitic absorption of 
sub-bandgap light in the top cell, which will reduce the illumination on the bottom cell. 
Most sub-bandgap absorption is due to free-carrier absorption (e.g., in doped layers, 
transparent conductive oxides, or metals) and must be carefully controlled for PVMirror 
configurations that use absorptive filtering (as in Figures 5-1a and 5-2). 
Are PVMirror tandems dependent upon the prior development of cheap, efficient, 
wide-bandgap, thin-film, one-sun top cells like CdMgTe? No. As shown in Figure 6-1c, it 
is possible to move the wide-bandgap top cell to the focus and use a narrow-bandgap cell 
with an additional long- or band-pass dichroic mirror to form the PVMirror. This 
configuration is economically preferred if the top cell is more expensive than the bottom 
cell, as the cost of the cell at the focus is always discounted by the concentration ratio. An 
example is a PVMirror with silicon cells directing short wavelengths to a small-area, high-
efficiency (and expensive) GaInP cell. 
6.4 Case Studay II: PV-CSP Tandem  
PVMirrors can also be used with non-PV solar energy converters designed to 
operate under concentration, including, e.g., CSP receivers. There are four main types of 
CSP collectors—trough, dish, Fresnel mirror, and heliostat—and PVMirrors can in 
principle be used in place of all of them by adopting the right curvature. Generally, all three 
PVMirror configurations introduced in Figure 6-1 suit all four types of collectors; however, 
heliostats are unique in that they direct light to a fixed central receiver, which means that 
there is a large variation in the angle of incidence on each heliostat throughout the day. As 
dichroic mirrors like those in Figures 5-1b and 5-1c tend to be sensitive to angle of 
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incidence, particularly at grazing angles, the specular-rear-reflector PVMirror 
configuration shown in Figure 6-1a is preferred for heliostats. 
Table 6-2. CSP performance used in Case Study II calculations. 
Tracking and 
trough 
absorption loss 
Receiver 
optical 
loss 
Receiver 
thermal  
loss 
Rankine 
efficiency 
Power 
block 
parasitic 
loss 
Thermal 
loss for 
stored 
heat 
CSP 
efficiency* 
19% 12% 20% 35% 10% 9% 18.0% 
* Average system efficiency with respect to direct light only and with no thermal 
storage. 
 
In this case study, we consider utility-scale trough CSP, which employs a mirrored 
parabolic trough on a North-South-axis tracker to reflect all wavelengths to a black receiver 
tube (average concentration on the tube of approximately 27X) filled with a flowing heat-
transfer fluid. Trough CSP is the most mature of the CSP technologies but has a low 
demonstrated average efficiency of 10–15% (with respect to the global insolation) [235]. 
There are two reasons for this modest efficiency: no diffuse light is intercepted by the 
receiver tube and the conversion of direct light to electrical power suffers from the many 
small losses given in Table 6-2 [236]. These are compounded to yield an efficiency of 
18.0% with respect to direct light only. By replacing mirrored troughs with PVMirrors, we 
expect to mitigate both CSP losses: The PV cells will collect diffuse (in addition to direct) 
light within a particular spectral band, and this light will be converted to electrical power 
with efficiencies much greater than 18.0%. It is tempting to simply replace the CSP troughs 
with flat-plate PV modules—SunPower modules on single-axis trackers would yield 
efficiencies of approximately 21% with respect to the global insolation—but CSP offers 
the advantages of economical energy storage and thus dispatchable electricity, as well as 
superior efficiency at converting long and short wavelengths, which are poorly used by PV 
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cells. A PV-CSP tandem utilizing PVMirrors is expected to match the efficiency of flat-
plate PV while retaining the dispatchable-electricity capacity of CSP. 
 
Figure 6-6. Photon-to-AC-power spectral efficiencies of the silicon heterojunction 
PVMirror and trough CSP system used in calculations for Case Study II. Also shown are 
the assumed reflectance and transmittance of the band-pass dichroic mirror located in 
front of the PV cell. 
  
We assumed a trough PVMirror with the same silicon heterojunction PV cells that 
were used in Case Study I, but with the cells on the glass trough to form the PVMirror 
rather than at its focus. Figure 6-6 again shows the spectral efficiency of this cell—this 
time including additional losses described below—as well as the wavelength-agnostic CSP 
efficiency (to direct light only). Note that wavelengths shorter than 500 nm or longer than 
1100 nm are best reflected to the receiver tube, as CSP has a higher conversion efficiency 
than the silicon heterojunction cell at these wavelengths. We thus included a band-pass 
dichroic mirror in the PVMirror to arrive at a configuration similar to those depicted in 
Figures 5-1b and 5-1c.  The band-pass mirror was assumed to have 90% transmittance in 
the pass band and 90% reflectance in the reject bands (shown in Figure 6-6), and the pass-
band width and cut-off wavelength (transition from transmitting to reflecting) were varied. 
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Note that polymer dichroic mirrors with better than the assumed 90%/90% performance 
are available from, e.g., 3M for ~20 $/m2. The PVMirror PV-CSP tandem efficiency and 
energy output was modeled in Phoenix and Miami with the same methodology used in the 
previous example, but additional PV losses were included to ensure that PV and CSP were 
equitably compared. In particular, this case study assumed a 10% cell-to-module or cell-
to-PVMirror loss and a 4% DC-to-AC inverter loss (all tandems in Case Study I generate 
DC power and were compared on the cell level for simplicity; thus, these losses were 
neglected). We assumed that the PV-CSP tandem operates with the same Rankine 
efficiency of a pure CSP system (given in Table 6-2), which requires that the heat-transfer 
fluid reach the same outlet temperature despite reduced heat flux (i.e., by a reduced fluid 
flow). 
 
Figure 6-7. Performance of a PV-CSP tandem located in Phoenix or Miami as a function 
of the pass-band width and cut-off wavelength of the band-pass dichroic mirror. The color 
contours represent the outdoor system efficiency (with respect to the global insolation) 
assuming no thermal storage, and the line contours represent the PV/CSP power output 
split in percentage of PV. The black dots indicate the band-pass mirror characteristics that 
result in the highest efficiency for a given PV/CSP split. 
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The first step in modeling the PV-CSP tandem is to determine the optimal band-
pass dichroic mirror characteristics for the PVMirror. Figure 6-7 displays color contour 
plots of the outdoor efficiency of PV-CSP tandems in Phoenix and Miami for a range of 
mirror pass-band widths and cut-off wavelengths. Also shown with line contours is the 
PV/CSP split—the fraction of the AC power output that comes from the PV cells. Figure 
6-7 assumes no dispatchable electricity; thermal storage is treated separately below. The 
highest efficiency of approximately 21.8% can be achieved in Phoenix with a wide pass 
band that sends most of the sunlight to the PV cells (as expected from Figure 6-6). 
However, this has the consequence that a small fraction of light is sent to the receiver tube, 
resulting in CSP contributing only 20% of the total output power. It is unlikely that the cost 
of a CSP system, with the associated thermal energy storage, power block, and collector 
field, would be justified for this small power output. Although a unique feature of this 
tandem is that the PV/CSP split can be varied according to the desired plant design, a 50% 
split is likely a sensible balance between higher efficiency and greater storage capacity. To 
achieve the highest efficiency with this constraint, Figure 6-7 indicates that the pass band 
should be 260–340 nm wide, depending on the diffuse fraction, and have a cut-off 
wavelength of roughly 1100 nm, independent of diffuse fraction (and, in fact, independent 
of the prescribed PV/CSP split). 
Table 6-3 compares the outdoor efficiencies and annually averaged daily energy 
outputs for a PV-CSP tandem with a 50% split, a flat-plate PV system with the same 
heterojunction cells on the same North-South-axis tracker, and a trough CSP system. The 
PV and CSP systems are conceptually like PV-CSP tandems with splits of 100% and 0%, 
respectively, corresponding to either omitting the dichroic mirror or making it a broadband  
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Table 6-3. Comparison of a PV-CSP tandem with trough CSP and PV systems. 
 PV-CSP tandem system (50% split) 
Trough CSP 
system PV system 
Solar resource  
(Phoenix) Direct light: 6 kWh/m2/day      Diffuse light: 2 kWh/m2/day 
Outdoor efficiency 18.3% 13.5% 19.0% 
AC energy output 1.46 kWh/m2/day 1.08 kWh/m2/day 1.52 kWh/m2/day 
Solar resource 
(Miami) Direct light: 3.6 kWh/m2/day   Diffuse light: 2.8 kWh/m2/day 
Outdoor efficiency 15.5% 10.5% 19.4% 
AC energy output 0.99 kWh/m2/day 0.67 kWh/m2/day 1.24 kWh/m2/day 
 
reflector. As in Figure 6-7, Table 6-3 assumes no dispatchable electricity. The PV-CSP 
tandem using a PVMirror generates nearly as much energy in Phoenix as the pure PV 
system and 36% more than the pure CSP system; in Miami it falls short of the PV system3 
but still produces almost as much energy as the pure CSP system in Phoenix. Consequently, 
PVMirrors may extend the geographical reach of CSP, which has traditionally been limited 
to the high-direct-insolation Southwest.  
At first glance, Table 6-3 appears to indicate that a PV-CSP tandem with a 50% 
split is inferior to a pure PV system in all locations; however, Table 6-3 ignores the thermal 
storage capacity of both the PV-CSP tandem and the pure CSP system. Dispatchable 
electricity is of sufficient value to utility companies—and its value will only increase with 
increasing PV penetration—that CSP plants continue to be installed when PV plants with 
the same annual energy output would be cheaper; CSP occupies a different market. Given 
a 9% loss in energy of stored heat, the outdoor system efficiency is shown in Figure 6-8 as  
                                                            
3 The efficiency of the PV system is higher in Miami than in Phoenix because the diffuse light in Phoenix was assumed 
to be bluer and thus poorly matched to silicon’s bandgap. Also, the angular dependence of reflection from the front 
surface of the module was not considered, so the higher diffuse fraction in Miami comes with no penalty. 
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Figure 6-8. Outdoor system efficiency (with respect to the global insolation) of a PV-
CSP tandem as a function of the fraction of the CSP AC power output that is 
dispatchable. Stored heat is assumed to incur a 9% loss. Data are shown for PV/CSP 
splits of 30–70%, and the product of the PV/CSP split and CSP storage fraction is the 
fraction of the total system AC power output that is dispatchable. Also plotted are the 
efficiencies of pure CSP and PV systems. The dots and adjacent system efficiencies 
correspond to configurations that provide 0.36 kWh/m2/day of dispatchable electricity. 
 
a function of CSP storage fraction for PV-CSP tandems, a pure CSP system, and a pure PV 
system. The efficiencies for a storage fraction of zero correspond to those in Table 6-3. On 
average, storing all of the heat generated in the receiver tube prior to electricity generation 
(all CSP electricity is dispatchable) results in a 1% absolute decrement in system 
efficiency. For a typical pure CSP system, roughly one-third of its electricity (0.36 
kWh/m2/day in Phoenix) is dispatchable (e.g., Solana operates for roughly twelve hours a 
day and is designed for six hours of storage), and it will operate at 13.2% efficiency in 
Phoenix according to Figure 6-8. For a PV-CSP tandem, the dispatchable electricity is the 
product of the PV/CSP split, CSP storage fraction, and total system energy output. Thus, 
PV-CSP tandems in Phoenix with a 40% split and 46% storage fraction, 50% split and 51% 
storage fraction, and 70% split and 74% storage fraction will all have 0.36 kWh/m2/day of 
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dispatchable electricity as well, but will operate with efficiencies of 16.4, 17.7, and 20.2%, 
respectively (see dots in Figure 6-8). With a properly selected band-pass dichroic mirror, a 
PVMirror-based PV-CSP tandem can therefore operate—in principle—at higher efficiency 
than a pure PV system while maintaining the full dispatchability of a pure CSP system. In 
practice, and as discussed previously, it is likely preferable to operate with a more equitable 
PV/CSP split and even higher storage capacity to justify the cost of the power block and 
thermal energy storage. 
6.5 Conclusion  
The universality of the PVMirror design lies in its ability to turn a narrow- or wide-
bandgap PV cell into a tandem with nearly any other solar energy converter. We analyzed 
two case studies that demonstrate the great flexibility of PVMirrors: In one, a wide-
bandgap PV cell was coupled to a second PV cell via absorptive filtering; in the other a 
narrow-bandgap PV cell was coupled to a thermal absorber via reflective filtering. In both 
cases, the PVMirror tandems performed well compared to existing technologies. Other 
hybridizations can also be envisioned; the key is to find converters that “like” input spectra 
complementary to the spectrum absorbed by the cells in the PVMirror. For example, in 
solar chemistry, high-energy photons are required to degrade hazardous organic chemical 
compounds [237]. A possible detoxification process could thus be to flow hazardous 
chemicals through a pipe located at the focus of a PVMirror employing narrow-bandgap 
cells and a dichroic mirror. This would particularly make sense if electricity was also 
required in the detoxification process (or by the plant facilities), since it would be generated 
on site [238]. 
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This chapter has focused on efficiency and energy output, but the astute reader will 
also want to know about cost. A good “sanity check” is to compare the installed cost per 
annual energy yield (equivalent to levelized cost of electricity given similar depreciation 
times and operating costs) of a PVMirror system and each of its coupled solar energy 
converters individually. For example, comparing the PV-CSP tandem and pure CSP 
systems in Case Study II, the tandem saves the cost of the silver on the mirrors but adds 
the cost of PV cells, a band-pass dichroic mirror, lamination materials, inverters, and field 
wiring. We estimate that this corresponds to a 30% increase in the cost of the collector 
field, which itself comprises one-third the cost of a trough CSP power plant [236], leading 
to a 10% increase in the total installed system cost. For a total dispatchable electricity (or 
storage) capacity identical to a pure CSP system, we calculated that the tandem has up to a 
53% greater annual energy yield, corresponding to a 28% savings in cost per energy. 
Comparing the PV-CSP tandem and pure PV system in Case Study II, the tandem adds the 
cost of glass curving and the associated additional support, receiver tubes and fluid, a 
power block, and thermal energy storage. We estimate that this doubles or triples the 
installed cost, depending on the size of the power block, for no significant increase in 
energy output, and a PV-CSP tandem is preferred over a PV system only if the utility 
company values dispatchable electricity at a substantial premium over variable electricity. 
This may seem unlikely, but the calculation is even less favorable when comparing pure 
CSP and pure PV, yet CSP power plants exist. In general, a PVMirror-based tandem is 
economically competitive when the two constituent solar energy converters have 
significant overlap in their most expensive components or infrastructure (e.g., glass, 
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trackers, land); in this case, the marriage of the converters eliminates duplication of the 
associated costs. 
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CHAPTER 7 
GAAS/SILICON PVMIRROR TANDEM WITH 29.6% EFFICIENCY WITH RESPECT 
TO THE OUTDOOR GLOBAL IRRADIANCE 
This chapter documents the development of a four-terminal, GaAs/Silicon tandem 
module to prove the PVMirror concept. In this tandem configuration, a curved silicon 
module, coated with a dichroic mirror, reflects and concentrates visible light onto a GaAs 
module at the focus. This PVMirror tandem shows a maximum tandem efficiency of 29.6% 
with respective to the outdoor global irradiance, and, more prominently, demonstrates 
diffuse light collection as a concentrating technology. As single-axis tracking becomes 
dominant in the utility market, this proof-of-concept shows that PVMirror tandem 
technology has the potential to boost the system efficiency >30% and reach the SunShot 
2030 target—LCOE of $0.03/kWh with further development of inexpensive top cells. 
7.1 Introduction  
Silicon photovoltaic (PV) module prices are decreasing faster than balance-of-
system costs—especially the area-dependent balance-of-system costs (BOSA). For 
example, in the United States, from 2009 to 2016, the module price learning rate was 28% 
and the BOSA learning rate was only 10% [239]. As a result, the module cost now accounts 
for only a third of the total system cost in utility systems [12], and this share will be even 
smaller in the future if these learning rates continue. With such a cost structure, the annually 
averaged module efficiency is a primary cost driver: An increase in the annual energy 
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output per module decreases both the $/W module and BOSA costs, which represent two-
thirds of the total system cost.  
Single-axis tracking and module efficiency have been proven to be the most 
effective ways to improve the annual energy output. In 2016, 80% of the newly installed 
utility-scale PV systems were equipped with trackers, predominantly single-axis trackers 
[12]. Although a (North-South) single-axis tracking system costs 8% more than a fixed-tilt 
system when installed, its 10–15% energy insolation gain outweighs the extra cost and 
warrants its lower levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) [240]. Silicon module efficiency, 
the multiplier of energy output, has increased to 20% with several technological 
innovations, including passivated-emitter-rear-contact (PERC) cell structures, and has a 
clear path to 25% with interdigitated-back-contact (IBC) technology [71]. However, the 
module efficiency is not expected to exceed 26%, as the practical efficiency limit of its 
constituent silicon cells is approximately 27% [5]. A possible path to further efficiency 
gains that leverages the existing silicon PV industry is silicon-based tandems, in which a 
wide-bandgap top cell is coupled with a silicon cell to raise the limiting efficiency to 43%.  
 
Figure 7-1. Conceptual schematic of PVMirror tandems based on a single-axis tracking 
system (trackers not shown). (a) Wide-bandgap PV modules reflect and concentrate sub-
bandgap light onto narrow-bandgap PV modules, (b) narrow-bandgap PV modules with 
(long-pass) dichroic mirrors reflect and concentrate super-bandgap light onto wide-
bandgap PV modules. 
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Figure 7-2. Best reported efficiencies of single-junction PV cells with different 
absorbers. 
 
PVMirrors enable a new tandem concept that we previously proposed [241], in 
which spatially separate sub-cells mounted on a single-axis tracker are coupled optically. 
A PVMirror is a one-sun PV module that acts as a concentrating mirror, spectrum splitter, 
and high-efficiency light-to-electricity converter. By arranging PVMirrors so that 
specularly reflected light arrives at a common focus—as with a parabolic trough—the 
resulting concentrated light can be used to illuminate another PV cell with a 
complementary bandgap (the “receiver”). As illustrated in Figure 7-1a, with the PVMirror 
absorber’s bandgap as the spectrum splitting edge, the PVMirror’s rear mirror (rear metal 
in modern PV technology) reflects sub-bandgap light to the receiver. This is analogous to 
filtering via transmission in a stacked tandem, but with a double pass through the absorber. 
PVMirror tandems would look similar to SunPower or Cogenra’s low-concentration PV 
systems but with PV modules in place of silvered mirrors. Unique among concentrating 
technologies, PVMirror tandems make use of a portion of the diffuse light as the PVMirror 
intercepts the global insolation. By coupling a hypothetical 21%-efficient, 1.8-eV top cell 
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with 22%-efficient silicon cells, we previously calculated that a PVMirror tandem could 
achieve 32.5% efficiency under insolation with 25% annually-averaged diffuse light. 
The success of PVMirror tandems—like any other tandems—relies on the 
development of efficient, inexpensive, thin-film type, wide-bandgap PV cells. However, 
as evident in Figure 7-2, mature technologies such as cadmium telluride (CdTe) and copper 
indium gallium selenide (CIGS) both have lower efficiencies compared to silicon; 
emerging technologies such as perovskites, although used to make tandems in PVMirror 
configurations [110, 111], still need improvement in performance on large areas; efficient 
wide-bandgap absorbers such as gallium indium phosphide (GaInP) have also been 
demonstrated only on small devices. In fact, among all the existing cells, our bottom-up 
analysis indicated that gallium arsenide (GaAs) is presently the best choice for a top cell, 
even though it has the “wrong” bandgap [21]. Constrained by the current- and lattice-
mismatch between GaAs and silicon, GaAs//Silicon tandems were successful only in a 4-
terminal configurations. So far, Essig et al. demonstrated a record 32.8%-efficient 
GaAs/Silicon tandem device, 1 cm2 in size, by mechanically stacking a GaAs cell on top 
of a silicon heterojunction cell [76]; similarly, Rienacker et al. reported a 1.1-cm2, 31.5%-
efficient GaAs//Silicon tandem but with an interdigitated-back-contact (IBC) silicon cell 
[242]. Substituting GaAs cells with GaInP/GaAs dual-junction cells, both groups reported 
>35% efficiency. Using dual-junction III-V cells enables a current-matching III-V/Silicon 
tandem, and Fraunhofer reported a two-terminal, 4-cm2, 33.3%-efficient 
GaInP/GaAs/Silicon tandem by wafer bonding [30, 71]. This number is considerably 
higher than its 19.7%-efficient, direct-growth counterpart, which still suffers from lattice 
mismatch [71]. Triple-junction III-Vs have been paired with silicon in concentrator 
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modules, and efficiencies—with respect to direct light—of up to 40.6% were reported 
[243-245]. 
Here, we demonstrate a GaAs/Silicon PVMirror tandem on the module level, and 
report 29.6% outdoor efficiency with respect to the global insolation. Despite the fact that 
GaAs is too expensive to reach the utility market with its present cost, this tandem model 
can quickly assess the potential of PVMirror tandems as a diffuse-light-collecting 
concentrating technology. 
7.2 Prototype Design  
We used silicon and GaAs modules, configured as in Figure 7-1(b), in which a 
silicon module is coated with a spectrum-splitting dichroic mirror and a GaAs module is at 
the focus. A 5” silicon IBC cell and a GaAs module (with 7 unit cells connected in series, 
that almost matches the width of the silicon cell), donated by SunPower and Alta Devices 
respectively, were used for the prototype. Both the silicon cell and GaAs module have 
efficiencies greater than 25% at standard test condition (STC), as measured by the donors. 
Parabolic trough glass is commercially available. However, for our single-cell 
silicon PVMirror prototype, a flat, low-iron glass was placed on top of a curved steel mold 
shaped into a parabolic trough. When heated to approximately 600 °C, the glass conforms 
to the mold on its own weight, resulting in a curved piece of glass that has a focal length 
of 1.7 meters, as prescribed by the mold. 
To design the dichroic mirror, we first calculated the spectral efficiency of both 
representative cells, as shown in Figure 7-3, according to [21]: 
ߟሺߣሻ ൌ ைܸ஼ ∙ ܨܨ ∙ ܬௌ஼ሺߣሻܫሺߣሻ 											ሺ7.1ሻ 
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with VOC the open-circuit voltage, FF the fill factor, λ the wavelength, I(λ) the spectral 
irradiance, and JSC(λ) the short-circuit current density per unit wavelength: 
ܬௌ஼ሺߣሻ ൌ ݍ ߣ݄ܿ ܧܳܧሺߣሻ ∙ ܫሺߣሻ											ሺ7.2ሻ 
with q, h, and c having their usual meanings. The spectral efficiency curves clearly show 
that, first, GaAs cells have higher efficiency than silicon cells for the light with wavelength 
< 850 nm; and, second, silicon cells contribute to the tandem by converting the near-
infrared light (> 860 nm) with efficiency as high as 45%, which GaAs cells are not able to 
do. Therefore, an ideal dichroic mirror for this tandem should reflect all the light below 
860 nm to the GaAs receiver, transmit all the near-infrared light to the silicon, and have a 
sharp transition at 860 nm, where the two spectral efficiency curves intersect.  
 
Figure 7-3. Spectral efficiency of representative GaAs (green) and silicon (black) cells. 
Also shown are the reflectance (dashed blue) and transmittance (dash-dotted blue) of the 
dichroic-mirror-coated glass. 
 
With these design targets, we designed a 50-layer SiO2/TiO2 dielectric stack (on 
glass) with “Essential Macleod”, a thin-film optical software. This design was fabricated 
with electron-beam (e-beam) evaporation at EMF Corporation, and the performance of the 
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dichroic mirror is shown in Figure 7-3. As expected, the dichroic coating on glass performs 
close to the targets but with some non-idealities in the transition region, the reflection- and 
transmission-bands: the dichroic mirrorhas an AM1.5D-weighted reflectance of 92.2% in 
the 300–850 nm band, and transmittance of 89.4% in the 860–1100 nm band. 
 
Figure 7-4. Transmittance of the dichroic glass as a function of angle-of-incidence (left 
panel), and the direct-normal incident energy distribution on a North-South-oriented 
trough located in Phoenix, USA, throughout a year (right panel).     
 
Figure 7-4 shows the angle-dependent transmittance of the dichroic mirror, 
characterized by a Perkin Elmer spectrophotometer equipped with an Automated 
Reflectance/Transmittance Analyzer (ARTA) accessory [246, 247]. This dichroic mirror 
maintains its fidelity up to a 30-degree angle of incidence (AOI), whereas the splitting edge 
shifts to 790 nm when the AOI increases to 50 degrees. Note that no lights are lost due to 
these blue-shifts, they are just sent to the less-efficient silicon cell. Our previous analysis 
shows that a 50-nm blue shift reduces the tandem efficiency by only 3.2%, relatively [248]. 
Compared to the direct-normal incident energy distribution on a North-South-oriented 
trough located in Phoenix, USA, throughout a year, also shown in Figure 7-4, tandems with 
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this dichroic mirror are expected to capture 70% of incident energy at its best performance 
(desired splitting edge). Although this e-beam–evaporated dichroic mirror is cost-
prohibitive for PV application, it helps prove the concept and assess the potential of this 
technology. Once proved, PVMirror tandems can use polymer-based dichroic mirrors with 
similar (or better) performance at very low cost (~$20/m2) [249]. 
7.3 Prototype Assembly and Outdoor Test  
Figure 7-5a is a photograph of the assembled PVMirror tandem prototype. The 
GaAs module, 5 cm × 12 cm in size, was glued to an aluminum heatsink with Arctic 
Alumina™ thermal adhesive, and then mounted on the tracker located at the University of 
Arizona, in Tucson, 180 km south of Phoenix. The silicon IBC cell was tabbed and 
laminated to the dichroic-mirror-coated, curved glass, and mounted on a tip-tilt stage on 
the tracker. (Note the focal length is 1.7 meters, therefore, the silicon PVMirror looks 
almost flat). The aperture area of the silicon PVMirror was masked to 12.5 cm × 12.5 cm, 
the width of the IBC cell. Therefore, this configuration provides 2.5X geometric 
concentration, and, by tilting the stage, it provides slightly off-axis tracking, so that the 
receiver does not shade the silicon PVMirror during operation. The distance between the 
GaAs receiver and silicon PVMirror was adjusted so that the full area of the GaAs cells 
was illuminated with minimal spillage of light onto the edges. 
The tandem prototype was on-sun for three days, and the current-voltage (I-V) data 
were collected with a Keithley 2640 source-measure unit (SMU) connected to a switch box 
that alternates which module (silicon PVMirror or GaAs receiver) was measured. 
Measurements were taken approximately every minute. Weather data, including direct 
normal irradiance (DNI) and diffuse horizontal irradiance (DHI), were measured with a 
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one-minute resolution at the NREL OASIS observatory located on the University of 
Arizona campus 260 meters west of the tracker [250]. 
 
Figure 7-5. (a) Photograph of the GaAs/Silicon PVMirror tandem prototype, mounted 
on a tracker. (b) Measurement results on the first (cloudy) day: Global (solid blue) 
irradiance calculated from DNI (solid light blue) plus DHI (not shown), output power 
density of the GaAs receiver (green) and the silicon PVMirror (black), and summed total 
(pink). Also shown are 30% of global irradiance (dashed blue), and 30% of DNI (dashed 
light blue) for reference.      
 
Figure 7-5b shows the outdoor measurement results of the first day (the power 
output of both the GaAs receiver and the silicon PVMirror were normalized to the aperture 
area of the silicon PVMirror). On this cloudy day, as noticed from the fluctuation of DNI, 
the output of both sub-modules follows the swing of DNI (also global irradiance, summed 
up with DNI and DHI), however, with GaAs being more pronounced as it receives only 
the direct light. The total power output from this tandem ranges from 170 W/m2 to 270 
W/m2, corresponding to 20% and 27% efficiency with respect to global irradiance, 
respectively.  
Figure 7-6a shows the tandem efficiency as a function of diffuse fraction for all 
three days. With less diffuse light (sunny weather) in the other two days, the tandem 
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efficiencies were higher. Fitting all these data with a least-square method reveals that, first, 
if there were no diffuse light (as in a STC measurement with a solar simulator), the tandem 
efficiency would be about 31%; and, second, the PVMirror tandem does collect diffuse 
light, as the fitted line is less steep than the dashed black line, which represents the expected 
tandem system efficiency with no diffuse-light collection capability. 
 
Figure 7-6. (a) Outdoor tandem efficiency as a function of diffuse fraction. The dashed 
black line is the calculated tandem efficiency if there were no diffuse collection. (b) I-V 
data and corresponding irradiance condition of the best point.      
 
Among all the collected data, the best I-V curves (measured at the same time) are 
shown in Figure 7-6b. At this time, the DNI was 1044.1 W/m2, and the DHI was 79.1 
W/m2, resulting in a calculated global irradiance (DNI+DHI) of 1123.2 W/m2. The GaAs 
module, with seven cells connected in series, output a Voc of 7.748 V, short-circuit current 
(Isc) of 0.62 A, and FF of 82.3%, corresponding to an efficiency of 22.6% with respect to 
the global irradiance (remember that it receives only the reflected direct irradiance); the 
single-cell PVMirror output a Voc of 0.693 V, Isc of 2.21 A and FF of 80.3%, corresponding 
to an efficiency of 7.0%, again with respect to the global irradiance. By summing these 
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efficiencies, we find that this prototype tandem hit 29.6% module efficiency with respect 
to the global irradiance (31.8% with respect to the DNI) at outdoor conditions with 20.3 
°C air temperature. Note that the temperature of the PV modules was not controlled during 
the measurement.  
7.4 Conclusion  
Using GaAs and silicon cells, we demonstrated the PVMirror tandem concept with 
a 29.6% module efficiency, and, more prominently, with diffuse light collection as a 
concentrating technology. Replacing GaAs with dual-junction cells, e.g. InGaP/GaAs, 
could further increase the efficiency. As single-axis tracking becomes dominant in the 
utility market, PVMirror tandem technology has the potential to boost the system efficiency 
>30% and reach the SunShot 2030 target—LCOE of $0.03/kWh. The jury is still out on 
whether the annual energy yield gain would outweigh the added top-cell cost—discounted 
by the concentration.  
For this technology—similar to other silicon-based tandem technology—to have a 
better chance to market, wide-bandgap, thin-film top-cell technology, such as Cd(Mg, 
Zn)Te and perovskites etc., that can be used as PVMirrors is needed. With such prospective 
inexpensive PVMirrors, silicon—now the expensive sub-cell—will be placed at the focus. 
This configuration, shown in Figure 1(a), eliminates the dichroic mirror, which introduces 
additional cost and angle-of-incidence sensitivity, and the challenge is to ensure that the 
morphology of these thin-film, wide-bandgap cells to be smooth enough to provide 
specular reflection of the non-absorbed light. 
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Derivation of expressions for iso-cost conditions: 
Tandem system cost equals bottom-cell system cost 
ܥ௦௬௦௧௘௠,௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ ൌ ܥ௦௬௦௧௘௠,௕௢௧௧௢௠			ሺܵ1ሻ 
From equation (3.1): 
ܥ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠
ߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ ∙ 1000	 ൅
ܤܱ ஺ܵ
ߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ ∙ 1000	 ൅ ܤܱܵ௉
ൌ ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ∙ 1000	 ൅
ܤܱ ஺ܵ
ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ∙ 1000	 ൅ ܤܱܵ௉			ሺܵ2ሻ 
Subtracting BOSP from both sides results: 
ܥ௧௢௣ ൅ ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠ െ ܥ௢௩௘௥௟௔௣
ߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ ∙ 1000	 ൅
ܤܱ ஺ܵ
ߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ ∙ 1000	
ൌ ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ∙ 1000	 ൅
ܤܱ ஺ܵ
ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ∙ 1000				ሺܵ3ሻ 
Setting Coverlap = 0 results: 
ܥ௧௢௣
ߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ ∙ 1000	 ൅
ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠
ߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ ∙ 1000	 ൅
ܤܱ ஺ܵ
ߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ ∙ 1000	
ൌ ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ∙ 1000	 ൅
ܤܱ ஺ܵ
ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ∙ 1000	 ሺܵ4ሻ 
Simplification: 
ܥ௧௢௣
ߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠	 ൌ
ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠
ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ െ
ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠
ߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠	 ൅
ܤܱ ஺ܵ
ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠	 െ
ܤܱ ஺ܵ
ߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠				ሺܵ5ሻ 
 
ܥ௧௢௣
ܤܱ ஺ܵ	 ∙ ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠
ൌ ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠ܤܱ ஺ܵ ∙ ߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ െ
ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠
ܤܱ ஺ܵ ∙ ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ൅ ߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠
െ ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠			ሺܵ6ሻ 
ܥ௧௢௣
ܤܱ ஺ܵ	 ∙ ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ൌ ሺߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ െ ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ሻ ∙ ሺ
ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠
ܤܱ ஺ܵ	 ൅ 1ሻ				ሺܵ7ሻ	 
Note that the ratios of module cost to BOSA are independent variables. If Coverlap ≠ 0, it is 
not possible to plot iso-cost contours on a tandem cost competitiveness plot assuming only 
[efficiencies], as the ratios of module cost to BOSA do not appear as independent variables. 
This is what is meant in the text by “orthogonalizing” the problem. 
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Tandem system cost equals top-cell system cost 
Due to symmetry, one can get: 
ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠
ܤܱ ஺ܵ	 ∙ ߟ௧௢௣ ൌ ሺߟ௧௔௡ௗ௘௠ െ ߟ௧௢௣ሻ ∙ ሺ
ܥ௧௢௣
ܤܱ ஺ܵ	 ൅ 1ሻ			ሺܵ8ሻ 
 
Top-cell system cost equals bottom-cell system cost 
ܥ௦௬௦௧௘௠,௧௢௣ ൌ ܥ௦௬௦௧௘௠,௕௢௧௧௢௠			ሺܵ9ሻ 
Again, from equation (3.1): 
ܥ௧௢௣
ߟ௧௢௣ ∙ 1000	 ൅
ܤܱ ஺ܵ
ߟ௧௢௣ ∙ 1000	 ൅ ܤܱܵ௉
ൌ ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ∙ 1000	 ൅
ܤܱ ஺ܵ
ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ∙ 1000	 ൅ ܤܱܵ௉			ሺܵ10ሻ 
Subtracting BOSP from both sides results: 
ܥ௧௢௣
ߟ௧௢௣ ∙ 1000	 ൅
ܤܱ ஺ܵ
ߟ௧௢௣ ∙ 1000	 ൌ
ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠
ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ∙ 1000	 ൅
ܤܱ ஺ܵ
ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ∙ 1000				ሺܵ11ሻ 
Simplification: 
ܥ௧௢௣
ܤܱ ஺ܵ	 ∙ ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ൅ ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ൌ
ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠
ܤܱ ஺ܵ	 ∙ ߟ௧௢௣ ൅ ߟ௧௢௣			ሺܵ12ሻ 
ሺ ܥ௧௢௣ܤܱ ஺ܵ	 ൅ 1ሻ ∙ ߟ௕௢௧௧௢௠ ൌ ሺ
ܥ௕௢௧௧௢௠
ܤܱ ஺ܵ	 ൅ 1ሻ ∙ ߟ௧௢௣			ሺܵ13ሻ	 
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Example of calculating tandem efficiency:   
 
 Figure A-1. (a) Spectral efficiency of a 20%-efficient silicon bottom cell and (derated) 
1.7-eV top cell. With ideal spectral fidelities1, scaling the top-cell efficiency doesn’t 
change the contribution from the silicon cell, which is shown as the shaded area. And f 
number is the fraction of the shaded area to the total area under the silicon spectral 
efficiency curve. (b) Tandem efficiency as a function of top-cell efficiency with different 
bandgaps, also shown are corresponded f numbers. 
 
 
Coupling efficiency in state-of-the-art devices.  
 Figure A-2. Estimated coupling efficiency of silicon-based tandem reported in the 
references2-12.  
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Figure B-1. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of 8-nm-thick Au electrode on 
PCBM/C60/BCP coated MAPbI3 film. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B-2. SEM images of the MAPbI3 perovskite films prepared by anti-solvent 
extraction approach with (a) mixed solvent of DMF and DMSO, and (b) DMF solvent. 
 
 
 
(a) (b)
1 m 1 m
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Figure B-3. Normalized efficiency of semitransparent perovskite solar cells, stored in a 
glovebox. 
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Perovskite solar cell fabrication: 
Semi-transparent perovskite devices were fabricated on patterned, 10 ohms/square glass 
from Xin Yan Technology. After cleaning with Extran, acetone and isopropanol, the ITO 
glass was UV ozone cleaned for 15 min. A 1M solution of nickel nitrate hexahydrate 
(Sigma-Aldrich, puriss) and ethylenediamine (Sigma-Aldrich) in anhydrous ethylene 
glycol (Sigma-Aldrich) was spun on ITO-coated glass at 5000 r.p.m. for 50 s and annealed 
at 300 _C for 1 h. The NiOx films were quickly taken into a dry air box where the CsFA 
perovskite was deposited from a stoichiometric solution containing CsI (Sigma-Aldrich, 
99.99% trace metals), formamidinium iodide (Dyesol), PbI2 (TCI) and PbBr2 (Sigma-
Aldrich, 96%) in a mixture of N,N-dimethylformamide (Sigma-Aldrich) and dimethyl 
sulfoxide (Sigma-Aldrich). The solution was deposited through a 0.2 µm PTFE filter and 
spun at 1000 r.p.m. for 11 s, followed by 6000 r.p.m. for 30 s. During spin-coating, 
chlorobenzene was quickly dispensed 5 s prior to the end of the spin process as an 
antisolvent to assist perovskite crystallization. The films were annealed on a hot plate at 50 
°C for 1 min and then annealed at 100 °C for 30 min. Next, we thermally evaporated 1nm 
of LiF and a thin 10nm layer of PCBM. Then, we deposited 4nm of stoichiometric SnO2 
with pulsed-CVD at 100 °C on top of the PCBM, followed by 2nm of zinc tin oxide. Tin 
oxide and zinc oxide pulsed-CVD processes were developed on an Arradiance GEMStar-
6 ALD system at 100 °C. The SnO2 pulsed-CVD cycle consisted of the processing 
sequence: 5 s purge (30 sccm N2), 1.5 s TDMASn pulse (30 sccm N2), 5 s purge (90 sccm 
N2), 1 s deionized water pulse (90 sccm N2) and 5 s of purging (90 sccm N2) (5 s/1.5 s/5 
s/1 s/5 s). The door and body temperature was maintained at 100 °C for the hot-wall reactor 
while the manifold temperature was 115 °C with a precursor temperature of 60 °C. Pulsed-
CVD of zinc oxide was grown at 100 °C using diethyl zinc and water with the processing 
sequence: 100 ms/5 s/1 s/5 s with a constant 90 sccm N2 flow. The reactor temperatures 
were the same as the tin oxide process, but the diethyl zinc precursor was unheated. Note 
that ALD can be performed instead of pulsed-CVD above. See Tables C-4 for details of 
the ALD and pulsed-CVD process parameters. For the semi-transparent and monolithic 
tandem devices, 150 nm of ITO was deposited through D.C. sputtering. An ITO witness 
sample on glass has a mobility of 43 cm2/Vs and a carrier concentration of 3.5x1020 cm-3. 
We finished the device stack with an evaporated or sputtered silver metal electrode around 
the perimeter of the 1 cm2 device area to minimize series resistance and subsequently 
evaporated 150 nm of LiF as a second anti-reflection coating. For the damp heat stability 
testing, the single-junction solar cells were packaged between top and bottom EVA 
encapsulants and two sheets of 3-mm-thick glass. The butyl rubber edge seal was placed 
as a frame on the outer edge of the glass during assembly. The package got pressed with 
1000 mbar pressure at 140 °C for 20 min for the edge seal to soften and the encapsulant to 
cure. 
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Silicon solar cell fabrication: 
An n-type, 280-µm-thick, double-side polished, float-zone wafer was used as the starting 
substrate. A 250-nm-thick silicon nitride layer was deposited by plasma-enhanced CVD in 
an AMAT P5000 tool on one side of the wafer as a protective coating, and the wafer was 
then textured on the uncoated side in potassium hydroxide to reveal random pyramids. 
After removing the nitride coating in diluted hydrofluoric acid, the wafer was cleaned in 
piranha and RCA-B solutions, and the oxide was removed in buffered oxide etchant prior 
to deposition of amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) layers. Intrinsic and p-type a-Si:H films (7 and 
15nm thick, respectively) were first deposited by plasma-enhanced CVD on the textured 
(rear) side of the wafer, and intrinsic and n-type a-Si:H films (7 and 8nm thick, 
respectively) were then deposited on the polished (front) side. A 20-nm-thick indium tin 
oxide (ITO) layer was sputtered from a 90/10 In2O3/SnO2 in an MRC 944 tool on the 
polished side of the wafer through a shadow mask to define square cells 11mm on a side. 
A 20-nm-thick ITO layer was also sputtered over the textured surface through the same 
shadow mask. The front ITO layer was deposited using a 2.3:100 oxygen/argon mixture, 
which results in films with electron densities and mobilities of approximately 5x1020 cm-3 
and 25 cm2/Vs, respectively, after annealing at 200 °C; in contrast, the rear ITO layer was 
deposited using a 4.1:100 oxygen/argon mixture, which results in films with electron 
densities and mobilities of approximately 2x1020 cm-3 and 25 cm2/Vs, respectively, after 
annealing at 200 °C. The textured surface was subsequently coated with a 300-nm-thick 
silicon nanoparticle layer that was spray-coated through a stainless-steel mesh (in contact 
with the wafer) to define local openings occupying approximately 5% of the total area. The 
nanoparticles were synthesized and deposited in a custom tool that uses a flow-through 
plasma process to nucleate nanoparticles from silane gas and deposit them via acceleration 
through a nozzle toward a substrate. The wafer was next annealed at 200 °C for 20 min to 
partially oxidize the nanoparticles, and a 200-nm-thick silver layer was sputtered through 
the shadow mask to cover the textured surface, finishing the cell. 
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Table C-1: Tin oxide growth processes at 100 °C 
Process Purge (s) 
at 30 sccm 
N2 
Metal 
Organic 
Pulse (s) at 30 
sccm N2 
Metal 
Organic 
Purge (s) at 
90 sccm N2 
Oxidizer 
Pulse (s) at 
90 sccm N2 
Oxidizer 
Purge (s) at 
90 sccm N2 
Growth 
Rate 
(Å/cyc) 
ALD 
SnO2 5 1.5 30 1 30 1.2 
Pulsed-
CVD 
SnO2 
5 1.5 5 1 5 1.8* 
* Effective growth rate with parasitic CVD contributions. 
 
 
 
 
Table C-2: Zinc oxide growth processes at 100 °C with constant 90 sccm N2 flow 
Process Metal Organic 
Pulse (s) 
Metal Organic 
Purge (s) 
Oxidizer 
Pulse (s) 
Oxidizer 
Purge (s) 
Growth 
Rate (Å/cyc) 
ALD ZnO 0.1 30 1 30 2.0 
Pulsed-CVD 
ZnO 0.1 5 1 5 1.5 
* Effective growth rate with parasitic CVD contributions. 
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Table C-3: Zinc tin oxide supercycle process 
Process SnO2 Cycles ZnO Cycles 
ZTO supercycle 3 3 
 
 
 
Table C-4: Reactor temperature setpoints 
 Chamber 
Temp 
Door Temp Manifold 
Temp 
TDMASn 
Bubbler 
Temp 
DEZ Bubbler 
Temp 
Parameter 
Setpoint 100°C 100°C 115°C 60°C Unheated 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure C-1. Tauc plot of Cs0.17FA0.83Pb(Br0.17I0.83)3 perovskite top cell showing bandgap 
of 1.63 eV. 
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Figure C-2. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of CsFA perovskite surface before 
and after spinning 50 mg/mL PCBM in chlorobenzene onto the perovskite surface. Figures 
(a) (Rq=23.5 nm, Rz=166.7 nm) and (c) (Rq=132.4 nm, Rz=586.5 nm) show the high degree 
of surface roughness of the bare perovskite film. Figures (b) (Rq=6.9 nm, Rz=83.2 nm) and 
(d) (Rq=25.3 nm, Rz=121.2 nm) show how spinning PCBM onto the surface decreases the 
roughness slightly, but ultimately cannot planarize the surface. The lack of planarization 
leads to the troughs being filled by a thick layer of PCBM and the peaks being left exposed.  
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Figure C-3. (a) J-V scans of single-junction perovskite devices showing performance is 
best when heterojunction contacts are deposited through a conformal coating process, such 
as evaporation. The poor surface coverage from spin coating (Figure C-2) leads to 
decreased performance in comparison. The “smooth CsFA” refers to a thinner film with 
slightly decreased surface roughness. The higher concentration of PCBM creates a thicker 
layer of PCBM and shows improved device performance, but thicker PCBM is not ideal 
for maximizing transmission. (b) J-V scan of device without PCBM layer between 
perovskite and ALD SnO2 layers. The large initial extraction barrier can be largely 
overcome by light soaking for over 30 minutes and holding in forward bias. But regardless 
of pre-conditioning, the PCBM layer is necessary to enable efficient electron extraction. 
(c) ZTO thickness, deposited in a repeating supercycle (scyc) on top of 4 nm of SnO2, was 
varied in order to achieve the optimal electron extraction properties. While 2 nm 
consistently led to higher VOC, the higher FF of 4 nm of ZTO was selected as the optimal 
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thickness. (d) J-V scans comparing a reference opaque device with evaporated 
heterojunction n-type contacts, the best device without ZTO showing poor FF, and the 
improved FF with ZTO (N14). (e) EQE and 1-R of the semi-transparent device in Figure 
C-2d with illumination through the glass side. Note, Figure 1 in the main text shows J-V 
and EQE taken through the SnO2/ZTO bilayer side, as this is what is most relevant to the 
monolithic tandem performance. (f) Continuous maximum power tracking of opaque and 
semi-transparent devices from Figure C-3d.  
 
 
Figure C-4. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy sputter depth profile showing how the Zn 
concentration drops off quickly at the ZTO/SnO2 ALD interface.  
 
 
 
Figure C-5. Comparison of the J-V curves for single-junction perovskite devices with ALD 
vs. pulsed-CVD electron contacts.  
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Figure C-6. XPS elemental composition data comparing the (a) SnO2 and (b) ZTO layers 
deposited through ALD and pulsed-CVD processes.  
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Figure C-7. Optical simulations of the tandem device stack were performed using a one-
dimensional transfer matrix formalism1 implemented in home-built code described 
previously2. Currents corresponding to light reflected, transmitted, or absorbed were 
computed by integrating over the AM1.5G spectrum. Simulations were performed for a 
range of top ITO thicknesses of (a) 100nm, (b) 150 nm, (c) 200 nm, (d) 300 nm, and (e) 
400 nm. (f) Total integrated current absorbed in the perovskite or lost to parasitic 
absorption. Differences between theoretical and experimental reflections can be attributed 
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to thickness variation in our perovskite sample and surface roughness, which will dampen 
the interference fringes in the measured reflectance.   
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Figure C-8. NREL certification of 23.6%-efficient perovskite/silicon tandem device.  
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Figure C-9. (a) J-V scans of the perovskite/silicon tandem device sweeping forward 
(negative-to-positive bias) and backward (positive-to-negative bias) showing negligable 
hysteresis. (b) EQE of silicon bottom cells with and without SiNP rear reflectors, showing 
a 1.5 mA/cm2 increase in Jsc in the IR-tuned cell.  
 
 
 
Figure C-10. In order to determine the annealing temperature window for our solution-
processed NiOx layer, we tested the thermal stability of silicon heterojunction solar cells. 
The devices were ramped to 190 °C in 30 minutes, held at 190 °C for 3–10 hours, and then 
ramped down to room temperature over 30 minutes. We observed a nearly 3% relative drop 
in the FF of the silicon solar cells after thermal stressing, but minimal degradation of the 
Voc and Jsc. We conclude from this experiment that the NiOx can be processed at 190 °C on 
top of the silicon heterojunction cells with minimal concern for a-Si:H degradation. The 
error bars designate the standard deviation of the measured results with a sample size of 3.  
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Figure C-11. Performance of the full batch of 12 of perovskite/silicon tandem solar cells 
(4 with IR reflectors and 8 with no IR reflector) that yielded the record device. The batch 
included silicon bottom cells with and without SiNP IR rear reflectors; these are compared. 
Individual device performances (black dots) as well as batch average (red cross) and 
standard deviation are shown (red lines). 
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PREDICTING THE EFFICIENCY OF THE SILICON BOTTOM CELL IN A TWO-
TERMINAL TANDEM SOLAR CELL 
Abstract  —  In two-terminal top-cell/silicon tandem solar cells, such as perovskite/silicon 
tandems, the efficiency of the silicon bottom cell is unknown, as individual sub-cell 
characterization is inaccessible after tandem formation. Here, using the “spectral 
efficiency” concept, we propose a simple model that determines the silicon bottom cell 
efficiency in a tandem device, as well as predicts the efficiency potential of a silicon bottom 
cell before completing a tandem device. The model relies on the characterization of a 
silicon cell before tandem formation, and specifically takes as input data from external 
quantum efficiency, reflectance, and Suns-Voc measurements, as well as the absorption 
coefficient of the top cell. By applying this model, we find that the silicon bottom cell 
contributes 10.2% efficiency to the recent 23.6%-efficient, record monolithic 
perovskite/silicon tandem. 
 I. INTRODUCTION 
Efficiency is a key driver of levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) in the photovoltaic (PV) 
market. The dominant technology in the market—silicon—increased its record cell 
efficiency to 26.6% last year, and record silicon module efficiencies are now near 25% [1]. 
This is approaching the 29.4% theoretical efficiency limit and is on a par with the oft-
claimed 26% practical efficiency limit of a real silicon device [2, 3]. To push the efficiency 
still higher, and thus further reduce LCOE, silicon PV needs to transition to the only device 
structure that has successfully surpassed the single-junction limit: multi-junctions.  
Silicon has excellent characteristics for a bottom cell in a tandem: It’s abundant, efficient, 
inexpensive, and has the near-optimum bandgap for maximum tandem efficiency [4]. The 
challenge is to identify and develop a similarly efficient and inexpensive top cell, as well 
as a suitable configuration to couple it with the silicon bottom cell [5, 6]. 
Among top-cell candidates, perovskite solar cells stand out. Due to their wide, tunable 
bandgap and low-cost solution processability, perovskites are becoming increasingly 
attractive for achieving 30% tandem efficiency while maintaining low module cost [7]. 
Following the unprecedented rapid development of single-junction perovskites, the 
efficiency of perovskite/silicon tandems in the four-terminal configuration has increased 
from 13.4%, first reported in 2014, to 26.4% this year [8-13]. Similarly, two-terminal 
tandems, first reported in 2015 with an efficiency of 13.7%, have improved to 23.6% [14-
17].    
Unlike four-terminal tandems, in which each sub-cell is measured independently so that 
the efficiency contribution of each sub-cell—especially the silicon bottom cell—can be 
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unambiguously identified, two-terminal tandems make the performance of the sub-cells 
hard to deconvolute. The individual sub-cells are inaccessible upon the completion of the 
tandem device, and the performance of the silicon cell measured before tandem formation 
is not in general representative of that after tandem formation. For example, a silicon 
heterojunction bottom cell lacks front metallization and has resistive ITO on the front, 
leading to large series resistance losses that disappear upon deposition of a top cell that has 
a front electrode designed for lateral transport.    
Here, we propose a model that evaluates the efficiency of a silicon bottom cell in a two-
terminal tandem by characterizing a reference silicon cell, and that determines the 
efficiency potential of such a bottom cell before completing a tandem device.   
II. MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION 
A reference silicon cell with the same structure as the one used in the 23.6%-efficient 
perovskite/silicon tandem was used as an example to develop and test the model [17]. As 
shown in Figure 1a, it comprises a planar front surface with a 20-nm-thick indium tin oxide 
(ITO) layer and a textured rear surface with silicon nanoparticle (SiNP) and silver layers 
as a rear reflector. Details of the structure and fabrication process can be found in [17, 18].  
As previously mentioned, the current-voltage (I-V) characteristic of the reference silicon 
cell alone is not representative of its performance in a tandem because of the low fill factor 
(FF) caused by high sheet resistance due to the thin front ITO and lack of metal fingers, 
and because of the low short-circuit current density (Jsc) due to the reflective planar front 
surface. Consequently, the external quantum efficiency (EQE) and reflectance (R) of the 
reference silicon cell were first characterized, and then the internal quantum efficiency 
(IQE) was calculated with Equation (1). The front-surface reflectance, shown in Figure 1b, 
is approximately constant at ~32% from 700 to 1000 nm, as the 20-nm-thick ITO on the 
front is too thin to serve as an anti-reflection coating. As a result of such a big reflection 
loss, the EQE of the reference silicon cell, also shown in Figure 1b, is very low. The Jsc of 
the reference silicon cell, calculated by integrating the product of the EQE and the AM1.5 
global photon flux, is thus only 27.8 mA/cm2. Fortunately, the EQE curve meets the 1-R 
curve from 700 to 900 nm, which indicates near-unity IQE in this range, as shown in Figure 
1c. With the IQE, one could calculate the EQE of the silicon bottom cell in a tandem by 
multiplying by the transmittance through the top cell. 
)(1
)()( 

R
EQEIQE    (1) 
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the reference silicon cell (not to scale), (b) total absorbance (1-
R) and EQE curves of the reference silicon cell, and (c) IQE of the reference silicon cell, 
calculated from 1-R and EQE. 
The transmittance through the top cell, however, is difficult to obtain experimentally 
because the transmittance from the perovskite to silicon is different from that of glass to 
air, as one would measure when fabricating semi-transparent perovskites in the substrate 
configuration. Comprehensive optical modeling could access the transmittance [19-21]; 
however, characterizing optical constants accurately for each layer in a perovskite top cell 
is not trivial. To obtain the transmittance of a top cell without comprehensive optical 
modeling, we use Equation (2) as a first-order approximation: 
d
ideal efTfT
 )()()()()(    (2) 
Here, f is the top-cell effective transparency, α is the absorption coefficient, d is the 
thickness of the perovskite absorber, λ is the wavelength, and Tideal is the maximum possible 
transmittance to a silicon cell through a perovskite cell. Figure 2 shows example 
transmittance curves with constant effective transparencies of 1 and 0.91, with a 500-nm-
thick perovskite absorber (the absorption coefficient of the perovskite was adapted from 
PV Lighthouse, initially reported by Loper et al [22]). Figure 2 also displays the EQE of a 
silicon bottom cell in a tandem, calculated with the IQE of the reference silicon cell shown 
in Figure 1c and a top-cell effective transparency of 0.91. The EQE curve overlaps with 
ITO, 20 nm
a-Si:H ( )n nm+ , 8 
a-Si:H ( )i , 7 nm
a-Si:H ( )i , 7 nm
a-Si:H ( )p nm+ , 15 
c-Si ( )n , 280 µm
Ag, 200 nm
SiNP, 300 nm
ITO, 20 nm (a)
(b) (c)
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the transmittance curve for wavelengths < 900 nm because the IQE is close to unity. The 
resulting Jsc is 18.5 mA/cm2, which is the same as the value reported for the 23.6%-efficient 
perovskite/silicon tandem (in fact, the effective transparency was chosen to yield the same 
Jsc) [17].   
 
Fig. 2 Transmittance curves assuming effective transparencies f of 1 (dark blue) and 0.91 
(light blue). Also shown is an example EQE (black) of a silicon cell in a tandem, 
calculated with the IQE shown in Fig. 1c and f = 0.91. 
The injection-dependent open-circuit voltage (Voc) of the reference silicon cell was 
obtained by Suns-Voc measurements (not shown) [23]. At one-sun illumination, the Voc of 
the reference silicon cell is 713 mV, and, for a photo-generated current density of 18.5 
mA/cm2, the expected open-circuit voltage of the silicon bottom cell in a tandem (Voc,Si-2T) 
is 701 mV. The fill factor of the silicon bottom cell in a tandem (FF2T) cannot accurately 
be extracted from the bottom cell alone since it is sensitive to both sub-cells and their 
coupling (e.g., current mismatch). However, were FF2T known, the efficiency of the silicon 
bottom cell in a tandem (ηSi-2T), relative to the total incident irradiance, could now be 
calculated with Equation (3), which is adapted from the “spectral efficiency” concept [6]: 




  

dI
dFFVJ TTSiocsc
TSi )(
)( 22,
2   (3) 
In this equation, I is the spectral irradiance and Jsc is given by 
)()()()( )(   IefIQE
hc
qJ dsc     (4) 
where q is the elementary charge, h is Planck’s constant, and c is the speed of light.  
For the 23.6%-efficient perovskite/silicon tandem, FF2T = 79% [17], and therefore the 
efficiency contribution to the tandem from the silicon bottom cell is calculated to be 10.2%, 
as indicated by the star in Figure 3. Figure 3 also shows the silicon bottom cell efficiency 
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potential as a function of the effective transparency of the top cell and FF of the tandem 
device. Given the IQE and the injection-dependent Voc of the reference silicon cell, with an 
ideal effective transparency (f = 1) and excellent FF (FF2T = 85%, as most two-junction 
III-V tandems have), the efficiency potential of our silicon bottom cell is as high as 12.4%. 
This figure also provides a guide for semi-transparent perovskite development when a 
certain tandem efficiency is targeted. For example, to make a 30%-efficient 
perovskite/silicon tandem with FF2T = 80%, a 20%-efficient perovskite must have an 
effective transparency of ~0.9 in order for the bottom cell to contribute the remaining 10%, 
and a 21%-efficient perovskite must have an effective transparency of at least 0.8. 
 
Fig. 3 Calculated silicon bottom cell efficiency as a function of top-cell effective 
transparency and FF2T. The star indicates the bottom cell efficiency contribution to the 
23.6%-efficient perovskite/silicon tandem. 
III. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we developed a model that evaluates the efficiency of a bottom cell in a two-
terminal tandem and demonstrated the model’s use with the 23.6%-efficient 
silicon/perovskite tandem. Using the absorption coefficient of the perovskite top cell and 
the EQE, reflectance and Suns-Voc of a reference silicon cell, we calculated that the bottom 
cell contributed 10.2% efficiency to that tandem. The model can be used to guide future 
perovskite top cell or silicon bottom cell development since it predicts the efficiency of the 
bottom cell in the tandem using measurements prior to top-cell deposition, and it can also 
be used in other two-terminal tandem systems if the absorption coefficient of the top-cell 
material is known. 
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EVALUATION OF SPECTRUM-SPLITTING DICHROIC MIRRORS FOR PVMIRROR 
TANDEM SOLAR CELLS 
Abstract  —  Single-junction solar cells are approaching their theoretical efficiency limit, 
and tandem or multi-junction architectures provide a route for further increasing efficiency. 
However, due to high material cost, these technologies have traditionally been restricted to 
high concentrations with the penalty of the loss of diffuse light in outdoor applications. We 
propose a new tandem concept called a “PVMirror” that makes use of the global spectrum. 
It utilizes PV cells as a three-in-one technology—they act as a concentrating mirror, 
spectrum splitter, and high-efficiency light-to-electricity converter. A key element of this 
technology is an effective spectrum-splitting dichroic mirror, and this paper evaluates three 
dichroic mirror designs. Prototype PVMirrors with these mirrors and silicon heterojunction 
solar cells were made, and their reflection and transmission spectra confirm the spectrum-
splitting capability of the dichroic mirrors. Outdoor testing shows that reflected light is 
successfully concentrated to a focus at which the second sub-cell in the tandem is to be 
located. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Single-junction solar cells are approaching their theoretical efficiency limit. The best GaAs 
solar cell, fabricated by Alta Devices, has achieved an efficiency of 28.8% which is not far 
off the Shockley-Queisser limit [1, 2]. Similarly, the record 25.6%-efficient silicon cell 
announced by Panasonic in 2014 [3] is very close to the 29.4% theoretical limit for a silicon 
cell [4]. Multi-junction cells are the only technology that has been proven to surpass the 
single-junction efficiency limit: three- or four-junction III-V cells that exceed 40% 
efficiency under concentration have been produced by several companies [5-8]. However, 
the market share of this technology is still small, even for high-concentration applications 
in which the III-V materials cost is not dominant. One reason is the expense of the two-
axis trackers needed to reach these concentrations; another is the loss of all diffuse light, 
which cannot be concentrated. The high efficiency reported for multi-junctions is usually 
with respect to only the direct fraction of the incident light, so that in outdoor applications 
the annually averaged efficiency with respect to the global irradiance is discounted by a 
location-dependent diffuse fraction. This often neglected factor is significant: even in 
sunny places such as Phoenix the annual diffuse fraction is as high as 25% [9]. 
In a recent paper, we introduced a new tandem concept called a “PVMirror” which collects 
diffuse light [10]. It utilizes PV cells as a three-in-one technology—they act as a 
concentrating mirror, spectrum splitter, and high-efficiency light-to-electricity converter. 
A PVMirror intercepts the global spectrum and reflects select wavelengths to a second 
solar cell or even a non-PV solar converter locates at a focus; together, the PVMirror and 
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second converter form a spatially separated 4-terminal tandem solar collector. Here we 
evaluate three spectrum-splitting dichroic mirror architectures and report progress on 
PVMirror prototypes using these mirrors and silicon heterojunction solar cells. 
II. SILICON PVMIRROR CONCEPT 
A silicon PVMirror is composed of a silicon solar cell, a curved substrate, and a dichroic 
mirror (Figure 1). Near-bandgap light is transmitted by the dichroic mirror into the silicon 
solar cell, and for these wavelengths the silicon solar cell can have an efficiency as high as 
40%. Light not transmitted by the dichroic mirror is reflected to a common focus; this 
focusing occurs because the dichroic mirror has the curvature of the substrate. Depending 
on the solar converter at the focus, a long-pass or band-pass dichroic mirror can be used so 
that the silicon PVMirror reflects only high-energy photons to the focus or both high-
energy and infrared photons (only near-infrared photons are transmitted). The former 
configuration would be ideal to power a wide-bandgap solar cell at the focus, which makes 
use of high-energy photons only, whereas the latter configuration can be used to power a 
non-PV solar converter, e.g., a concentrating solar power (CSP) receiver, which is a 
wavelength-agnostic technology that converts photon energy into thermal energy. 
 
Fig. 1. Three silicon PVMirror trough configurations. (a) Planar cell with a band-pass 
dichroic mirror deposited on top of the solar cell, (b) textured cell laminated to glass coated 
with a band-pass dichroic mirror, and (c) planar cell with a rear reflector and a free-standing 
long-pass dichroic mirror included in the laminate. 
There are three embodiments of the PVMirror concept depending on how we arrange the 
solar cell and dichroic mirror, as shown in Figure 1. The first embodiment uses a planar 
solar cell (smooth surfaces formed by cheap chemical polishing) and dielectric layers are 
deposited right on top of the planar solar cell to get the desired band-pass dichroic mirror. 
The cells are then laminated to a curved glass substrate, as shown in Figure 1a. As an 
alternative, Figure 1b shows a band-pass coating deposited directly on the glass, to which 
regular textured silicon solar cells are laminated. Finally, dielectric dichroic mirrors can be 
replaced with a free-standing long-pass polymer film from 3M [11], and the film can be 
included in the laminate between the silicon solar cell and glass. (Note that 3M does not 
presently manufacture a band-pass film with desired pass band.) This configuration will 
lose all of the infrared light since it will enter the solar cell and be scattered away from the 
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focus, unless using a planar solar cell with a specular rear reflector on the back, as shown 
in Figure 1c.  
III. PROTOTYPE MANUFACTURING AND TESTING 
Dichroic mirror design is a key component to the success of the PVMirror concept. For the 
embodiments shown in Figure 1a and 1b, dielectrics stacks of SiO2/TiO2 were used as 
dichroic mirrors, and the software Essential Macleod was used to design the mirrors. By 
stacking SiO2 and TiO2 periodically and tuning each layer thickness, 48-layer band-pass 
dichroic mirrors were successfully designed on a planar silicon solar cell (Figure 1a) and 
on glass (Figure 1b). The pass band was designed to be between 700-1000 nm in both 
cases. The dichroic mirrors were deposited at EMF Corp by e-beam evaporation. 
 
Fig. 2. Measured and modeled reflectance of (a) a 48-layer SiO2/TiO2 dichroic mirror 
deposited on a silicon cell, and (b) a 48-layer SiO2/TiO2 dichroic mirror deposited on glass. 
Reflectance spectra of the dielectric dichroic mirrors were measured using a Lambda 950 
spectrophotometer from PerkinElmer and were compared with the modeled spectra; the 
results are shown in Figure 2. Both dichroic mirrors behave well as band-pass filters: they 
are highly transmitting in the pass band and reflecting in both rejection bands. The spectra 
are very close to the models except for a slight redshift of the pass band, which could be 
caused by a difference in refractive index between the deposited material and the modeled 
material from the database of the design software.  
Figure 2 shows the reflectance at near-normal incidence, but dichroic mirrors in trough 
PVMirrors will see a wide range of incidence over the course of a year due to the changing 
declination angle of the earth. To investigate the sensitivity of the dichroic mirrors to angle, 
the angular-resolved transmittance was measured on the dichroic mirror deposited on glass 
with an “Automated Reflectance/Transmittance Analyzer (ARTA)” accessory, and the 
results are shown in Figure 3. The measured and modeled performance is similar in that, 
when the angle of incidence increases, the pass band blueshifts but maintains its band-pass 
property. However, the transmittance in the transmission band is about 5% lower than in 
the model because the glass used is not as transparent as the glass modeled. Angular-
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resolved reflectance measurements were also done on both dichroic mirrors (on glass and 
on cell), and the results are similar to the model as well. The observed blueshifts with 
increasing angle will not cause a substantial degradation of a PVMirror, but the efficiency 
is expected to decrease slightly as the band that is transmitted is shifted to less ideal 
wavelengths for the silicon solar cell. 
 
Fig. 3. Angular-resolved transmittance contour map of a 48-layer SiO2/TiO2 dichroic 
mirror deposited on glass. (a) Modeled performance, (b) measured performance. 
 
Fig. 4. Measured reflectance and transmittance of a long-pass dichroic mirror from 3M. 
The free-standing long-pass dichroic mirror shown in Figure 1c was purchased from 3M. 
The reflectance and transmittance were measured and are shown in Figure 4. The 
transmission cut-on is around 750 nm with 90% transmittance at longer wavelengths, the 
reflectance is near perfect in the 400–750 nm band, and the light below 400 nm is absorbed 
by the film itself.   
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Silicon heterojunction solar cells were fabricated on planar and textured wafers and were 
laminated to parabolic curved glass with each of the three dichroic mirrors to form 
prototypes of the three PVMirror configurations shown in Figure 1. The cells had a full-
area silver layer as a back contact; the silver layer also acts as a rear reflector for sub-
bandgap light (important for the configuration in Figure 1c). Reflectance measurements 
were performed on the three PVMirror prototypes and the 1-R curves are plotted in Figure 
5. 
 
Fig. 5. 1-Reflectance curves of three PVMirror trough configurations, all of which have 
the general structure of (from the sunward side) glass/dichroic mirror/silicon 
heterojunction solar cell. (a) Planar cell with a band-pass dichroic mirror deposited on top 
of the solar cell, (b) textured cell and glass coated with a band-pass dichroic mirror, and 
(c) planar cell and a free-standing, long-pass dichroic mirror.  
 
Fig. 6. Photograph of an outdoor test of a PVMirror. The PVMirror is mounted on the 
tracker and a clear line of visible light is produced at the focus, indicating that the PVMirror 
performs as a concentrating optic. 
The white area below the 1-Reflectance curves represents the light that is absorbed 
somewhere in the PVMirror (no light is transmitted through the whole structure because of 
the silver reflector), whereas the grey area represents the light reflected to the focus by the 
PVMirror. The white area in the pass band is absorbed by the silicon cell and is converted 
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into electricity; however, the white areas below 400 nm and above 1200 nm correspond to 
parasitic absorption. The parasitic absorption in Figures 5b and c is quite high in the long-
wavelength region and is caused by free-carrier absorption in the ITO layers of the solar 
cells. Infrared parasitic absorption is particularly severe in Figure 5c because, in this 
configuration (Figure 1c), all of the long-wavelength light transmits through the long-pass 
dichroic mirror into the cell and is reflected back by the silver on the back side of the 
polished cell. The resulting double pass through the ITO layers increases absorption; a less 
absorbing transparent conductive oxide would mitigate this issue and reflect more infrared 
light back. 
We have begun outdoor testing of PVMirrors: the prototype made with the 3M long-pass 
dichroic mirror was mounted on a tracker at the University of Arizona. Figure 6 shows that 
the PVMirror nicely concentrates the reflected light at the line focus. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
We presented a new technology—a “PVMirror”—that is a tandem solar collector that 
makes use of diffuse light. Prototype PVMirrors based on silicon heterojunction solar cells 
were built with three different dichroic mirrors, and all of them function as spectrum 
splitters. Outdoor optical measurements confirm that the PVMirror also performs as a 
concentrating mirror. Each PVMirror presented has advantages and challenges: the 
configuration with the dichroic mirror deposited on the solar cell (Figure 1a) can be thought 
of as a polished cell with a sophisticated anti-reflection coating, but the micron-thick 
dichroic mirror introduces stress to the cell; the second configuration (Figure 1b) with  the 
dichroic mirror deposited on glass can use commercial textured solar cells, but there are 
not presently tools to deposit dichroic mirrors on large curved substrates; and the 
configuration with the 3M long-pass dichroic mirror offers an economic solution with 
excellent optical properties at visible and near-infrared wavelengths, but parasitic 
absorption of infrared light within the silicon solar cell reduces the reflected energy, which 
is not favorable for a broadband solar converter at the focus.   
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MODELING OF GAAS/SILICON PVMIRROR TANDEM SYSTEM: A CASE STUDY 
Abstract  —  We propose a new, optically coupled tandem architecture with a silicon 
“PVMirror” as the bottom cell. A silicon PVMirror is a curved silicon module with an 
integrated dichroic mirror that transmits near-infrared light to the silicon cells and reflects 
and focuses visible light onto a GaAs receiver. Simulating such a system with record GaAs 
and silicon cells and an ideal dichroic mirror shows the tandem efficiency can reach over 
36% with no diffuse light and over 30% with 20% diffuse light. A sensitivity analysis 
indicates that the PVMirror tandem is most sensitive to the GaAs cell performance and 
dichroic mirror cut-off wavelength but relatively insensitive to the silicon cell performance. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Several companies and institutions have successfully made >25%-efficient silicon cells, 
many of them even with large-area (> 150 cm2) substrates [1]. These efficiencies are not 
far from the 29.4% maximum theoretical efficiency limit of silicon cells, and they are 
bumping up against the oft-claimed 26% practical efficiency limit [2, 3]. Though many 
routes have been proposed to go beyond the single-junction efficiency limit, only tandem 
technology offers the success witnessed in III-V field.    
Silicon is an excellent bottom cell for use in tandem cells: It is abundant, efficient, 
inexpensive, and, fortunately, it has the near-optimum bandgap [4, 5]. To achieve a 
successful silicon-based tandem requires that, first, an efficient top cell to pair with silicon 
is developed, and, second, a cost-effective way to assemble it with a silicon bottom cell is 
devised that has high energy yield with respect to the global insolation. 
Detailed-balance limit calculations indicate that the optimum bandgap for a top cell paired 
with silicon is around 1.7 eV [6]. Consequently, many top cells with bandgaps of 1.6—1.8 
eV have been used in silicon-based tandems. With III-V materials, NREL demonstrated a 
29.8%-efficient tandem by mechanically stacking a GaInP cell on top of a silicon cell [7]; 
with II-VI materials, EPIR technologies demonstrated a 16.8%-efficient tandem by direct 
growth of a wide-bandgap CdZnTe cell on silicon [8]; with perovskites, efficiencies of 
19.2% and 28.0% were demonstrated with two- and four-terminal tandems, respectively 
[9, 10]. All of these efficiencies are far from the theoretical maximum tandem efficiency, 
and the reason is that none of the top (or bottom) cells operates near its detailed-balance 
limit. Using a concept called “spectral efficiency”, we recently calculated that, of all 
existing cells, GaAs would offer the highest achievable efficiency when paired with silicon 
[5]. 
Direct growth of III-V materials on silicon is one of the earliest methods used to couple the 
sub-cells; however, the large lattice mismatch between silicon and GaAs or 1.7-ev-bandgap 
III-V absorbers degrades material quality and thus device performance. Four-terminal 
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configurations circumvent the lattice-mismatch challenge and thus yields higher tandem 
efficiencies. However, due to the high cost of the III-V sub-cells, particularly in four-
terminal configurations that utilize a costly growth substrate, the tandems must be operated 
under concentration if they are to reach competitive costs. Unfortunately, the associated 
penalty is the loss of all diffuse light, thus reducing the annual energy yield of tandem 
systems.  
In a recent paper, we introduced a new tandem concept based on a “PVMirror” that collects 
diffuse light [11]. It utilizes PV cells as a three-in-one technology—they act as a 
concentrating mirror, spectrum splitter, and high-efficiency light-to-electricity converter. 
A PVMirror is full aperture and thus intercepts the global spectrum, and it reflects select 
wavelengths to a second solar cell or even a non-PV solar converter located at a focus. 
Together, the PVMirror and second converter (“receiver”) form a spatially separated four-
terminal tandem solar collector. Here, we model the performance a PVMirror tandem 
system comprising a silicon PVMirror and a GaAs receiver at its focus, and we conduct a 
sensitivity analysis of this system. In so doing, we explore the performance upper bounds 
of a tandem formed by coupling existing cells with the PVMirror technology. 
II. PVMIRROR TANDEM  
A silicon PVMirror is composed of a silicon solar cell, a curved or segmented glass 
substrate, and a dichroic mirror, as shown in Figure 1. Light is incident upon a full-aperture 
dichroic mirror that reflects visible (VIS, 300–870 nm) light and transmits infrared (IR, 
870–1200 nm) light. The transmitted light is absorbed in the silicon solar cell that is placed 
behind the dichroic mirror and that converts IR photons to electricity with high efficiency. 
The dichroic mirror and silicon cell are affixed to a curved glass trough that tracks the sun 
about a single, North-South axis such that the reflected VIS light is concentrated at a 
common line focus, at which is placed a second, wider-bandgap GaAs cell having high 
efficiency at shorter wavelengths. The GaAs cell receives concentrated direct light, 
whereas the silicon cell receives part of the direct and diffuse light.   
 
Fig 1. Schematic of a GaAs/silicon PVMirror tandem system.  
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
To investigate the potential performance of such a tandem system, we modeled it using an 
ideal dichroic mirror as well as record silicon and GaAs cells. The dichroic mirror has unity 
reflectance in the VIS region of the spectrum, and unity transmittance in the IR region. The 
GaAs cell
Dichroic mirror
Silicon cell
Glass
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key one-sun parameters (obtained from the solar cell efficiency tables [12]) of both cells 
(prior to tandem formation) that we used in simulation are shown in Figure 2. The short-
circuit current densities (Jsc) were calculated by integrating the product of the AM1.5 
global spectral photon flux and published external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra, 
which are shown in Figure 2a. The spectral efficiencies of both cells, shown in Figure 2b, 
were calculated according to [5]: 
    

I
JFFV SCOC    (1) 
with Voc the open-circuit voltage, FF the fill factor, I(λ) the spectral irradiance (in Wm-2nm-
1), and Jsc(λ) the short-circuit current density at each wavelength: 
      IEQE
hc
qJ SC    (2) 
With the spectral efficiency curves of both cells, it is straightforward to compare cell 
efficiency at each wavelength and determine the preferred cut-off wavelength of the 
dichroic mirror from the wavelength at which the cross over (870 nm).   
 
Fig 2. Performance of the individual record GaAs (blue) and silicon (red) cells used in 
the tandem simulations. (a) EQE and (b) spectral efficiency. 
We simulated the performance of this PVMirror tandem system assuming 7x geometric 
concentration at the focus and different diffuse light fractions. To do this, the Jsc of each 
sub-cell was first calculated from its EQE and the spectrum and irradiance it receives. Then, 
the Voc was calculated according to the one-sun Voc and the photo-generated current just 
calculated. FF was assumed to be the same as its one-sun value for simplicity. Finally, the 
power outputs of the sub-cells were summed and normalized to the incident power to arrive 
at the tandem efficiency. In this calculation, direct and diffuse light were treated separately, 
with the AM 1.5 direct and AM 1.5 diffuse spectra normalized to their respective fractions. 
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Fig. 3 PVMirror tandem performance under different diffuse fractions. The red curve 
assumes the AM 1.5 global spectrum for the diffuse light, whereas the blue curve 
assumes the AM 1.5 diffuse spectrum (global minors direct). Also shown is the 
efficiency of the GaAs cell alone operating under 7x concentration with a perfect 
reflector, and the efficiency of the silicon cell alone operating at one sun.  
Figure 3 shows the PVMirror tandem efficiency as a function of diffuse fraction. For no 
diffuse light, as one would measure in a lab, the simulated efficiency is as high as 36.2%. 
As diffuse fraction increases, however, the system efficiency drops because the silicon 
PVMirror captures only part of the diffuse light and the GaAs receiver captures none. Two 
diffuse spectra were used in the simulations: the AM 1.5 global spectrum, and the AM 1.5 
diffuse spectrum, which is calculated as the difference between the AM 1.5 global and 
direct spectra. Using the AM 1.5 global spectrum for diffuse light results in slightly higher 
tandem efficiency because it has more photons in the IR region, for which the dichroic 
mirror transmits and the silicon cell operates with over 40% efficiency. For locations that 
have lower diffuse fractions, e.g. Dagget or Phoenix, most days are cloud-free and thus the 
diffuse light should be “blue-shifted”; using the AM 1.5 diffuse spectrum is more 
representative than using the AM 1.5 global spectrum. In contrast, for locations such as 
Tampa in Florida, where cloud scattering is often the source of diffuse light, the converse 
is more appropriate. Compared to a conventional (7x) concentrating system with a perfect, 
broadband parabolic mirror and a GaAs receiver (similar to SunPower’s C7 technology), 
the PVMirror tandem reaches an efficiency that is 6% (absolute) higher at each diffuse 
fraction. Compared to flat-plate silicon alone, which captures all diffuse light, the 
PVMirror tandem is preferred at locations with diffuse fractions below approximately 30%. 
So far, the simulation results represent the maximum achievable tandem efficiency by 
using existing record cells and an ideal dichroic mirror. To further investigate a more 
realistic PVMirror tandem system and determine how much deviation from ideal can be 
tolerated, we conducted a sensitivity analysis of the main components in the system; the 
results are shown in Figure 4. The tandem system is most sensitive to the GaAs cell: By 
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decreasing the GaAs cell’s performance by 5% relative, the system efficiency drops by 
about 4% relative. This is expected as the GaAs cell receives most of the light. The cut-off 
wavelength of the dichroic mirror is the next most important parameter: A 50 nm redshift 
results in a 3.6% decrease in tandem efficiency, whereas a 50 nm blueshift results in a 3.2% 
loss. The reason why a redshift matters more than a blueshift can be understood from the 
spectral efficiencies in Figure 2: For wavelengths > 870 nm, the silicon cell is more 
efficient than the GaAs cell, and directing wavelengths > 900 nm to the GaAs cell is a 
complete waste; directing wavelengths < 870 nm to the silicon cell instead of to the GaAs 
cell, however, is not a total loss but still decreases the tandem efficiency since the silicon 
cell still converts these photons less efficiently than the GaAs cell. Using a dichroic mirror 
with 95% reflectance and 5% transmittance (no parasitic loss) before the cutoff, instead of 
100% and 0%, results in a 1.6% efficiency loss. By contrast, applying this change after the 
cutoff causes an efficiency drop of less than 1%. Dichroic mirrors with a soft, 100-nm-
wide cutoff reduces the system efficiency by about 1.6%. Finally, a 5% decrease in the 
silicon cell performance results in less than a 1% drop in system efficiency, which indicates 
that for this tandem system, less efficient but cheap silicon cells may be favorable. 
 
Fig. 4 Sensitivity analysis of a PVMirror tandem system. 
IV. CONCLUSION  
Silicon and GaAs are the most mature technologies in the PV market, and, by using 
inexpensive silicon cells in a full-aperture PVMirror with a relatively expensive GaAs cell 
at its focus, efficiencies well in excess of 30% are possible today. More importantly, as 
perovskite or other cheap, wide-bandgap top cells mature, PVMirror tandems can act as a 
drop-in platform in which the inexpensive top cell is used in the PVMirror and silicon cells 
are placed at the focus. In this configuration, PVMirror tandems become more powerful, 
as the wide-bandgap PVMirror captures all above-bandgap diffuse light and thus reaches 
higher outdoor system efficiency. In this configuration, the silicon cell now becomes the 
“expensive” sub-cell and its cost can be discounted by the concentration. In addition, the 
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dichroic mirror can be omitted if the top cell has a specular rear reflector; the bandgap of 
top cell then serves as an absorptive filter that has precisely the right “cutoff”.   
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SILICON WAFERS WITH OPTICALLY SPECULAR SURFACES FORMED BY 
CHEMICAL POLISHING 
This letter investigates chemical polishing with a hydrofluoric acid, nitric acid, and acetic 
acid (HNA) mixture as an alternative to chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) to produce 
smooth surfaces on both slurry- and diamond-cut silicon solar wafers. With 30 µm of 
silicon etched from each side, as-cut wafers appear mirror-like to the naked eye. A 
quantitative analysis of the specularity of HNA-polished wafers indicates that 97% of light 
reflected from slurry-cut wafers falls within ±10 mrad of the specular beam and is 
isotropically distributed. Conversely, HNA-polished diamond-cut wafers retain a history 
of the wafer-sawing process: the reflected light is anisotropic with 99.4% of light within 
±10 mrad of the specular beam in the sawing direction but only 89.1% within ±10 mrad in 
the perpendicular direction. Topographical characterization by optical profilometry and 
atomic force microscopy measurements reveals that HNA-polished slurry-cut wafers are 
spatially uniform with a surface roughness of 45 nm. Diamond-cut wafers have a roughness 
of only 18 nm but also have residual sawing grooves tens of micrometers across—these 
are responsible for the anisotropic scattering of light. The HNA-polished wafers are 
appropriate alternatives to CMP wafers for high-efficiency solar cells, including 
interdigitated-back-contact and tandem cells that require single-side polished wafers, as 
well as for other optical applications such as process monitoring with characterization 
techniques that require planar substrates. 
 
Silicon wafer polishing or planarization is most often performed with chemical mechanical 
polishing (CMP).1,2 In the integrated circuit industry, CMP is used to planarize bare and 
coated silicon surfaces both for initial wafer polishing and between process steps.2 The 
resulting surfaces can have atomic-scale planarity over their full area,3,4,5 which makes the 
wafers suitable for, e.g., epitaxial growth and fabrication of nanometric electronic devices. 
However, the cost of a (single-side) CMP step is in the tens of dollars per wafer,6,7 
depending on wafer size, because the consumables (slurry and polishing pads) are 
expensive and the polishing process is slow. Consequently, CMP has not been adopted by 
other technology areas that demand less expensive polished substrates but that also have 
less stringent surface planarity requirements.  
For example, in silicon photovoltaics, cell structures that are now being commercialized—
such as passivated-emitter-and-rear-contact cells and interdigitated-back-contact cells—
feature rear wafer surfaces that are chemically polished.8,9,10 The polished rear surfaces 
reduce feature spreading during patterning of, e.g., interdigitated fingers, and they also 
result in lower surface recombination velocity compared to rough surfaces with the same 
passivation layers.11,12 For these applications, a surface roughness of up to 300 nm can be 
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tolerated,13,14 but the polishing process must cost well under $0.10 per wafer since the 
selling price of completed cells is less than $1.50 per cell.15 During fabrication of 
photovoltaic cells, polished wafers may also be used to monitor deposition processes, as 
many thin-film characterization techniques require or benefit from planar surfaces (e.g., 
ellipsometry, secondary ion mass spectrometry, Rutherford backscattering).16 Future 
photovoltaic structures may rely even more heavily on planar surfaces and have more 
stringent cost and planarity requirements: For example, two-terminal tandem solar cells 
with silicon as the bottom cell have top cells formed either by direct (e.g., epitaxial) growth 
or wafer bonding, and both processes require polished surfaces. In addition, a new optically 
coupled “PVMirror” tandem concept uses a polished solar cell to specularly reflect select 
wavelengths of light to a second solar collector.17 
Mixtures of hydrofluoric acid (HF), nitric acid (HNO3), and acetic acid (CH3COOH)—
commonly referred to as HNA—were first used to etch polysilicon and were studied 
extensively for the integrated circuit industry.18,19 Schwartz and Robbins investigated the 
effect of the HNA mixing ratio on the surface geometry of silicon after etching, and 
reported that mixtures with high concentrations of HNO3, medium-to-low concentrations 
of HF, and low concentrations of CH3COOH produce smooth surfaces, as viewed under an 
optical microscope.20 In this regime, the etching behavior is HF limited: the abundant 
HNO3 molecules oxidize the silicon surface and form a film of SiO2, CH3COOH functions 
as a diluent that prevents excessive dissociation of HNO3, and the reaction between HF and 
the SiO2 film controls the etching rate and surface morphology. Researchers studying 
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have further tuned the etching process to 
achieve three-dimensional structures such as silicon microneedles that maintain their shape 
as their surfaces become smooth.21,22 However, (electron) microscope images are still most 
frequently used as evidence of smoothness after HNA etching; we are unaware of a 
quantitative analysis that evaluates the surfaces in light of the aforementioned potential 
applications of chemically polished wafers.     
In this letter, we report on the surface roughness and specularity of as-cut solar-grade 
monocrystalline silicon wafers after HNA polishing. Polishing was performed on n-type (3 
ohm·cm) Czochralski wafers with both diamond-cut and slurry-cut surfaces.23 Three 
wafers cut with each technology were chemically polished at room temperature with a 
10:73:17 HF:HNO3:CH3COOH mixture using a stirring bar. This HNA ratio is in the 
region identified by Schwartz and Robbins as being effective at polishing,20 and was found 
to give optimal results in our previous experiments. Etching times of 1.5, 3.0, and 6.0 
minutes were used, resulting in measured wafer thickness removals of 10, 17, and 30 μm 
per side, respectively. Another six wafers—three diamond-cut and three slurry-cut—were 
etched in a 30% potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution at 85 °C and served as references. 
In these experiments, the etching time was tuned to achieve the same per-side material 
removal as in the HNA experiments. All etched wafers were put through an RCA-2 
cleaning sequence and subsequent HF dip prior to measurement to remove any surface 
contamination. A CMP wafer was used as a reference for an optically specular surface. 
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FIG 1. Photograph of slurry- and diamond-cut wafers after polishing with HNA for 0–6 
minutes. The reflection of the square mesh grid of the window can be seen in the wafers. 
Figure 1 shows a photograph of as-cut and HNA-polished wafers. The surface finishes of 
the as-cut wafers cut with different technologies are quite different: the slurry-cut wafer 
looks uniform but diffuse, while the diamond-cut wafer looks shiny but has visible 
grooves.23 As the HNA etching time increases (wafer thickness reduces, as indicated) the 
haziness of the wafers diminishes and mirror-like polished surfaces begin to emerge. After 
30 μm of silicon removal from each side, the slurry- and diamond-cut wafers at first appear 
to be optically similar. However, upon closer inspection, the polished diamond-cut wafer 
shows anisotropic scattering resulting from the original grooves; this is visible in Figure 1 
as an absence of horizontal lines in the reflected image of the mesh grid in the window. In 
contrast, both the horizontal and vertical lines of the mesh grid are visible from the polished 
slurry-cut wafers.  
The specularity of these wafers was first characterized by measuring the angular 
distribution of reflected light with a PerkinElmer Lambda 950 UV/VIS/NIR 
spectrophotometer equipped with an Automated Reflectance/Transmittance Analyzer 
(ARTA) accessory.24,25 Wafer pieces mounted on a goniometer were tilted 15° with respect 
to the incident beam of 600 nm light, so that the specular beam should have reflected from 
the samples at 30° (again with respect to the incident beam). An integrating sphere detector 
with an entrance aperture 7.5 mm wide—corresponding to an acceptance angle of 5°—was 
swept on a second goniometer from 25° to 35° (with respect to the incident beam) in 1° 
increments. 
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FIG 2. Angular distribution of reflected light from (a) slurry-cut wafers with HNA 
polishing, (b) diamond-cut wafers with HNA polishing, (c) slurry-cut wafers with KOH 
polishing and (d) diamond-cut wafers with KOH polishing. Each plot shows a CMP 
reference wafer and as-cut wafers etched for varying time. The samples were tilted 15° 
with respect to the 600-nm-wavelength incident beam; a detector angle of 30° therefore 
corresponds to the specular beam. The detector aperture was 5°. 
Figure 2 shows the reflectance, resolved by detector angle, of HNA- and KOH-polished 
wafers, as well as a CMP reference wafer. The reflectance increases as the detector scans 
from 25° towards 30°—the specular angle—and then decreases for higher angles, resulting 
in a peak. The peak is not delta-function-like, as might be expected, but bell-like instead 
because of a combination of the acceptance angle of the detector (which limits the 
minimum possible peak width to 5°) and the spot size of the incident beam (which broadens 
the minimum peak to about 8° as seen from the CMP reference). The peak is not at exactly 
30° for every sample because it is challenging to place the wafer pieces on the goniometer 
with better than 1° precision. The peak reflectance increases with HNA etching time for 
both slurry- and diamond-cut wafers, and tops out at 35.6%, which is the same value 
measured on the CMP reference wafer. Further, the reflectance curves of the best HNA 
polished samples (30 μm etched per side) overlap with that of the CMP wafer, which 
indicates that—as seen by this detector—the HNA polished surfaces are as flat as the CMP 
surface. The reflectance at shorter etching times reveals that diamond-cut wafers become 
specular more quickly than slurry-cut wafers: After removal of 10 μm per side, the 
diamond-cut wafer has a peak reflectance of 26% whereas the slurry-cut wafer has only 
2%. KOH etching is frequently used in solar cell and micromachining processes26—often 
to smooth surfaces—but Figure 2 indicates that it is not nearly as effective as HNA 
polishing, at least for the conditions used here. The KOH-polished samples have much 
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lower peak reflectance and broader peaks, even after 30 μm has been etched from each 
side, indicating that light is scattered outside of the 10° scanned by the detector.  
To probe the specularity of the best HNA-polished wafers beyond the angular resolution 
limit of the ARTA’s detector, we imaged their reflected beams with a Thorlabs BP209-IR 
two-dimensional Beam Profiler with a 2f imaging optical setup. The wafers were coated 
with 200 nm of sputtered silver on one side. A 1310 nm laser was focused into the aperture 
of the beam profiler after a 45° reflection from the wafer under test. In most measurements, 
the laser was incident on the silvered side of the wafer and reflection only from this surface 
was recorded. However, in select measurements, the wafer was reversed and the beam 
profiler recorded the specularity of light that had reflected from the rear surface and 
traversed the wafer thickness twice (this is why a wavelength of 1310 nm was used). In 
this configuration, Snell’s Law indicates that any scattering will be amplified by a factor 
of the refractive index of the wafer (n = 3.5) as light returns to air from the silicon.  
The solid lines in Figure 3 show the normalized reflectance of the (front surface of the) 
best HNA-polished diamond-cut and slurry-cut wafers, as well as a CMP reference wafer, 
as a function of the angular deviation from specular. As the profiled beams were either 
circularly symmetric (slurry-cut and CMP) or approximately symmetric about the wafer 
sawing direction (diamond-cut), we have displayed the average profiles of each beam in 
the x- (perpendicular to sawing wire) and y-directions (parallel to sawing wire). The 
diamond-cut sample exhibits anisotropic scattering: the scattering in the x-direction is 
within ±20 mrad whereas in the y-direction it is within ±5 mrad. This anisotropy is caused 
by the persistent sawing grooves and explains the disappearance of the horizontal lines 
observed in Figure 1. In contrast, the scattering of the slurry-cut sample is isotropic, like 
the CMP reference but much broader. (The width of the beam reflected from the CMP 
wafer reveals the angular uncertainty of the beam profiler, which is approximately 0.5 
mrad.) For the diamond-cut sample, 89.1% of the reflected light is within ±10 mrad in the 
x-direction while 99.4% is within this specification in the y-direction. For the slurry-cut 
sample, 97% of reflected light is within ±10 mrad in both directions. 
The wafers from Figure 3a and b were also subjected to surface profiling using a ZeScope 
optical profilometer and a Dimension 3000 atomic force microscope (AFM). The 1 mm × 
1 mm optical profilometry maps in Figure 4a and the line scans in Figure 4c expose the 
persistent sawing grooves (diamond-cut) and random roughness (slurry-cut) on the wafer 
surfaces that result in the scattering seen in Figure 3. The power spectral density functions 
(PSDFs) of the maps in Figure 4a (not shown) confirm that the slurry-cut wafer is 
isotropically rough (same PSDF in the x- and y-directions)—consistent with the isotropic 
scattering in Figure 3a. The PSDFs also indicate that the grooves in the diamond-cut wafer 
along the y-direction have wavelengths of 5–100 µm, corresponding to approximately 1–
1/20 the diamond wire diameter. 
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FIG 3. Measured and ray-traced average profiles in the x- and y-directions of a laser 
beam reflected from (a) a HNA-polished slurry-cut wafer, (b) a HNA-polished diamond-
cut wafer, and (c) a CMP reference wafer. The HNA polished wafers are the same as 
those shown in Figures 1 and 2 with 30 µm of silicon etched per side (6 minutes of 
etching). The measured and ray-traced profiles were normalized to have the same total 
area, corresponding to the same number of photons at the detector. The insets are images 
of the beams generated from ray tracing using the optical profilometry maps in Figure 4; 
the ray-traced beam profiles in the figure were generated by averaging the intensities at 
all y-values for a given x-value (x-direction profile) or at all x-values for a given y-value 
(y-direction profile). 
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FIG 4. (a) Optical profilometery height maps, (b) AFM height maps, (c) optical 
profilometry line scans, and (d) AFM line scans of HNA-polished slurry- and diamond-
cut wafers. The wafers are the same as those shown in Figures 1–3 with 30 µm of silicon 
etched per side (6 minutes of etching). The line scans in (c) were extracted from the maps 
in (a) along the indicated perpendicular lines; similarly, the lines scans in (d) were 
extracted from the maps in (b). 
The AFM height maps in Figure 4b and line scans in Figure 4d, which span 1/100 the area 
and length of the maps and line scans from optical profilometry, show that the variation in 
height with position is substantially dampened at shorter length scales. In particular, the 
acute waviness of the diamond-cut wafer surface disappears in the AFM map because the 
map lays almost entirely on a “step” of a residual sawing groove. The root-mean-square 
(RMS) surface roughness across the AFM map of the diamond-cut wafer is only 17.8 nm; 
in comparison, the RMS roughness of the slurry-cut wafer across the same area is 45.2 nm. 
Figure 4b also reveals particles on the slurry-cut surface—these appear as white dots—of 
unknown origin. The diamond-cut wafers were etched and cleaned in the same solutions 
as the slurry-cut wafers and yet do not have particulate residue, and subsequent 
experiments with both wafer types yielded similar results. It may be that the higher-
frequency roughness of the slurry-cut surface is more effective at trapping particles 
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generated in solution (see Figure 4d) and that more vigorous cleaning is required to remove 
them. 
As a consistency check, the optical profilometry maps in Figure 4a were used to simulate 
the beam profiling experiments in Figure 3 by ray tracing in ZEMAX. Rays emitted normal 
to the local surface from each point of the maps were focused through a simulated lens 
onto a screen; the beam images on the screen are shown in Figure 3 as insets. As with the 
experimental data, the average profiles of the beams in the x- and y-directions are plotted 
in Figure 3. Ray tracing reproduces many of the features of the measured beams, including 
their approximate full width in both directions. It also tends to blur sharp features, however, 
perhaps because ZEMAX interpolates between grid points and because much of the 
remaining roughness after polishing is sub-wavelength in size yet is treated with geometric 
optics when ray tracing. Additionally, Figure 3a implies that the particles on the slurry-cut 
wafer do not contribute overwhelmingly to the measured scatter. The particles are absent 
from the map used in ray tracing (refer to the optical profilometry map in Figure 4a) but 
the simulated beam profiles still roughly overlap the measured profiles.  
Our quantitative analysis of the specularity and roughness of HNA-polished wafers 
indicates that they should be suitable for many applications in silicon photovoltaics, and 
likely other technology areas too. Slurry-cut wafers with 30 µm of silicon etched per side 
are approximately six times smoother than the roughness upper limit identified by Richter 
et al. and Horzel et al. for optimal passivated-emitter-and-rear-contact cell 
performance,13,14 and diamond-cur wafers with the same degree of polishing are even 
smoother in one direction. Furthermore, the measurements presented here were all from 
the same six wafers (shown in Figure 1) and subsequent experiments with longer etching 
times and minor optimization further reduced roughness (e.g., to 21.1 nm RMS for slurry-
cut wafers).  
In looking beyond this work, we have begun preliminary tests to explore whether HNA-
polished wafers can be successfully used as more than just specular reflectors. For example, 
we deposited intrinsic amorphous silicon passivation layers on both sides of a HNA-
polished diamond-cut wafer and measured effective lifetimes of over 6 ms, indicating that 
the etched surfaces are free of defects and contamination in addition to being planar. We 
are in the process of attempting homo- and hetero-epitaxial growth on these surfaces, and 
we have begun making tandem cells with silicon wafers that have HNA-polished top 
surfaces and alkaline-textured rear surfaces. We have also made PVMirrors with silicon 
solar cells on HNA-polished wafers; in this case, a Bragg reflector was deposited on the 
front surface to reflect visible light and the cells look like a mirror to the naked eye.27 
Finally, we have investigated the use of HNA-polished wafers as cheap monitor wafers 
during deposition processes when, e.g., the deposited layers are to be characterized with 
techniques requiring or benefitting from planar surfaces. For example, we found that 110-
nm-thick indium oxide layers sputtered on HNA-polished and CMP wafers yield 
indistinguishable ellipsometry spectra. HNA-polishing is not without drawbacks—60 µm 
of silicon is dissolved and the resulting wafers can be thin and brittle—but the high degree 
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of specularity achieved after polishing makes the wafers useful for many optical and device 
applications. 
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